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Abstract
Cloud computing has had a transformative effect upon distributed systems
research. It has been one of the precursors of supposed big data revolution
and has amplified the scale of software, networks, data and deployments.
Monitoring tools have not, however, kept pace with these developments.
Scale is central to cloud computing but it is not its chiefly defining property.
Elasticity, the ability of a cloud deployment to rapidly and regularly change
in scale and composition, is what differentiates cloud computing from
alternative paradigms of computation. Older tools originating from cluster,
grid and enterprise computing predominantly lack designs which allow
them to tolerate huge scale and rapid elasticity. This has led to the
development of monitoring as a service tools; third party tools which
abstract the intricacies of the monitoring process from the end user. These
tools rely upon an economy of scale in order to deploy large numbers of
VMs or servers which monitor multiple users’ infrastructure. These tools
have restricted functionality and trust critical operations to third parties,
which often lack reliable SLAs and which often charge significant costs. We
therefore contend that an alternative is necessary.
This thesis investigates the domain of cloud monitoring and proposes
Varanus, a new cloud monitoring tool, which eschews conventional
architectures in order to outperform current tools in a cloud setting. We
compare a number of aspects of performance including monitoring latency,
resource usage and elasticity tolerance. Through investigation of current
monitoring approaches in conjunction with a thorough examination of
cloud computing we derive a design for a new tool which leverages peer
to peer and autonomic computing in order to build a tool well suited to
the requirements of cloud computing. Through a detailed evaluation we
demonstrate how this tool withstands the effects of scale and elasticity
which impair current tools and how it employs a novel architecture which
reduces fiscal costs. We demonstrate that Varanus maintains a low, near 1
second monitoring latency, regardless of both scale and elasticity and does
so without imparting significant computational costs. We conclude that this
design embodied by this tool represents a successful alternative to current
conventional and monitoring as a service tools.
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1Chapter OneIntroduction
Large scale systems are challenging in virtually every way. From their design to their
implementation, deployment, and maintenance each stage of the development cycle
presents a vast range of research challenges. Until very recently, large scale systems
were the preserve of governments, big business and inter-institution collaborative
projects. As such, these systems were rare and all but inaccessible to the majority of
researchers and institutions. With the advent of cloud computing this has changed.
Affordable, scalable compute and storage delivered via a utility model has enabled
researchers and small organisations to deploy large scale systems, if only for a short
time. For computer science researchers this has had a dual effect: it has increased
the demand for large scale systems research and simultaneously made this type of
research more feasible.
This thesis is concerned with the subject of monitoring. Specifically it is concerned
with monitoring large deployments of virtual machines (VMs) on an Infrastructure as
a Service (IaaS) cloud. IaaS environments are the foundation upon which all of cloud
computing is built and are tasked with the provisioning of VMs and virtualised storage
and networking. Examples of IaaS providers include Microsoft Azure, Rackspace
Cloud, OpenStack, Eucalyptus, Google Compute Engine and the progenitor of IaaS:
Amazon EC2. IaaS clouds have proved phenomenally successful and now underpin
significant portions of the web [170] and have become a de facto platform for all
manner of production and research systems [186][69][54].
Despite presenting a uniform appearance via abstracted APIs, IaaS environments are
extremely heterogenous in addition to being large and complex and exhibit a number of
properties that are quite unlike previous paradigms of computation. The management
and monitoring of this class of system involves a myriad of costs: fiscal, manpower,
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computation, bandwidth and so forth. Any software intended for cloud environments
must minimise these costs and not simply tolerate but exploit the inherent scale.
Despite a growing body of research in this area, the best practices for developing
effective software for large cloud environments are not well known or universally
agreed upon; further exacerbating the challenges of designing effective software for
cloud environments.
Monitoring is an empirical process. In its very simplest form it is achieving awareness
of the state of a system. Less succinctly, monitoring is the collection of data from a
system or environment, the analysis of that data and optionally the alteration of the
environment or system guided by the results of the analysis [184]. Common monitoring
workflows entail the observation of critical parameters such as heart rate (in medical
monitoring), water quality (in environmental monitoring) or CPU usage (in application
monitoring). There is a fine and often blurred line between monitoring and other
processes such as debugging, reporting or profiling. This thesis considers monitoring,
as separate from other notions, to be a real (or near real) time process whereby state
is collected and used to determine what action to take in a running system. This is
differentiated from debugging, reporting and other activities which typically occur
after the system has finished running. There are many types of monitoring which
can occur within a computer system: monitoring of processes, applications, network
communication, log in attempts, cache hits, disk read times and so on and so forth.
This thesis is chiefly concerned with three types of monitoring: resource monitoring
whereby resource values such as CPU, memory, network, disk etc are monitored,
application monitoring whereby application specific behaviour such as response times,
number of requests, user activity etc are monitored and distributed systems monitoring
whereby values and behaviours that transcend multiple machines are monitored such
as routing latency, node failures and membership change.
Monitoring is a fundamental part of designing and maintaining computer systems.
The seminal monitoring use case is the automated collection of monitoring state from
a set of sources (typically servers or applications) followed by a simple set of threshold
tests. Should a value exceed a threshold, an alert - usually in the form of an email,
SMS or pager message - is then sent to a member of the respective operations staff who
then performs the necessary investigation. This basic form of monitoring, colloquially
referred to as canary monitoring, has been a mainstay since the area’s inception and
is catered for by virtually all current monitoring tools. This well weathered strategy
has significantly reduced in value since the rise of cloud computing. Stakeholders
3who adopt a cloud computing strategy face a different set of concerns which alter
monitoring priorities. No longer must administrators wade through data centres
to tend to faulty hardware or configure switches and routers or requisition new
equipment. Under cloud computing, these activities are anachronistic. This change in
ideology, neatly encapsulated by the mantra "software is infrastructure" diminishes
the importance of hardware and places focus upon the robustness and reliability of
software.
Dispensed alongside many conventional system administration practices are many of
the latencies involved in monitoring and management. Cloud computing does not
incur latencies related to physical hardware, there is no need to requisition replacement
hardware, run patch cables, identify a faulty processor or swap out disks. As such, the
canary approach to monitoring is simply too slow. It is no longer acceptable to wait
hours or even days for faults to be resolved, especially given the service model which
could see stakeholders paying for malfunctioning infrastructure which could quite
easily be replaced in a near instant. Instead, faster and more automated monitoring
solutions are being demanded.
Since 2001 when IBM first proposed autonomic computing [107], the promises of
monitoring quickly surpassed basic fault correction. Autonomic computing, an
increasingly important field, envisions the development of systems which can manage
themselves, and central to this vision is monitoring.
For a system to employ autonomic behaviour it must have access to data reflecting
the system’s current and historical state. Self configuration, the ideal of autonomic
computing, requires data from throughout a distributed system be aggregated and
made available for analysis. This is data intensive and requires novel architectures in
order to efficiently propagate and aggregate the necessary state. Common practice
now adopted by major cloud users is a "measure everything" approach whereby every
value which could possibly hold interest is collected, analysed, stored and graphed. In
the case of large scale system, this is a distinct challenge as it requires the collection
and movement of large volumes of data in near real time. These challenges tax
current monitoring tools which were, predominantly, designed for previous computing
paradigms which were of smaller scale and crucially did not exhibit elasticity. Elasticity:
the ability of a cloud deployment to vary in scale and composition is the defining
property of cloud computing and requires special consideration when designing
applications. Elasticity ensures that a cloud deployment can change entirely in
composition and scale within seconds. The vast majority of monitoring tools which
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were not built with cloud computing in mind did not conceive that components would
be terminated and as such are prone to performance degradation, error or other
undesirable behaviour when VMs are terminated.
The small set of tools which can tolerate the scale and complexity of IaaS clouds such as
those originating from grid and scientific computing have similar deficiencies, primarily
regarding a lack of awareness of cloud properties and behaviours. Current common
practice is to utilise a monitoring as a service tool such as Amazon Cloud Watch [1],
CopperEgg[13], New Relic [34] or Datadog [14] which provide effective monitoring by
customers at cost by leveraging their own large scale systems to monitor customer’s
infrastructure. Such tools typically lack customisation and give the user little means
to tailor their monitoring tool to a bespoke use case and can incur significant fiscal
costs. A further issues with monitoring as service tools is with regards to their
orchestration: monitored VMs transmit their state to the 3rd party monitoring service.
The monitoring service is on the other side of the stakeholder’s firewall and thus entails
transmitting sensitive monitoring state beyond their sphere of control. For stakeholders
who have any security concerns regarding cloud computing, reliance on a third party
monitoring service is likely to be a limiting factor. Any user or organisation seeking a
tool which they have full control over must therefore rely on the aforementioned class
of inappropriate tools.
It is therefore apparent that there is a demand for a new class of monitoring tools
which eschew existing designs and better support the properties of cloud computing.
This thesis investigates the issues surrounding cloud monitoring and offers a new
monitoring tool which attempts to overcome these issues. We propose a new tool:
Varanus1 [183, 185, 180] which exploits numerous novel designs from peer to peer and
distributed computing in order to provide effective monitoring of cloud deployments
at scale. The design of Varanus is then implemented and evaluated in order to
demonstrate its effectiveness and novelty.
1.1 Motivating Examples
Monitoring tools are typically associated with error detection and as a means to
facilitate manual system correction. This has long been the archetypical use case but
since the emergence of autonomic and cloud computing many additional use cases
1Varanus is the genus name of the monitoring lizard. The name was inspired by a trip to the reptile
house at Berlin Zoo and satisfies the author’s somewhat petulant sense of humour
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have emerged. This section details several examples of use cases which a modern
cloud monitoring tool would be expected to fulfil in order to further elucidate upon
the area examined by this thesis. These include:
1.1.1 Cloud Management
Elasticity is a core property of cloud computing that can be extremely beneficial when
utilised effectively. Effective use of elasticity hinges upon instantiating and terminating
VMS at the most appropriate times. In the most general case, instantiation occurs
when the system is loaded and termination occurs when the system is under-utilised
but different systems will necessitate alternative schemes. At any rate, determining
when to alter the composition of the deployment requires detailed knowledge as to the
current and historical state of the deployment. This requires a monitoring tool which
can provide this information in a timely manner.
1.1.2 Autonomic Computing
Autonomic computing promises to reduce the management complexity of large and
complex systems by enabling systems to self-manage. Autonomic computing has
proposed a number of models and control loops for managing autonomic behaviour;
all of which require monitoring data. In order for a system to self manage an autonomic
agent must have access to monitoring data which represents the current and historical
state of the system. Through analysis of this data and reference to goals and objectives
set by human administrators, autonomic agents attempt to enact strategies to manage
the system. Autonomic computing, therefore, relies strongly on the timely and accurate
availability of monitoring state.
1.1.3 Administration
The traditional use case of a monitoring tool is to provide monitoring data to the end
user, typically in the form of alerts and graphs. While large cloud systems produce
more monitoring state than humans can understand in a timely fashion, administrators
are still likely to require a sub-section of the monitoring data. This requires a
monitoring tool which allows for the querying and investigation of monitoring state.
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1.1.4 Billing
One of the key features which led to the success of cloud computing is the service
model. This model sees compute, network, storage and other resources afforded
to users for an hourly charge. When using a small deployment of cloud resources,
identifying costs and usage is near trivial. In the case of large scale deployments, this
is not the case. Determining the full and (crucially) accurate resource usage of large
cloud deployment is difficult and often cloud users and cloud providers have different
determinations. An effective cloud monitoring tool is essential for rendering a correct
determination.
1.2 Research Question
The question which permeates this thesis revolves around two concepts: scale and
elasticity. While large scale systems have existed for a considerable period of time
and have generated significant research, the combination of scale and elasticity (as
embodied by cloud computing) is a hitherto under-researched area. The open question
which has guided this research is therefore as follows: is it possible to build a
monitoring system, with equivalent functionality to current tools, which will tolerate
a large scale and highly elastic cloud environment. Current tools are ill suited to
large scale cloud environments and many have no tolerance whatsoever for elasticity.
Answering this question therefore entails abandoning current monitoring architectures
and tools and investigating alternative approaches.
1.3 Hypotheses
This thesis investigates four central hypotheses. They are predominantly based upon
the notion that the abandonment of conventional monitoring architectures in favour of
contemporary decentralised architectures can alleviate many of the current concerns
regarding cloud monitoring and better support the aforementioned use cases. These
hypotheses are considered throughout this thesis and examined empirically in our
evaluation.
• Low monitoring latency can be achieved through the use of a decentralised monitoring
scheme. Current cloud computing best practice advises 234 that monitoring latency
2http://www.boundary.com/blog/2013/02/why-one-second-data/
3https://www.cloudflare.com/apps/panopta
4http://www.slideshare.net/appdynamics/appjam-2012-how-netflix-operates-and-monitor-in-
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should not exceed one second in order for issues to be detected with sufficient time
to take action. Cloud monitoring tools achieve one second latency by employing a
large pool of servers which accept monitoring data from clients and are afforded
to users according to a service model. We hypothesise that by distributing the
computational costs of monitoring over a pre-existing cloud deployment that, save
for the case of heavy utilisation of said deployment, one second monitoring latency
can be achieved without the need for additional infrastructure.
• Through the use of peer-to-peer concepts, it is possible for a monitoring tool to maintain
consistent performance and functionality in spite of both scale and elasticity. The defining
property of cloud computing is elasticity; the ability of a cloud deployment to vary
in scale and composition. This trait, combined with the low cost available of cloud
VMs often leads to users deploying large and frequently changing numbers of
VMs. Scale is a significant challenge to any monitoring tool, requiring the means to
collect and analyse state from a vast range of source. This challenge is compounded
by elasticity which ensures that a cloud monitoring tool must not only tolerate
scale but also tolerate frequent, sudden change. We hypothesise that by leveraging
concepts from the domains of peer-to-peer systems that it is possible to devise a
monitoring system which can tolerate scale and elasticity.
• By amortising the computational cost of monitoring over an entire cloud deployment and
through resource aware computation placement it is possible to ensure that no single
host will become heavily loaded and ensure that monitoring does not affect other software
running within the deployment. Data collection, aggregation, alerting and other
parts of the monitoring process are computationally costly. In many conventional
monitoring architectures a small, fixed number of servers are responsible for the
vast majority of monitoring functionality. In the case of large scale deployments,
these servers can become heavily loaded, necessitating a large pool of servers to
accommodate demand. In hierarchical architectures, fixed points (such as the root
of the tree) can incur significant resource usage which results in loss of monitoring
performance. we hypothesise that a resource aware approach which divides the
monitoring process and distributes it across multiple hosts can more effectively
utilise resources and avoid performance degradation due to high resource usage.
• Human involvement in the monitoring process can be curtailed through autonomic
management, data collection and analysis. Cloud computing is an inherently ad
the-cloud
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hoc domain; deployments are instantiated for a given purpose, altered as that
purpose changes and terminated when it is surpassed its usefulness. When
transiency is conflated with scale it becomes quite infeasible for humans to design
and deploy a complete monitoring strategy by hand. We therefore hypothesis that
it is possible to devise a monitoring tool which self-manages work allocation, data
collection schedules, data retention, basic analysis and so forth. Allowing human
administrators to concentrate only upon the high level details or upon certain low
level areas of interest without having to concern themselves with the full extent of
configuration and management. While a full vision of autonomic management is
far beyond the scope of this thesis, we contend that is entirely feasible to develop a
small set of autonomic features which will significantly reduce human involvement
in the monitoring process and greatly increase the effectiveness of the monitoring
tool.
1.4 Contributions
This thesis provides a number of novel research contributions:
• We have performed the most comprehensive and detailed survey and taxonomy
of cloud monitoring tools available, to date, in literature. Chapter 3 details the
designs and common properties of monitoring tools from a number of domain
that see common use in cloud monitoring. In this thesis, this survey serves as a
precursor to deriving requirements for a cloud monitoring tool. Beyond this thesis,
the chapter has the potential to serve as similar function, guiding future research
and investigation in the field of cloud monitoring.
• Following on from our extensive taxonomy we have derived a set of requirements
for a cloud monitoring tool which encapsulate the issues posed by cloud environ-
ments and measures required to overcome them. These requirements serve as the
basis for the development of Varanus, our cloud monitoring tool and additionally
server to provoke further discussion and investigation into cloud monitoring.
• The design of Varanus: a decentralised cloud aware, elasticity tolerant monitoring
tool is quite unlike contemporary monitoring tools and is demonstrably superior
in performance to many current tools. Its design offers a number of advantages
of conventional monitoring tools and most notably, demonstrates minimal perfor-
mance variation when encountering elasticity. The design and implementation of
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Varanus are described in detail and an evaluation demonstrate its effectiveness.
• We have devised a means to replicate near real world elasticity using trace data
in conjunction with Apache JMeter. This allows us to subject applications to near
real world elasticity without having to rely upon purely artificial load. This allows
for a closer comparison with real world scenarios. This is used throughout our
evaluation to test the elasticity tolerance of a number of monitoring tools.
• Our evaluation involves comparing Varanus against Nagios and our own imple-
mentation of common monitoring architectures at a scale of up to 5000 VMs
hosted on Amazon EC2. Additionally artificial load (derived from real world
trace data) is used to induce elasticity and further tax the evaluated tools. In
contemporary literature common evaluation practice involves simulation and small
scale evaluation on private clusters and testbeds. These evaluations typically do not
capture the properties of cloud environments and do not attest with any veracity
to the scalability and elasticity tolerance of the proposed tool. Our evaluation,
meanwhile, makes use of real world conditions and offers results which should
be much more consistent with regular real world usage than simulation or other
forms of evaluation. We describe our evaluation architecture and the means used
to perform experimentation on the cloud in order to allow researchers to adopt
and adapt our methodology.
1.5 Publications
The work detailed in this thesis has yielded a number of peer reviewed publications,
these include:
1. Jonathan Stuart Ward, and Adam Barker. "Semantic based data collection for
large scale cloud systems." Proceedings of the fifth international workshop on
Data-Intensive Distributed Computing Date. ACM, 2012.
2. Jonathan Stuart Ward, and Adam Barker. "Monitoring Large-Scale Cloud Systems
with Layered Gossip Protocols." IEEE CloudCom 2013
3. Jonathan Stuart Ward, and Adam Barker. "Self managing monitoring for highly
elastic large scale cloud deployments." Proceedings of the sixth international
workshop on Data intensive distributed computing. ACM, 2014.
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4. Adam Barker, Blesson Varghese, Jonathan Stuart Ward, Ian Sommerville. "Academic
Cloud Computing Research: Five Pitfalls and Five Opportunities." 6th USENIX
Workshop on Hot Topics in Cloud Computing (HotCloud 14). USENIX Association.
5. Jonathan Stuart Ward, and Adam Barker. "Observing the clouds: a survey and
taxonomy of cloud monitoring." Journal of Cloud Computing: Advances, Systems
and Applications 3.1 (2014): 40.
Additionally the work detailed in this thesis has yielded two technical reports:
1. Jonathan Stuart Ward, and Adam Barker. "A Cloud Computing Survey: Develop-
ments and Future Trends in Infrastructure as a Service Computing." arXiv preprint
arXiv:1306.1394 (2013).
2. Jonathan Stuart Ward, and Adam Barker. "Undefined By Data: A Survey of Big
Data Definitions." arXiv preprint arXiv:1309.5821 (2013).
1.6 Summary of Thesis
Chapter 2 provides a discussion of the origins of cloud computing and investigates the
broad challenges which it presents. This chapter was initially written as a compulsory
literature review and has since been published as a technical report.
Chapter 3 provides a comprehensive survey of monitoring tools which are commonly
used for cloud monitoring. This includes tools originating from cluster, grid and
enterprise computing in addition to purpose built cloud monitoring tools.
Chapter 4 builds upon the survey presented in chapter 3 and classifies monitoring
tools from cloud computing and other domains into a taxonomy according to their
design and derives a set of requirements from this taxonomy.
Chapter 5 proposes a design for a new monitoring tool, Varanus, which through
leveraging autonomic, peer to peer and distributed computing research fulfils
the requirements presented in the preceding chapter and discusses a prototype
implementation of Varanus.
Chapter 6 evaluates the prototype implementation of Varanus against other monitoring
tools in order to demonstrate its effectiveness as a cloud monitoring tool.
Chapter 7 concludes this thesis and summarises the finding and contributions
presented herein.
2Chapter TwoBackground
2.1 Chapter Overview
This chapter details the technologies which comprise cloud computing and reviews
the contemporary issues within the area. This serves to frame the research described
in this thesis within the appropriate context and provides some justification as to the
relevance and merit of cloud monitoring research. A significant portion of this chapter
has been published as "A Cloud Computing Survey: Developments and Future Trends
in Infrastructure as a Service Computing" [181], additionally a portion of this chapter
has been published as "Undefined By Data: A Survey of Big Data Definitions" [182].
2.2 Introduction
Prior to any discussion of cloud monitoring it is essential to first discuss cloud
computing. In this chapter we survey the origins, technologies and concepts of
cloud computing and how they pertain to cloud monitoring.
Cloud Computing is a term encapsulating the delivery of various computing resources
as a service. It is the current iteration of utility computing and returns to the model
of resource sharing. The terms ’cloud computing’ and ’cloud’ have previously been
contentious. Having its origins in industry, ’cloud computing’ has previously suffered
from conflicting definitions, inappropriate use and other forms of misuse. Since the
release of the NIST Cloud Computing Definition, cloud terminology has largely become
standardised and entered the academic lexicon and is supported by a significant body
of research. Today, cloud computing underpins a significant portion of the web and is
the de facto means of deploying services and applications at scale.
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A potential litmus test to determine the legitimacy and importance of a research topic
is to determine its relevance to other fields and disciplines. Cloud computing appears
in the literature of numerous fields including the biosciences [163], physics [179],
the humanities [157], and economics [106]. The advancement of cloud computing is
therefore valuable not only to computer science, industry and the future of the web
but to a host of academic disciplines.
This chapter considers the technologies underlying cloud computing, their pasts and
their futures and the potential implications for future cloud users and researchers.
In particular we examine the shortcomings and challenges present in existing cloud
systems and the emerging requirements of future cloud users.
The objective of this chapter is threefold. First, we examine previous analogues to
cloud computing and consider past precedent for current issues in cloud computing.
Second, we examine the constituent technologies, consider the problems within these
areas and suggest the paths for future development in cloud computing. Finally, we
examine current issues and challenges for cloud users and providers from both a
technical and socio technical perspective through specific examples.
2.2.1 Scope
“The cloud” and “cloud computing” have been argued by many observers to be
ill defined and insubstantial terms. Initially dismissed by prominent organisations
including Oracle and the Free Software Foundation, Cloud Computing has since
developed into a significant and well defined domain. The most accepted description
of the general characteristics of cloud computing comes from the US based National
Institution of Standards and Technology (NIST) and other contributers [129][54]. It
describes a concise set of properties which define a cloud computing system:
• On-demand Self Service: A consumer is able to provision resources as needed
without the need for human interaction.
• Broad Access: Capabilities of a Cloud are accessed through standardised mecha-
nisms and protocols.
• Resource Pooling: The Cloud provider’s resources are pooled into a shared
resource which is allocated to consumers on demand.
• Rapid Elasticity: Resources can be quickly provisioned and released to allow
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consumers to scale out and in as required.
• Measured Service: Cloud systems automatically measure a consumers use of
resources allowing usage to be monitored, controlled and reported.
Cloud Layer Example Services
Software as a Service Google Docs, Salesforce,
Basecamp, Github
Platform as a Service AppScale, Heroku, AWS
Elastic Beanstalk, Engine
Yard, Google App Engine
Infrastructure as a Service Amazon EC2, Google Com-
pute Engine, Azure, Open-
Nebula, Eucalyptus, Open-
Stack, HP Cloud
Table 2.1: Layers of the Cloud Stack
The NIST standard also defines three layers within the cloud stack: Infrastructure as a
Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service. The cloud stack
is shown in table 2.1. Software as a service is defined as the delivery of an application,
typically a web application, on-demand via the Internet. Platform as a Service is
the delivery of a software platform and associated development tools via a service
model. Infrastructure as a Service is the provisioning of computer resources including
virtual machines (VMs), storage, networking and other resources via a service model.
Cloud monitoring is typically considered at the Infrastructure level. The vast majority
of purpose built cloud monitoring tools such as Cloudwatch [1], Datadog [14] and
CopperEgg [13] are intended to operate at the IaaS level. PaaS monitoring is, however,
an emerging area but the vast majority of the tools for platform monitoring are bespoke
tools which are provided with that platform.
This thesis refers primarily to IaaS as it is IaaS which serves as the foundation of the
cloud stack and has facilitated the phenomenon of cloud computing. While there will
inevitably be significant future development within the domains of PaaS and SaaS this
development will be highly dependent upon advances in Infrastructure as a Service.
We attempt to consider IaaS computing from both the perspective of the consumer and
the often neglected perspective of the provider.
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2.3 The Cousins of Cloud Computing: Similar
Computing Paradigms
2.3.1 Mainframe Computing
In many ways cloud computing has seen the computing industry come full circle.
In the 1960s computers were extremely expensive, this prompted the development
of the mainframe computing paradigm. This paradigm saw an expensive, powerful
mainframe accessed via inexpensive terminals. The 1980s saw the rise of the PC
which largely supplanted the mainframe paradigm. Cloud computing now sees a
conceptual return to the mainframe era. In lieu of terminals, cloud computing uses
cheap consumer devices to provide cloud services. Android, iOS and especially
ChromeOS devices are inexpensive compared with regular PCs and are designed
with extensive support for cloud services. There are of course significant differences
between mainframe and cloud computing however a number of similarities suggests
value in the analogy.
A distinct point of similarity between the mainframe era and cloud computing is vendor
lock in. IBM dominated mainframe computing and imposed significant restrictions
on the use of their software. This led to accusations of anticompetitive practices but
ultimately eliminated competition. Cloud computing has no equivalent of IBM, public
cloud services are currently dominated by Amazon, Google, Microsoft and Rackspace.
There is however little or no interoperability between these providers’ services. As
a user’s dependency upon a provider’s services increases it becomes increasingly
difficult for them to migrate to an alternative provider. Unlike mainframe computing,
there is no investment in hardware however the cost and difficulty of migration can
be similarly prohibitive. Increased interoperability is essential in order to avoid the
market shakeout the mainframe industry encountered in the 1970s. This is a significant
concern for the future of cloud computing.
A noteworthy point of distinction between mainframe and cloud computing is
ownership of data. In the mainframe world, ownership of data was clear. Mainframes
were owned and operated by businesses, governments and scientific institutions.
Data which resided on the mainframe was owned by the organisation which owned
the mainframe. This is not the case with cloud computing. The devices accessing
cloud services are owned by the users, the services are owned by the providers.
No longer does the institution owning the equipment assert ownership of the data.
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This necessitates both a legal and technical framework for asserting ownership and
restricting access to cloud hosted data. At present, ownership of data is defined only
through a providers terms of service which provides insufficient guarantee of the
assumed ownership for a considerable volume of organisations and users.
2.3.2 Grid Computing
Grid computing is conceptually similar to cloud computing and faces some of the
same challenges. While cloud computing arose from industry, grid computing traces is
lineage to academia. The objective of grid computing is to link the collective resources
of multiple independent parties to create a high performance virtual supercomputer
capable of executing computationally intensive jobs. Grid computing is typically linked
to eScience: science requiring highly distributed computation. eScience problems
typically entail substantial computation and large data sets and as such require
significant infrastructure. The bio-informatics, computational physics and earth science
communities are increasingly encountering eScience problems and as such make heavy
use of grid computing. Grids therefore, are most commonly used by the scientific
community for performing simulations, running models, in-sillico experimentation
and other complex, eScience problems which necessitate significant resources.
The key property of grid computing which, as of yet, is not found in cloud computing is
federation. Grid computing allows for the provisioning of a single virtual organisation
(VO) from resources distributed between a number of organisations. The VO provides
dynamic resources sharing, user authentication and access control with varying scale,
structure and duration between a number of related organisations and serves as the
basis of grid computing.
Grid computing focuses on providing high performance and high scalability. Cloud
computing alternatively focuses on delivering high scalability and low cost. Cloud
services therefore aim to provide a far lower performance to price ratio and cannot
surpass the performance of individual grid components. This is problematic for
message passing workloads which rely heavily on high performance computers and
fast interconnects. Embarrassingly Parallel workloads however do not require high
speed interconnects and scale extremely easily. The cloud is ideal for this workload.
For this reason Hadoop [121] is widely considered as the cloud’s first so called killer
application.
Gradually cloud providers are realising the need for high performance compute
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applications on the cloud. Amazon has been the first to realise this need and offers
an HPC VM instance with 10GB ethernet and substantial performance. The lack of
the preferred infiniband interconnect, slightly lowered performance and difficulties
relating to moving data to the cloud have limited adoption of HPC clouds. Despite
this, it is clear that the cloud is capable of executing traditionally grid based workloads
though not without challenge.
A ever present bottleneck within cloud computing is the inability to scale up. This
is argued as a strength, rather cloud applications are intended to scale out. There
are, however, use cases whereby scaling up is preferable. HPC applications and other
applications well suited to grid computation often benefit from high memory and high
compute servers. With only a small number of cloud providers offering high memory
and high CPU VM instances this remains a crucial limitation. This limitation is
even more significant in cloud infrastructure software which predominantly lacks
support for technologies such as Non Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) which
allows for virtual machines to utilise the resources of several physical machines.
With commodity x86 now supporting NUMA and support for NUMA and related
technologies available in the Linux kernel since around 2005 [83] it is now a potential
area for significant research which could see hpc as a service become the norm,
trumping even conventional cluster computing.
The demise of grid computing in favour of cloud computing has long been predicted.
The defining properties of grid computing: loose coupling, heterogeneity and
geographic dispersion occurred due to the need for inter organisational cooperation.
As such the grid is designed with inter-organisational federation as a key goal. This
is a property distinctly lacking from cloud computing. While the challenges of inter-
organisational workflow management, security and governance remain unresolved
by cloud computing, grid computing will remain a significant platform for high
performance computing.
Grid computing saw considerable research on the topic of monitoring. Scale, is one
of the predominant properties of grid computing, suggesting that grid monitoring
tools may be somehow transferable to cloud computing. However grid monitoring
research prioritises grid specific features such as virtual organisation management and
federation which do not exist in cloud computing [119, 88, 188].
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2.3.3 Cluster Computing
Despite the prevalence of grid and cloud computing it is dedicated in-house clusters
which remain the preferred platform for HPC. The principle behind cluster computing
is simple: interconnect numerous compute nodes to provide a high performance system.
Typically this is achieved by networking large numbers of x86 servers via a high speed
Infiniband interconnect running a message passing system to facilitate job execution.
Most clusters deploy some variation of GNU/Linux using the Message Passing
Interface (MPI) or other interface. However Solaris, Mac OS X and Windows have all
been used in significant cluster deployments. Clusters have a number of advantages
over cloud and grid systems. Typically clusters are owned and operated by a single
authority. This allows full access to the hardware and removes any need for federation.
Full hardware access enables users to specifically modify both the cluster and the
application to achieve optimum performance. Furthermore, the resource sharing which
is crucial in cloud computing does not take place within a cluster. An application
is executed with the full resources of the underlying hardware, not a specifically
provisioned slice. Clusters can therefore achieve significantly greater performance
than the equivalent grid or cloud solution. The drawbacks of cluster computing
are predominantly financial. Clusters require substantial investment and substantial
maintenance, these costs are often entirely prohibitive for smaller organisations. There
exists a convention of using a dedicated compute cluster whenever resources are
available. This convention often has numerous related groups each deploying their
own infrastructure. This can result in periods of under utilisation or idling where a
small group cannot sufficiently utilise a cluster. The resource sharing and federation
of cloud and grid computing respectively would alleviate the problems of under
utilisation by allowing for superior inter-institutional resource usage.
Cluster and HPC computing have yielded several monitoring tools, some of which are
still in common use today such as Ganglia [126]. These tools prioritise high scalability
and low latency data collection which suggest that they may be appropriate in cloud
environments. Indeed, the following chapter details several cluster monitoring tools
which see usage in the cloud domain. Despite this, cluster monitoring tools are
not ideal for cloud computing given the fundamentally different use cases. Cluster
computing focuses upon performing computationally intensive software and little
else. As such, cluster monitoring tools provide performance metrics and little else.
Application behaviour, log data, user behaviour, network state and so forth are typically
not the priority of cluster monitoring tools. They therefore serve as a poor foundation
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for developing a cloud monitoring system.
2.4 The Foundations of Cloud Computing
Cloud computing is an evolution of previous computing paradigms. It has many points
of similarity while simultaneously introducing features which limit the effectiveness
of previous tools being reapplied to cloud computing. This section attempts to
describe how this evolution took place in order to later discuss how to develop a cloud
monitoring tool.
Cloud computing originated as a union of virtualization, distributed storage and
service oriented architecture. These three technologies have entirely separate origins
however they each encountered a renaissance in the early 2000s which led to a co-
evolution. To date, major advancement within cloud computing is attributable to
advancement within one of these fields, a trend which is set to continue. We therefore
examine the origins and potential futures and challenges of each of these technologies
in an attempt to gain insight into the future of cloud computing as a whole.
2.4.1 Virtualization
Originating from the IBM CP/CMS operating system, virtual machines (VMs) are
one of the cornerstones of cloud computing. A VM is a software implementation of
a computer system, running in isolation alongside other processes, which behaves
as physical system. A single multi-processor server is capable of running several
VMs, typically one per core (though cloud providers often oversell their CPUs). This
allows for a single server to be effectively used to capacity, reducing any unused
CPU cycles and minimising wasted energy. Virtualizing a computer system reduces
its management overhead and allows it to be moved between physical hosts and to
be quickly instantiated or terminated. These properties create the rapid elasticity
and scalability which underpins cloud computing. A VM is executed on top of a
hypervisor, which presents a virtual hardware platform to the VMs and manages their
execution. Historically virtualization has been a feature of platforms with specific
hardware support and remained under the purview of mainframe computing until the
late 1990s. The development of Xen in 2003 and later the development of Intel VT-x and
AMD-V, in 2005 and 2006 respectively, made high performance x86 server virtualization
feasible. This allowed for unprecedented server consolidation and greatly decreased
the time required to provision new servers. The large scale in house deployment of
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virtualization at a number of major companies is the direct catalyst for the development
of cloud computing.
An alternative virtulisation scheme which, like many ideas in cloud computing, is an
old idea which has returned to the forefront is containers. Containers were once typified
by FreeBSD jails and chroot jails are now more commonly associated with Docker.
While conventional hardware virtualisation produces VMs which mimic real hardware,
containers produce isolated user space instance which share a single underlying OS.
This has the benefits of isolation and of easy management and deployment but sacrifices
flexibility - for example it does not allow for guest OS’ which are different from the
host. Containers can however be used in conjunction with hardware VMs in order to
make even more efficient use of resources. Though the rising popularity of containers
is not due to efficiency gains but rather in the ease of versioning, deployment and
migration.
2.4.2 Challenges in Virtualization
The x86 architecture was not conceived as a platform for virtualization. The
mechanisms which allow x86 based virtualization either require a heavily modified
guest OS or utilise an additional instruction set provided by modern CPUs which
handles the intercepting and redirecting traps and interrupts at the hardware level. Due
to these levels of complexity there is a performance penalty imparted through the use
of virtualization. While this penalty has considerably decreased over recent years [100]
it still results in a virtual machine delivering a percentage of the performance of an
equivalent physical system. While some hypervisors are coming close to delivering near
native CPU performance, IO performance is still lacking. IO performance in certain
scenario’s suffers an 88% slowdown compared to the equivalent physical machine.
VMs effectively trade performance for maximum utilisation of physical resources. This
is non ideal for high performance applications and is in part a motivation for the
continued popularity of grid computing where non virtualized systems achieve far
greater performance.
Significant challenges still exist within vitalization regarding improving resource
utilisation. A recent trend has been the scheduling of multiple VMs on a single CPU
core. This drastically increases the number of VMs a single host can accommodate but
comes at a significant performance penalty. As each CPU core can execute one one
VM at a time the hypervisor must switch between VMs. Each VM that is not being
executed on the CPU lies idle. This introduces IO latency as the inactive VM cannot
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respond to IO activity while it is inactive. Alleviating this problem is a significant
research issue as this problem significantly limits the performance of IO intensive
applications, especially multimedia and real-time applications.
Improving resource utilisation is beneficial for the cloud provider and allows cheaper
and greater numbers of VM instances to be made available to the consumer however
it is not always without penalty. Smaller and lower cost VM instances are also
significantly problematic for many applications. In order to offer greater utilisation
and lower costs many cloud providers will schedule multiple VMs per CPU core.
In the case of smaller instances there is only one CPU core available to it. In this
case the host will context switch the running VM intermittently to allow another
VM to run. Context switching a VM is a significant feat and requires the storage of
considerable state. The process of context switching imparts a significant performance
overhead and has several implications for the VMs [110]. This phenomenon can create
additional end to end delay as packets queue waiting for the recipient to return to
being executed on the CPU [132]. Furthermore it limits the ability of VMs to handle
applications with real time or time sensitive applications as the VM is not aware that
for a time it is not running on the CPU and cannot account for this. In theses cases,
a less powerful non virtualized system is better suited to the task. At present the
types of application running on cloud platforms are mostly RESTful delay tolerant
applications which do not suffer significant performance or network Quality of Service
(QoS) degradation given these issues. The cost and impact of context switching in
virtualization is gradually decreasing due to improved hardware support and more
efficient hypervisors however the overselling of CPUs makes small cloud VM instance
unsuitable for many applications.
2.4.3 Storage
The field of databases has been dominated by SQL based relational databases for the
past thirty years. SQL and relational properties provided an appropriate model for the
representation of complex information systems. The rigid structure of the relational
model does not fit all problems however. Over the past decade it has become clear
that the fixed structures of tables, rows and columns are limitations when dealing
with information which is far more varied than that of traditional information systems.
This had led to the development of schema-less data storage systems which lack the
conventional fixed data model. These types of systems are highly varied and typically
designed for a specific use case. Despite the vast differences, they are all united under
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the common identity of NoSQL databases. NoSQL, was initially not an acronym and
was used to refer to database systems which do not employ an dialect of SQL as a
query language. NoSQL has now been rechristened as "Not Only SQL" and refers to a
wide array of systems [118]. It is NoSQL which has been a driving force behind cloud
computing. The unstructured and highly scalable properties of many common NoSQL
databases allows for large volumes of users to make use of single database installation
to store many different types of information. This is the principle behind Amazon
S3 [144], Google Storage, Rackspace Files and Azure Storage [65].
ACID (atomicity, consistency, isolation, durability) properties are the principles
which govern relational database systems and have been central to the field since
its inception. Contrary to this notion is BASE (Basic Availability, Soft state, Eventual
consistency) [153]. BASE is a notion diametrically opposed to ACID. A BASE system
is one in which requests cannot be guaranteed to be responded to, does not store data
indefinitely and is not immediately consistent. ACID properties specify properties
which ensure that database transactions are processed reliably. BASE properties
meanwhile specify the properties which allow for superior performance and superior
scalability. No system fully adheres to all BASE properties but rather expresses a
mixture of ACID and BASE properties. Each NoSQL system compromises at least
one ACID property and therefore expresses at least one BASE property. The exact
combination of ACID and BASE properties depends entirely upon the NoSQL solution
and its design goals.
The CAP theorem, postulated by Brewer [63] and later formally proven by Gilbert et
al [90] specifies a distinct limitation for distributed databases. The CAP theorem states
that it is impossible for a distributed system to provide the following three guarantees:
• Consistency: Upon a value being committed to the database the same value will
always be returned unless explicitly modified.
• Availability: The database will successfully respond to all requests, regardless of
failure.
• Partition Tolerance: The ability of the database to continue operating correctly in
case of becoming disjointed due to network failure.
Brewer theorised that these properties are intrinsically linked and cannot be simultane-
ously provided. Two years later it was proven that at best a distributed system can
provide two of these three guarantees. The third property must be provided in a lesser
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form. This therefore entails the following taxonomy:
• Consistent and Partition Tolerant (CP): Provides consistent data and continue to
correctly operate while partitioned. This is achieved at a loss of the guarantee of
availability. Within such systems there exists the possibility that a request may fail
due to a node failure or other form of failure. BigTable [67], HBase, MongoDB [71]
and Reddis are all CP systems.
• Available and Partition Tolerant (AP): Continues to service requests in the event
of failure and partitioning, this is done at the cost of consistency. Usually this
is achieved through some form of replication scheme which entails out of date
replicas. These replicas are rendered consistent after a given period of time of
inactivity. This is generally referred to as eventual consistency. Cassandra [117],
Amazon Dynamo [175], Voldemort [167] and CouchDB [53] all follow this model.
• Consistent and Available Systems (CA): Provides consistency and will correctly
service requests if there exists no partitioning. Most RDBMS systems fall into this
category, including MySQL and Postgres.
Relational Database Management Systems (RDBMS) have long been the standard
means of managing large volumes of structured data. The ACID and relational
properties associated with RDBMS systems are a limiting factors for many use cases.
Occupying the CA portion of the Brewer taxonomy RDBMS systems are unable to
provide the same scalability as CP and AP systems. Owing to these characteristics,
RDBMs suffer from limitations in scale, performance and fault tolerance which
present a bottleneck in cloud systems [51] [125] [177]. In order to achieve vast
horizontal scalability and superior performance, NoSQL databases disregard these
conventions [150]. As a result, NoSQL databases almost entirely lack a conventional
relational model and most notably lack the ability to perform joins. In return for this
sacrifice NoSQL databases achieve unrivaled scalability. Unlike traditional RDBMS
which were initially conceived to operate on a single powerful server and are not
easily distributed, NoSQL databases are designed from the ground up to operate over
large numbers of servers. This allows NoSQL databases to scale through the addition
of further servers. Therefore, NoSQL databases are well suited to storing massive
volumes of non-relational, complex data which makes them well suited as a basis for
cloud systems. The loss of relational and ACID properties however renders NoSQL
unfit for many use cases.
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2.4.4 Challenges in Storage
When properly designed and nominalized, RDBMS map well to physical storage
mediums and can achieve noteworthy performance. While this performance is eclipsed
by that of NoSQL, that performance is gained at the expense of the relational model.
Many types of data inherently lend themselves to being represented relationally,
especially data regarding people such as customer data or social network data. When
these types of data are represented non relationally, as in the case of using NoSQL,
relations are often reconstructed out with the purview of the databases. While
this regains some of the lost functionality it does not fully counter for the loss of
relations within the database. Furthermore as the underlying storage systems of cloud
computing rely heavily upon BASE properties there is little support for applications
heavily reliant upon strong ACID compliance within the cloud. At present, the Amazon
Relational Database Service (RDS) is the predominant means of accessing a ACID
compliant database in a cloud setting. Amazon RDS exposes a web service to deploy
and configure SQL databases running in a VM instance. The underlying database is
otherwise typical. This does not mitigate the problems of traditional SQL databases
and will still suffer from scalability and performance issues when dealing with “big
data". For applications which are heavily dependant upon SQL databases the only way
to achieve scalability remains scaling vertically. Hence, an active problem with the area
of cloud data storage is the provisioning of relational databases. Most cloud database
research has all but forgotten relational databases and moved on to investigating
NoSQL and the problems of big data. While big data does pose significant challenges
the demands of users tied to relational databases are largely unresolved. What is
required is a new relational database developed specifically for the cloud able to scale
horizontally and offer some a greater degree of ACID properties than current NoSQL
solutions.
2.4.5 Service Oriented Architecture and Web Services
Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) is in many ways an intermediate step between
older concepts in distributed system and the current generation of cloud computing
systems. SOA is the practice of developing and providing software as a series of
interoperable services. Services are designed as loosely coupled units with minimum
interaction between them, with each services providing a single piece of functionality.
Individual services are then coordinated through the process of orchestration to build
an application that utilises the services.
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The ideal of SOA is the clean partitioning and constant representation of distributed
resources [86]. This ideal is achieved by abstracting over previous technical and design
differences to present a universally accepted standard for the representation of services
and information. It is for this reason that cloud computing is highly dependant upon
the concept of services. SOA allows cloud computing to abstract over the specifics
of the resources being requested allowing for a standard representation of cloud
resources.
SOA can be implemented using a number of standards including: DCOM, DDS,
CORBA, Java RMI and WCF. It is Web services however which have become a
crucial part of cloud computing. Web services are exposed via SOAP messages
and XML encoding over HTTP or as a RESTful service over HTTP. The combination of
these technologies allows for a very simple and open standard for service orientated
communication.
Web service encountered an extraordinary growth in popularity in the early 2000s,
largely supplanting many earlier technologies. During this time many companies began
exposing their services to developers as web services. Simultaneous developments in
storage and virtualization led to the marriage of these technologies resulting in cloud
computing. Though in many cases they are hidden behind user interfaces, it is web
services which expose cloud services.
Web services are a mature and well developed technology and as such have few
significant challenges to overcome. Web services are likely to retain their position as
the predominant means for accessing cloud services and will likely retain their current
form until the next iteration of the web.
2.5 Big Data
2.5.1 Definition
In much contemporary literature cloud computing and big data are all but insepa-
rable [66, 50, 49, 104]. Conceptually, cloud monitoring can be viewed as a big data
problem: an issue of collecting and processing large volumes of unstructured data
from a wide range of sources.
Big data is today, what cloud computing was prior to the acceptance of the NIST
definition: a controversial and ambiguous area. Since 2011 interest in big data has
increased exponentially [92]. Unlike the vast majority of computer science research,
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big data has received significant public and media interest. Headlines such as “Big
data: the greater good or invasion of privacy?” [68] and “Big data is opening doors,
but maybe too many” [123] speak volumes as to the common perception of big data.
From the outset it is clear that big data is intertwined with considerable technical
and socio-technical issues but an exact definition is unclear. Early literature using the
term has come from numerous fields. This shared provenance has led to multiple,
ambiguous and often contradictory definitions. In order to further research goals and
eliminate ambiguity, a concrete definition is necessary.
Anecdotally big data is predominantly associated with two ideas: data storage and
data analysis. Despite the sudden interest in big data, these concepts are far from
new and have long lineages. This, therefore, raises the question as to how big data
is notably different from conventional data processing techniques. For rudimentary
insight as to the answer to this question one need look no further than the term big
data. “Big” implies significance, complexity and challenge. Unfortunately the term
“big” also invites quantification and therein lies the difficulty in furnishing a definition.
Amongst the most cited definitions is that included in a Meta (now Gartner) report
from 2001 [80]. The Gartner report makes no mention of the phrase “big data” and
predates the current trend. However, the report has since been co-opted as a key
definition. Gartner proposed a three fold definition encompassing the “three Vs”:
Volume, Velocity, Variety. This is a definition rooted in magnitude. The report remarks
upon the increasing size of data, the increasing rate at which it is produced and the
increasing range of formats and representations employed. As is common throughout
big data literature, the evidence presented in the Gartner definition is entirely anecdotal.
No numerical quantification of big data is afforded. This definition has since been
reiterated by NIST [35] and Gartner in 2012 [60] expanded upon by IBM [48] and others
to include a fourth V: Veracity. Veracity includes questions of trust and uncertainty
with regards to data and the outcome of analysis of that data.
Oracle avoids employing any Vs in offering a definition. Instead Oracle [78] contends
that big data is the derivation of value from traditional relational database driven
business decision making, augmented with new sources of unstructured data. Such
new sources include blogs, social media, sensor networks, image data and other forms
of data which vary in size, structure, format and other factors. Oracle, therefore
asserts a definition which is one of inclusion. They assert that big data is the inclusion
of additional data sources to augment existing operations. Notably, and perhaps
unsurprisingly, the Oracle definition is focused upon infrastructure. Unlike those
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offered by others, Oracle places emphasis upon a set of technologies including: NoSQL,
Hadoop, HDFS, R and relational databases. In doing so they present both a definition
of big data and a solution to big data. While this definition is somewhat more easily
applied than others it similarly lacks quantification. Under the Oracle definition it is
not clear as to exactly when the term big data becomes applicable it rather provides a
means to “know it when you see it”.
Intel is one of the few organisations to provide concrete figures in their literature.
Intel links big data to organisations “generating a median of 300 terabytes (TB) of
data weekly” [26]. Rather than providing a definition as per the aforementioned
organisations, Intel describes big data through quantifying the experiences of its
business partners. Intel suggests that the organisations which were surveyed deal
extensively with unstructured data and place an emphasis on performing analytics
over their data which is produced at a rate of up to 500 TB per week. Intel asserts
that the most common data type involved in analytics is business transactions stored
in relational databases (consistent with Oracle’s definition), followed by documents,
email, sensor data, blogs and social media.
Microsoft provides a notably succinct definition: “Big data is the term increasingly
used to describe the process of applying serious computing power - the latest in
machine learning and artificial intelligence - to seriously massive and often highly
complex sets of information” [47]. This definition states in no uncertain terms that
big data requires the application of significant compute power. This is alluded to in
previous definitions but not outright stated. Furthermore this definition introduces two
technologies: machine learning and artificial intelligence which have been overlooked
by previous definitions. This, therefore, introduces the concept of there being a set of
related technologies which are form crucial parts of a definition.
A definition, or at least an indication of related technologies can be obtained through
an investigation of related terms. Google Trends provides the following terms in
relation to big data [92], from most to least frequent: data analytics, Hadoop, NoSQL,
Google, IBM, and Oracle. From these terms a number of trends are evident. Firstly,
that big data is intrinsically related to data analytics and the discovery of meaning
from data. Secondly, it is clear that there are a number of related technologies as
alluded to by the Microsoft definition, namely NoSQL and Apache Hadoop. Finally it
is evident that there are a number of organisations, specifically industrial organisations
which are linked with big data.
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As suggested by Google Trends, there are a set of technologies which are frequently
suggested as being involved in big data. NoSQL stores including Amazon Dynamo,
Cassandra, CouchDB, MongoDB et al play a critical role in storing large volumes
of unstructured and highly variable data. Related to the use of NoSQL data stores
there is a range of analysis tools and methods including MapReduce, text mining,
NLP, statistical programming, machine learning and information visualisation. The
application of one of these technologies alone is not sufficient to merit the use of
the term big data. Rather, trends suggest that it is the combination of a number of
technologies and the use of significant data sets that merit the term. These trends
suggest big data as a technical movement which incorporates ideas, new and old
and unlike other definitions provides little commentary as to social and business
implications.
While the previously mentioned definitions rely upon a combination size, complexity
and technology, a less common definition relies purely upon complexity. The Method
for an Integrated Knowledge Environment (MIKE2.0) project, frequently cited in the
open source community, introduces a potentially contradictory idea: “Big Data can
be very small and not all large datasets are big” [4]. This is an argument in favour of
complexity and not size as the dominant factor. The MIKE project argues that it is a
high degree of permutations and interactions within a dataset which defines big data.
The idea expressed latterly in the MIKE2.0 definition; that big data is not easily handled
by conventional tools is a common anecdotal definition. This idea is supported the
NIST definition which states that big data is data which: “exceed(s) the capacity or
capability of current or conventional methods and systems” [35]. Given the constantly
advancing nature of computer science this definition is not as valuable as it may
initially appear. The assertion that big data is data that challenges current paradigms
and practices is nothing new. This definition suggests that data is “big” relative to the
current standard of computation. The application of additional computation or indeed
the advancing of the status quo promises to shrink big data. This definition can only
serve as a set of continually moving goalposts and suggests that big data has always
existed, and always will.
Despite the range and differences existing within each of the aforementioned definitions
there are some points of similarity. Notably all definitions make at least one of the
following assertions:
Size: the volume of the datasets is a critical factor.
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Complexity: the structure, behaviour and permutations of the datasets is a critical
factor.
Technologies: the tools and techniques which are used to process a sizable or complex
dataset is a critical factor.
The definitions surveyed here all encompass at least one of these factors, most
encompass two. An extrapolation of these factors would therefore postulate the
following: Big data is a term describing the storage and analysis of large and or complex
data sets using a series of techniques including, but not limited to: NoSQL, MapReduce and
machine learning.
2.5.2 Big Data and Cloud Computing
Cloud computing is the enabler of big data. Without the availability of low cost
computation and storage via public clouds the big data technologies which are prised
to be revolutionary (if one believes the hype) would be available to only a select few.
The Berkley Data Analytics Stack (BDAS), Google BigQuery, Big Data on AWS and
Azure HDInsight are amongst the most popular platforms for performing big data
analytics and all leverage cloud computing and associated technologies. What all of
these technologies have in common is how they abstract over cloud resources. Big
data tools, such as the aforementioned, presented a unified pool of resources to the
end user, eliminating (or at least reducing) any need for them to manage individual
components.
2.6 Autonomic Computing
In 2001, IBM proposed a new vision of self managing computer systems inspired by the
human autonomic nervous system [98]. This new area, termed autonomic computing,
was proposed as a remedy to the increasing complexity and scale of software systems
by having systems manage themselves [107]. When autonomic computing was first
proposed, large scale systems necessitated large teams of administrators and engineers
to ensure its continued correct operation and this largely remains the case today. In
lieu of human staff, autonomic computing proposes that systems maintain and alter
their themselves as appropriate, in a manner similar to biological systems, vastly
reducing the manpower requirements. The goal of self management is comprise of
four sub-goals:
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Self Configuration: Newly instantiated components are automatically configured and
the rest of the system adjusts appropriately.
Self Optimisation: Components will continuously seek opportunities to improve their
performance and reduce costs.
Self Healing: the system will detect, diagnose and recover from all failure modes.
Self Protection: the system proactively detect and mitigates attacks.
The most common autonomic architecture in literature is still that which was initially
proposed by IBM in 2001. The architecture of autonomic systems, as proposed by IBM,
is oriented around autonomic elements - individual, self managed system components
which host related resources or services. An autonomic systems consists of a number
of autonomic elements which communicate and cooperate to provide systemwide self
management. Each autonomic elements contains an autonomic manager which manages
the components within that element and communicates with the managers in other
elements. Management within an autonomic component and between components is
conducted according to a series of predefined goals provided by the developer. The
managed element is the conventional component within the autonomic element which
the manager manages. The managed element can be anything ranging from physical
systems such as workstations, printers or sensor nodes to abstract systems such as
VMs, containers and applications. The sole prerequisite of the managed component is
the need for interfaces to obtain monitoring state and to enact configuration change,
something which the vast majority of modern systems provide. This scheme is depicted
in figure 2.1.
At the core of the autonomic manager is a control loop. IBM has suggested a reference
model for autonomic computing, often referred to as the MAPE-K (Monitor, Analyse,
Plan, Execute, Knowledge) model [107] and depicted in figure 2.1. In this model sensors
(also referred to as probes in literature) hook into the managed element and export
monitoring data to the autonomic manager. This monitoring data is used to determine
the need for and the nature of changes to the managed system which are enacted via
effectors, a further hook into the managed element. The autonomic manager uses state
obtained from sensors in order to plan and execute actions pursuant to a set of high
level goals and desirable states defined by human administrators (and referred to in the
model as knowledge). Goals are typically defined by the user using a domain specific
language and expressed in the form of event-condition-action (ECA) rules [59]. This
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Loop) orchestrated within an autonomic system
allows human administrators to define a set of goals and prioritise that goal and then
have an autonomic system achieve those goals, without further human intervention.
There are a number of implementations of the MAPE-K model. These include the IBM
Autonomic Toolkit [101], ABLE [61] and Kinesthetics eXtreme [105].
While significant progress had been made within autonomic computing, the end goal
of self management is far from idealised [79]. The intersection of cloud and autonomic
computing has, to date, been somewhat ad hoc; cloud researchers have certainly made
use of autonomic research but little autonomic research has been done in the cloud
domain. As such there are many examples of autonomic properties being embodied
throughout cloud computing, however within the cloud domain (as elsewhere) there is
still the need for continuous human involvement. No cloud systems come at all close
to embodying the ideal of human free, autonomic computing. Examples of common
autonomic behaviour in cloud computing includes:
• It is common practice to autonomically alter the composition of a cloud deployment
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based on a number of factors. The canonical example of this is the instantiation of
additional VMs to handle peaks in load, followed by the termination of those VMs
when load recedes. Another common use cases include the automatic termination
of VMs which exhibit poor performance, high CPU steal or other undesirable
qualities in order to achieve an optimum price-performance ratio.
• Several tools including Puppet[39], Chef[8] and Salt[42] provide the means to
automatically configure new VMs and Apache Zookeeper [3] and etcd [16] provide
a programatic means to modify configuration.
• Most commercial cloud providers ofter a firewall with a programatic interface,
enabling software agents to dynamically block malicious hosts and IP addresses
and update ACLs as necessary .
2.7 Issues for Future Cloud Computing
This section discusses open issues in cloud computing. These issues transcend
academic and industrial concerns and touch on legal, sociological and other manners
of issue. While this thesis makes no effort to solve these problems, these issues can
potential affect all research within the cloud domain. They are included here as each
of these issues have potential ramifications in the development of a cloud monitoring
system.
2.7.1 Bandwidth and Data Movement Costs
Cloud services which are chiefly concerned with storing or operating over data are
limited by the bandwidth available to the end user. Despite Internet bandwidth in
certain areas of the world achieving gigabit speeds, broadband bandwidths in other
regions can be as low as 500kbps. Mobile Internet bandwidth also has the potential to
be significant limited and depend on service availability in a given area. Bandwidth
limitations pose a significant bottleneck for cloud computing. Not all cloud services
are bandwidth intensive, however those which are require substantial bandwidth to
achieve timely functionality. The initial upload is often the most significant. A user
wishing to make use of a cloud storage service to store a relatively conservative 100
GB could have to wait around 200 hours on a 2 megabit connection for the upload to
complete. This problem is even greater in the domain of mobile devices where phones,
tablets and other devices attempt to access cloud services through high latency 3G
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networks where delays even more evident. Substantial delay is obviously probative
and will deter users from adopting cloud services where local bandwidth constraints
act as a bottleneck. These issues are beyond the purview of cloud providers but are
distinct and substantial limitations to the accessibility of their services. For cloud
services to be considered viable alternatives to local data storage it is essential for
ubiquitous and fast broadband connections to be available.
From the perspective of cloud monitoring, this issue has the potential to result in
significant fiscal cost for users of cloud infrastructure dependant on the approach taken
to monitoring. Frequent movement of large quantities of monitoring data between
cloud regions should be avoided, any cloud monitoring architecture must be designed
around these limitations as so to avoid incurring large financial costs.
2.7.2 Security and Trust
Cloud computing introduces the possibility for the near universal outsourcing of all
computation and data storage requirements. The unprecedented delivery of everything
as a service brings with it a number of new security challenges. Trust is an essential
element of delivering everything as a service. Confidentiality, integrity and availability
of cloud hosted resources is given only as a trust relationship between the client and the
cloud provider. Trust management is an approach to symbolically quantify decisions
related to trust by combining security policy, access control, cryptography, behavioural
analysis and artificial intelligence. The difficulties of trust management is a significant
obstacle limiting the growth of cloud computing. The most significant issue of trust
management is the acquisition of data from which to derive decisions. The lower the
volume of data, the less effective the resulting decision. Part of the difficulty with
cloud based systems is that only a portion of the system is visible to the end user. The
rest of the system, which is operated by the cloud provider is inaccessible to the end
user and as such cannot be factored into trust management. This means that any trust
management decision is based on a partial view of the system and as a result is more
likely to be incorrect. This is another problem whereby the interests of the user, in this
case their interest in security is at odds with the cloud providers desire to obfuscate
their infrastructure.
From the perspective of cloud monitoring, security is a paramount concern. Monitoring
data can be highly sensitive and can often be used to support attacks against the system.
Trust, or lack therefore, has been one of the limiting factors in monitoring as a service
adoption, as in these systems monitoring data is sent to third parties who cannot,
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necessarily, be trusted with monitoring data.
2.7.3 Mitigating Privilege Based Attacks
The cloud provider has total control over all operations within its infrastructure,
therefore the integrity of user’s data and software rests entirely on their trust in the
provider. There are very few technical provisions to ensure that this trust is not violated.
A rouge system administrator with root privileges on the VM hosts can undermine
all security mechanisms and obtain access to users’ applications and data. This can
be easily achieved by using libVMI or attaching gdb to the VM to access the memory
of a user’s VM. This can allow the rouge system administrator access to private keys,
plaintext representations of data and the ability to modify any VM state. Furthermore
with physical access to the VM host, the rouge administrator can perform a number of
side channel attacks and even tamper with the hardware. In order to mitigate the risk
of attack it is necessary to provision a of closed box execution environment [133] [132]
that ensures confidential VM execution. It is equally necessary to provide a means to
securely and accurately attest to the confidentially of the execution environment. At
present, without such mechanisms it is impossible for a user to fully trust that their VM
instances are not subject to a privileged attack. To date, no such scheme has seen been
fully implemented. Despite being in the best interests of users and encouraging greater
enterprise cloud adoption the deployment of a trusted hyper vicars is arguably not
in the greatest interests of a cloud provider. The deployment of a trusted hypervisor
would require the cloud provider to expose access to each host’s trusted hypervisor
and restrict their access to their own infrastructure. The development of a trusted
cloud computing environment is therefore a trade-off between the confidentiality
and security of the users and the amount of control cloud providers exert over their
infrastructure.
From the perspective of cloud monitoring this raises a series of new challenges.
Specifically, it necessitates methods of intrusion detection, cloud provider overreach
and tampering to be detected and reported to the cloud user. It also raises concerns
regarding the veracity of monitoring data and whether or not it is possible to trust
monitoring data which is generated by infrastructure which is not fully under users’
control.
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2.7.4 Virtual Machine Interoperability
Cloud services are predominantly use VM formats which are specific to a single
virtualization technology. This prevents (or at best complicates) the movement of VMs
from one cloud provider to another. For IaaS clouds it is virtual machine image formats
and storage formats which are amongst the primary points of incompatibility. Format
incompatibility is further compounded by incompatibilities in authentication, billing
and resource allocation methods. Lastly, the APIs themselves, despite being based on
open standards vary highly between cloud providers and each use alternative structures
and semantics. This incompatibility makes migration of VM, storage and other
resources between cloud providers difficult and often in the case of large migrations,
entirely unfeasible. Significant effort has been made in attempting to standardise
aspects of IaaS cloud computing. The Open Virtualization Format (OVF) introduced in
2007 provides a standard format for representing VMs and is the most likely candidate
for allowing VM interoperability between IaaS providers. In addition to OVF there are
standard efforts underway by the Distributed Management Task Force (DMTF) [87],
The IEEE, The Open Grid Forum [89] and The Cloud Computing Interoperability
Forum (CCIF) [145] Which, if any, of these standards will gain acceptance is uncertain.
Each of these standards offer a universal set of APIs and data formats for common
IaaS tasks, namely the provisioning of VMs and storage.
Unfortunately few cloud providers offer these standardised formats. Each cloud
provider offers a number of unique features which are expressed via their own formats
and protocols and cannot be easily marshalled into a standard format. This suggests
that open standards such as OVF may never be the default formats of IaaS clouds but
rather a serialisation format to allow migration from one service provider to another at
the loss of features which cannot be represented by the format.
2.7.5 API Interoperability
The largest and most influential cloud providers utilise predominantly proprietary and
closed software. With limited collaboration and communication between providers
the earliest iterations of cloud technologies utilised entirely different protocols and
access mechanisms and were therefore largely non-interoperable [147]. There has been
considerable effort invested in the development of open standards and protocol to
facilitate API level interoperation between clouds. Amongst the initial high profile
efforts towards clouds interoperability was the Eucalyptus project [17] which provides
an open source framework for developing private clouds which are API compatible
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with Amazon web services. Eucalyptus, however, provides compatibility only with
a subset of AWS features and therefore falls short of complete interoperability. The
degree of interoperability between Eucalyptus and AWS is also noteworthy as it is now
supported by an agreement between the respective companies.
A number of other ad hoc agreements between organizations offer some degree of API
compatibility between various, predominantly proprietary software. In each case there
is less than complete API compatibility, with obscure, legacy or new features being
excluded. In addition to these ad hoc agreements there are a number of standards
bodies which have published sets of interoperability standards for cloud computing.
These formalised standards have varying degrees of adoption. Organizations including
the Cloud Management Unitive, the IEEE, the Cloud Industry Forum and the Cloud
Standards Council and OASIS [145] have either proposed or advocated the adoption
of a set of cloud standards. Unfortunately, as is typical in the early stages of standards
development there is a wide and often incompatible set of cloud computing standards.
There are at least a dozen additional organisations either specifically dedicated to
cloud standardisation or otherwise involved in cloud standardisation which have each
released a number of draft standard. Few of these standards have however achieved
significant adoption beyond niche areas.
This vast array of potential standards has inhibited the universal adoption of a single
standard. A likely candidate for providing a future basis for interoperability is the
OpenStack project. Openstack [154] provides a open source cloud computing platform
and is backed by over 20 significant industry bodies. In addition to providing
a set of interoperability guidelines, Openstack also implements those guidelines
providing a reference implementation for other developers. The availability of a
working implementation of their own standards has placed OpenStack in a superior
position to competing standards which have yet to have significant implementations.
The availability of an open, standardised cloud platform has seen numerous cloud
providers including Red Hat, VMWare, HP and Citrix adopt all or part of the Openstack
standards within their own technologies. While the public cloud market is still
held firmly by the likes of Amazon EC2, Windows Azure and Rackspace Cloud,
OpenStack is proving to be a dominant force in the private cloud market. OpenStack
has been extensively deployed by industry, government and academia. Organisations
including NASA, The US Department of Energy and HP all operate significant private
cloud deployments based on OpenStack and adhering to open standards [155] . It is
therefore the case that while other efforts continue to develop standardised APIs the
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best accepted standards are those of OpenStack due to the availability of a working
implementation of those standards. The viability of other standards is thus dependant
upon the implementation of these standards in real world software. Failure to provide
implementations of cloud standards will inevitably see the demise of many of the
current range of standards attempts. This is evidenced by the current movement to
build libraries which simply abstract over numerous cloud providers incompatible
APIs and present a uniform interface to the developer. Examples of these include
Apache JCloud1 and Apache LibCloud2 both of which have a significant following.
Unless intercloud standards achieve widespread adoption it is multi-cloud libraries
such as these which will become the de facto means of programatically interacting
with multiple cloud providers.
API interoperability is a concern for all cloud software, including monitoring. There is
an ever present risk of writing software for one cloud provider which cannot be easily
ported to running on to alternative cloud environments. With cloud monitoring tools,
which require frequent interaction with a cloud’s API this risk is greater than most
other software.
2.7.6 Cloud Compliance
Certification has long been a well accepted means to enforce compliance with a
standard. Typical standards enforce security mechanisms, performance levels and the
use of specific technologies. Certification in order to ensure compliance to a given
standard is a process common to many fields. Payment processing, the storage of
confidential data and the providing services as an a affiliate of a third party organisation
all frequently require some form of compliance process in order to obtain the necessary
authorisation. Such standards are vast, complex and well established and many were
written without cloud computing in mind.
As such, cloud computing is incompatible with many significant standards [127].
Many security security standards require physical access to hardware to be controlled,
network communication to be isolated and all third parties barred from accessing
data. In the context of cloud computing there is no ability to manage physical access,
resources are shared between a large pool of users and the cloud provider conceptually
has access to users’ data. Standards which enforce performance requirements fare
better with cloud computing but still have some limitations. In clouds where VMs are
1https://jclouds.apache.org/
2https://libcloud.apache.org/
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not given exclusive access to a processor there is periodic context switching. This alone
prohibits compliance to standards pertaining to real time applications. Furthermore
the inability to guarantee exact levels of bandwidth, latency and other metrics is
prohibitive against standards requiring network guarantees.
In an initial attempt to placate users which require certain standards to be guaranteed
cloud providers provided Service Level Agreements which made moderate claims
as to security, uptime, network properties and performance. Due to some degree of
ambiguity and range of interpretations with PCI and ISO standards some organisations
which require the likes of PCI-DSS compliance have taken SLA guarantees as adequate
to maintain compliance [151]. Therefore major cloud providers have strived to achieve
compliance for a number of basic standards. Amazon Web Services, Rackspace Cloud,
Azure and others have achieved certified compliance with the PCI-DSS Level 1 and ISO
27001 security standards [166]. Compliance with these standards is to perform credit
card processing and the handling of other financial data. Cloud providers’ adherence
to these standards allows users who deal with such use cases to provision part of their
architecture in the cloud. These new standards will allow ’business as usual’ in the
cloud but do so by removing the need for physical access, dedicated infrastructure and
other concepts which are fundamentally incompatible with cloud computing.
There are however other, more strict standards which cloud providers have yet to
achieve which prohibit other use cases from being performed in the cloud. Data
protection standards, confidentiality standards and more stringent financial services
standards have yet to be adopted by any major cloud provider. Instead standards
bodies have begun to develop a series of standards intended specifically for cloud
computing. Organisations including the PCI, ISO, the BSI and others have begun
developing and releasing new standards which avoid inherent incompatibilities with
cloud computing.
Whether cloud specific standards gain acceptance by cloud providers and whether or
not relevant industries accept these new standards as being equal to current standards
will determine the success of cloud specific standards compliance.
Compliance must be monitored. There is a pre-existing set of products and services
which are dedicated to the purpose of compliance monitoring. These tools, like
most other monitoring tools, are not however intended for cloud environments. This
therefore poses an open challenge to support compliance monitoring in a cloud
environment.
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2.7.7 Government Regulation
In 2010 following the release of a series of diplomatic cables, controversial website
Wikileaks encountered a substantial multi gigabit Distributed Denial of Service attack.
In order to mitigate the effects of this attack Wikileaks migrated their operations to
Amazon Web Services [56]. AWS effectively resisted the attack and allowed Wikileaks
to continue operating for several hours until Amazon was compelled by the US
government to terminate all Wikileaks operations on AWS. This was not the first
case where a government or government agency has compelled a cloud provider to
withdraw their services, it is however the largest and most high profile incident. The
Wikileaks event sets an uneasy precedent. Despite Wikileaks making use of Amazon
European data centre they were sanctioned under US law. One of the often touted
properties of the cloud is that data is seldom hosted in a precisely known location.
With some services, data can at best be localised to the data centre. These creates a
complex jurisdictional issue. What groups can assert control over data and services
hosted in the cloud. Case can be made for the cloud provider, the cloud provider’s
government and the government of the country which hosts the data. Without a
comprehensive legal framework in place it is impossible to conclusively argue what
parties cannot access or otherwise interfere with cloud based operations. This issue is
problematic for organisations such as Wikileaks which are not well received by world
governments. Unfavorable organisations can be effectively barred from operating on
the cloud by any organisations able to exert influence against the provider. Worse
still is the possibility that governments can compel cloud providers to provide access
to client’s services or data. This is a major problem for cloud computing and if this
issue remains unanswered could potentially see cloud providers relinquishing user
and company data to world governments based on a legal mandate.
2.8 Summary Of Issues
The decreasing costs and increasing performance, flexibility and scalability of cloud
computing systems offers cloud providers, industry, developers and users both a
comprehensive set of advantages and a significant set of challenges:
For cloud providers: to continue delivering a cloud service requires significant invest-
ment in meeting the increasing demand for resources. The initial investment
and total cost of ownership of cloud infrastructure represents a significant and
increasing cost. In order to reduce these overheads and elicit future development
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new methods are required to improve resource utilisation, detect and reduce
wastage and to reduce management complexity.
For Industry: the lack of government and industry certification for cloud systems
is a substantial barrier to industry cloud adoption. Outsourcing mission
critical operations to a cloud provider is an uncomfortable paradigm for many
corporations. The development of robust certification and compliance testing
for cloud providers will alleviate some of these concerns however, further
development is required to reduce the costs and complexity of managing large
scale cloud systems.
For developers: cloud computing will allow the deployment of applications at
significant scale. While at present it is possible to leverage cloud computing to
deploy scalable applications, this is generally achieved by adapting conventional
software to operate in a cloud context. Continued cloud development will
require the abandonment of many existing programming paradigms in favour
of developing applications specifically designed to operate at scale in the cloud.
This will also require the reevaluation of software engineering practice to provide
a formally quantifiable approach to the design, implementation and maintenance
of cloud applications.
For users: limited network access and limited bandwidth are significant barriers to
the availability of cloud services and data. In order to ensure that cloud services
are continually available substantial improvement to network infrastructure
is required. Furthermore the lack of common standards and robust security
mechanisms creates the risk of vendor lock in, loss and theft of data.
The late 2000s saw three separate fields co-evolve to develop cloud computing, which
has in turn become a critical and highly influential technology. Amazon EC2 alone has
grown from an alternative use of Amazon’s unused capacity to becoming the largest
web host in the world [124]. At present, cloud services are used in combination with
conventional services and software. The future will see the provisioning of resources
as a service become ubiquitous. To achieve this future a number of challenges must be
answered.
The compute resources being made available on the cloud are now becoming suitable
for high performance scientific computation. However it is clear that at present the
cloud lacks the necessary federation mechanisms and sufficient middleware platforms
as to allow for the effective execution of eScience workloads. While the middleware
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of grid computing can be ported to the cloud it lacks sufficient integration with
the platform and fails to offer the degree of automation provided by the grid. The
economy of cloud computing suggests that IaaS services may be significantly cheaper
than cluster or grid use for certain workloads making cloud services a desirable option
for eScience. This necessitates the development of frameworks to provide a managed
execution environment for eScience workloads on an IaaS cloud.
Security and confidentiality issues remain a significant challenge to enterprise and
government cloud adoption. Despite significant cloud security research, we still lack
a convincing model of trust in IaaS clouds. There is a clear challenge remaining in
developing mechanisms to provide a clear and transparent model of security and trust
for IaaS cloud services in simple and intelligible manner.
Cloud computing entails universal outsourcing of data. Users and businesses have
never before faced the problems of having their data stored by a third party at such a
scale. With increasing consumer and business services leveraging the cloud model it is
becoming clear that it is essential for a comprehensive legal framework to provide an
unambiguous definition as to what rights cloud providers have to users’ data.
Conceptually cloud services afford a user superior adaptability and flexibility com-
pared to conventional services. Unfortunately the lack of universal interoperability
standards limits the ability of users to migrate from one cloud service to another. There
exists the significant danger of vendor lock in when a user has committed significant
resources to a cloud provider as the costs and technical difficulties of migration may
be prohibitive. To avoid the single vendor market that existed during the mainframe
era it is necessary for cloud interoperability to be further developed and to be accepted
both by users and by cloud providers.
Once these challenges and others have been overcome it will become feasible for the
provisioning of virtually all services and resources via a cloud computing model.
Cloud computing will eventually become the dominant platform for Internet based
hosting, storage, computation and communication and will be one of the foundations
of the next generation Internet.
2.9 Chapter Conclusions
This chapter has reviewed the field of cloud computing: its origins, its technologies,
concepts and its open issues. This serves to frame the context of this thesis and serve
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as a preamble for further discussion of cloud monitoring. The subsequent chapter
performs an in-depth investigation of cloud monitoring, grounded by the concepts
discussed in this chapter. Cloud computing is a fast moving and ever evolving field.
Since its inception in the late 2000s it has gone to become a major area of research and
a pivotal part of industry. It has subsequently become the platform for data intensive
research and is central to the emerging trend of big data. Crucial to the continued
growth of cloud computing is the availability of suitable management and monitoring
systems which are suitable for the properties of the cloud. This is the focus of this
thesis.
3Chapter ThreeA Survey of CloudMonitoring Tools andPractices
3.1 Chapter Overview
Cloud monitoring, like cloud computing in general is influenced by academia, industry
and open source. This is one of the factors which has contributed to the success of
cloud computing and has ensured a myriad of designs and ideas hailing from a diverse
range of sources. A downside of widespread interest across multiple institutions is
the tendency to repeat the research, designs and ideas which others have previously
investigated. Often referred to as "Not Invented Here syndrome", many developers
and cloud providers have implemented monitoring tools with very similar designs
and feature sets. Meanwhile many lesser known monitoring tools have received
little attention but employ comparatively novel concepts. This chapter performs a
comprehensive survey of monitoring tools which have originated from a wide variety
of sources and examines their designs in detail. This serves as a precursor to the
following chapter which builds upon the survey to provide a comprehensive taxonomy
of the surveyed monitoring systems. By doing so, we provide a platform on which to
build new monitoring tools which avoid previous unsuccessful designs and exploit
more novel concepts. This chapter has been previously published as "Observing the
Clouds: A Survey and Taxonomy of Cloud Monitoring".
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3.2 Introduction
Monitoring large-scale distributed systems is challenging and plays a crucial role in
virtually every aspect of a software orientated organisation. It requires substantial
engineering effort to identify pertinent information and to obtain, store and process
that information in order for it to become useful. Monitoring is intertwined with
system design, debugging, troubleshooting, maintenance, billing, cost forecasting,
intrusion detection, compliance, testing and more. Effective monitoring helps eliminate
performance bottlenecks, security flaws and is instrumental in helping engineers make
informed decisions about how to improve current systems and how to build new
systems.
Monitoring cloud resources is an important area of research as cloud computing has
become the de-facto means of deploying internet scale systems and much of the internet
is tethered to cloud providers [170] [131]. The advancement of cloud computing, and
by association cloud monitoring, is therefore intrinsic to the development of the next
generation of internet.
Despite the importance of monitoring, the design of monitoring tools for cloud
computing is as yet an under researched area, there is hitherto no universally accepted
toolchain for the purpose. Most real world cloud monitoring deployments are a
patchwork of various data collection, analysis, reporting, automation and decision
making software. Tools from HPC, grid and cluster computing are commonly used due
to their tendencies towards scalability while enterprise monitoring tools are frequently
used due to their wide ranging support for different tools and software. Additionally,
cloud specific tools have begun to emerge which are designed exclusively to tolerate
and exploit cloud properties. A subclass of these cloud monitoring tools are monitoring
as a service tools which outsource much of the monitoring process a third party.
While the challenges associated with cloud monitoring are well understood, the designs
and patterns which attempt to overcome the challenges are not well examined. Many
current tools express common design choices, which affect their appropriateness to
cloud monitoring. Similarly there are a number of tools which exhibit relatively uncom-
mon designs which are often more appropriate for cloud computing. Arguably, due
to the compartmentalisation of knowledge regarding the design and implementation
of current tools, emerging tools continue to exhibit previously employed schemes
and demonstrate performance similar to well established tools. We therefore contend
that it is necessary to examine the designs common to existing tools in order to
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facilitate discussion and debate regarding cloud monitoring, empower operations staff
to make more informed tool choices and encourage researchers and developers to
avoid reimplementing well established designs.
To do this, we perform a comprehensive survey of existing tools including those from
multiple related domains. From this comprehensive survey we extract a taxonomy
of current monitoring tools, which categories the salient design and implementation
decisions that are available. Through enumerating the current monitoring architectures
we hope to provide a foundation for the development of future monitoring tools,
specifically built to meet the needs of cloud computing.
3.3 Monitoring
At its very simplest monitoring is a three stage process illustrated by Figure 3.1: the
collection of relevant state, the analysis of the aggregated state and decision making as
a result of the analysis. The more trivial monitoring tools are simple programs which
interrogate system state such as the UNIX tools df, uptime or top. These tools are run
by a user who in turn analyses the system state and makes an informed decision as to
what, if any action to take. Thus, in fact, the user is performing the vast majority of the
monitoring process and not software. As computing systems continue to grow in size
and complexity there is an increasing need for automated tools to perform monitoring
with a reduced, or removed need for human interaction. These systems implement
all or some of the 3 stage monitoring process. Each of these stages have their own
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Figure 3.1: The three stage monitoring process
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challenges, especially with regards to cloud computing.
3.3.1 Collection
All monitoring systems must perform some form of data collection. In tools commonly
used for monitoring commodity server deployments this is achieved through the use of
a monitoring server. In these common use cases a monitoring server either actively polls
state on remote hosts, or remote hosts push their state to the server. This mechanism
is ideal for small server deployments: it is simple, it has no indirection and it is
fast. As the number of monitored servers grow, data collection becomes increasingly
challenging. The resources of a single machine eventually become insufficient to collect
all the required state. Additionally, in tightly coupled systems where there is often an
active human administrator, the associated configuration overhead becomes prohibitive;
requiring frequent interaction. These challenges have led to the development of a
number of schemes to improve the scalability of monitoring systems.
There are a diverse set of methods for collecting monitoring state from cloud
deployments. Many tools still rely upon fully centralised data collection, while others
have extended this design through the use of trees and other forms of overlay.
Data collection trees are the simplest means of improving scalability over fully
centralised systems. Monitoring architectures using trees to collect and propagate data
have improved scalability when compared to fully centralised but still rely upon single
points of failure. Typically, a central monitoring server sits at the root of the tree and is
supported by levels of secondary servers which propagate state from monitored hosts
(the leaves of the tree) up to the root. Failure of a monitoring server will disrupt data
collection from its subtree.
Trees are not the solution to all scalability issues. In the case of large scale systems,
most tree schemes require a significant number of monitoring servers and levels of
the tree in order to collect monitoring information. This requires the provisioning of
significant dedicated monitoring resources, which increases the propagation latency;
potentially resulting in stale monitoring data at the top of the hierarchy.
With large scale systems becoming more common place, several recent monitoring
systems have abandoned centralised communication models [148] [152] [111] [172].
A new and diverse class of monitoring system makes use of peer to peer concepts to
perform fully decentralised data collection. These systems make use of distributed hash
tables, epidemic style communication and various P2P overlays to discover and collect
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data from machines. Decentralised schemes have inherent scalability improvements
over earlier schemes but this is not without a series of additional challenges including:
the bootstrap problem, lookup, replication and fault tolerance. Decentralised systems
must overcome these challenges and risk becoming slower and more cumbersome than
their centralised counterparts.
A very recent development is monitoring as a service: SaaS applications that abstract
much of the complexity of monitoring away from the user. This class of monitoring
tool, presumably, makes use of similar architectures to existing tools but introduces a
novel separation of concerns between where data is generated and where it is collected.
In these systems a users installs a small agent which periodically pushes monitoring
state to a service endpoint, all functionality beyond that is the prerogative of the
monitoring provider. This alleviates complexity on behalf of the user but exacerbates
the complexity of the service provider who must provide multi-tenanted monitoring
services.
3.3.2 Analysis
Once data has been collected it must be analysed or otherwise processed in order for it
to become useful. The range of analysis offered by monitoring tools varies greatly from
simple graphing to extremely complex system wide analysis. With greater analysis
comes greater ability to detect and react to anomalous behaviour, this however comes
with an increased computational cost.
Graphing is the lowest common denominator of analysis and offloads the complexity
of analysis to the end user. Resource monitors and systems, which exclusively collect
time series data are the only tools which tend to rely solely on graphing. These tools
typically provide a holistic view of system wide resource usage; allowing a user to
interrogate machine specific resource usage if necessary. It is then up to the user to
detect resource spikes, failures and other anomalous behaviour.
Other monitoring systems provide more complex analysis. Threshold analysis is the
most common form of analysis, found in the vast majority of monitoring systems.
Threshold analysis is where monitoring values are continually checked against a
predefined condition, if the value violates the condition an alert is raised or other
action taken. This basic strategy is used to provide health monitoring, failure detection
and other forms of basic analysis.
Threshold monitoring allows for expected error states to be detected but does not
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provide a means to detect unexpected behaviour. As cloud deployments become
increasingly large and complex the requirement for automated analysis becomes more
pressing. To this end various recent tools provide facilities for trend analysis and
stream processing to detect anomalous system states and complex error conditions
beyond what simple threshold analysis is capable of detecting. These more complex
analysis tasks often require bespoke code, which runs outside of the monitoring
environment consuming data via an API or alternatively runs as part of the monitoring
system through a plugin mechanism.
Complex analysis is typically more resource intensive than simple threshold, analysis
requiring significant memory and CPU to analyse large volumes of historical data.
This is a challenge for most monitoring systems. In centralised monitoring system a
common mitigation is simply provisioning additional resources as necessary to perform
analysis. Alternatively, taking cues from volunteer computing, various monitoring
systems attempt to schedule analysis over under utilised hosts that are undergoing
monitoring.
3.3.3 Decision Making
Decision making is the final stage of monitoring and is particularly uncommon in the
current generation of monitoring tools. As previously discussed, simple tools collect
and graph analysis requiring the user to analyse the current state of the system and
in turn make any appropriate decisions. This is a challenge for the user as it requires
them to consider all known state, identify issues and then devise a set of actions too
rectify any issues. For this reason, all major organisations employ significant operations
personnel in order to enact any appropriate actions. Current monitoring tools are
intended to support monitoring personnel rather than to take any action directly.
Many current monitoring tools support the notion of event handlers; custom code that
is executed dependant upon the outcome of analysis. Event handlers allow operations
personnel to implement various automated strategies to prevent errors cascading, their
severity increasing or even resolve them. This represents an automation of part of the
manual error handling process and not a true autonomic error correction process.
Some monitoring tools provide mechanisms to implement basic automated error
recover strategies [41] [10]. In the case of cloud computing the simplest error recovery
mechanism is to terminate a faulty VM and then instantiate a replacement. This will
resolve any errors contained to a VM (stack overflows, kernel panics etc) but will do
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little to resolve an error trigged by external phenomenon or an error that continuously
reoccurs.
A true autonomic monitoring system which can detect unexpected erroneous states
and then return the system to an acceptable state remains an open research area. This
area of research is beyond the scope of most other monitoring challenges and exists
within the domain of self healing autonomic systems.
3.4 Motivation for Cloud Monitoring
Monitoring is an important aspect of systems engineering which allows for the
maintenance and evaluation of deployed systems. There are a common set of
motivations for monitoring which apply to virtually all areas of computing, including
cloud computing. These include: capacity planning, failure or under-performance
detection, redundancy detection, system evaluation, and policy violation detection.
Monitoring systems are commonly used to detect these phenomena and either allow
administrators to take action or to take some form of autonomous action to rectify the
issue. In the case of cloud computing there are additional motivations for monitoring
which are more unique to the domain, these include:
3.4.1 Performance Uncertainty
At the infrastructure layer, performance can be incredibly inconsistent [84] due to
the effects of multi-tenancy. While most IaaS instance types provide some form of
performance guarantee these typically come in the nebulous form of a ‘compute unit’.
In the case of the Amazon Compute Unit this is defined as: “the relative measure of
the integer processing power of an Amazon EC2 instance" [2] and in the case of the
Google Compute Unit as: “a unit of CPU capacity that we use to describe the compute
power of our instance types. We chose 2.75 GCEUs to represent the minimum power
of one logical core (a hardware hyper-thread) on our Sandy Bridge platform" [28].
These measurements give little in the way of absolute performance metrics and at best
serve to give a vague indication of performance levels. Worse still are the smallest
instance types: t1.micro in the case of Amazon and f1-micro in the case of Google.
These instance types have no stated performance value in terms of compute units,
or indeed otherwise, and are particularly susceptible to the effects of cpu stealing.
CPU stealing [19] is an emergent property of virtualization which occurs when the
hypervisor context switches a VM off the CPU. This occurs based on some sort of
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policy: round robining, demand based, fairness based or other. From the perspective of
the VM, there is a period where no computation, or indeed any activity, can occur. This
prevents any real time applications from running correctly and limits the performance
of regular applications. The performance impact of CPU stealing can be so significant
that Netflix [122] and other major cloud users implement a policy of terminating VMs
that exceed a CPU stealing threshold as part of their monitoring regime.
The vague notion of compute units gives little ability to predict actual performance.
This is primarily due to two factors: multi-tenancy and the underlying hardware.
Virtualization does not guarantee perfect isolation, as a result users’ can affect one
another. Many cloud providers utilise (or are believed to utilise) an over-subscription
model whereby resources are over sold to end users. In this case, users will effectively
compete for the same resources resulting in frequent context switching and overall
lower performance. The exact nature of this mechanism and the associated performance
implications are not disclosed by any cloud provider. This issue is further compounded
by the underlying hardware. No cloud provider has homogeneous hardware. The
scale that cloud providers operate at makes this impossible. Each major cloud provider
operates a wide range of servers with different CPUs. The underlying hardware has the
most crucial effect upon performance. Again, no cloud provider discloses information
about their underlying hardware and the user has no knowledge of the CPU type
that their VM will have prior to instantiation. Thus, details critical to determining the
performance of a VM are unavailable until that VM has been instantiated.
Figure 3.2 gives some example as to the range of performance variation commonly
found in cloud deployments. This Figure shows the results of an Apache benchmark
performed on 5 EC2 VMs instantiated at the same time, in the same US East Region.
Each of these VMs are of the m1.medium type. In this sample of 5 instances, three CPU
types were found: the Intel Xeon E5645, E5430 and E5507. An Apache benchmarking
test was performed 12 separate times per instance over a 3 hour period in order to
ascertain how many http requests per second (a predominantly CPU bound activity)
each instance could fulfil. As is evident from the graph, a range of performance was
demonstrated. The lowest performance was exhibited by instance C which in one test
achieved 2163 requests per second. The highest performance was demonstrated by
instance E which achieved 3052 requests per second. This represents a 29% difference
between the highest and lowest performing VMs. Interesting to note is the processor
responsible for delivering the best and second best performance, the E5430, is an
older end of line chip. The newer CPU models, which were expected to yield greater
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Figure 3.2: Apache requests served per second by AWS EC2 m1.medium instances
performance handled demonstrably fewer tests. Whether this is due to the underlying
physical machines being oversold or due to some other multi-tenanted phenomena
is unclear. Notable is instance C which yielded a significant range of performance
variation, again for an unclear reason. This trivial benchmarking exercise is comparable
with results found in literature [84][140][57][174] and demonstrates the range of
performance that can be found from 5 VMs that are expected to be identical. In
any use case involving a moderate to high traffic web application several of these
instances may prove unsuitable. Without the availability of monitoring data it is
impossible for stakeholders to identify these issues and thus will suffer from degraded
performance.
The non-availability of exact performance metrics makes deploying certain use cases
on the cloud a challenge. An example of this is HPC applications. Cloud computing
has frequently been touted as a contender for supporting the next generation of HPC
applications. Experiments showing that it is feasible to deploy a comparable low
cost supercomputer capable of entering the top500 [169] and the recent availability
of HPC instance types makes cloud computing an appealing choice for certain HPC
applications. Performance uncertainty, however, makes it hard to create a deployment
with the desired level of performance. Conceptually the same size of deployment
could offer significantly different rates of performance at different points in time which
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is clearly undesirable for compute bound applications. These concerns will appear
in any cloud deployment which expects a certain level of performance and may be
prohibitive.
This uncertainty makes cloud monitoring essential. Without monitoring it is impossible
to understand and account for the phenomena mentioned above. To summarise, the
need for cloud monitoring, with regards to performance certainty is four fold:
• To quantify the performance of a newly instantiated VM deployment to produce
an initial benchmark that can determine if the deployment offers acceptable
performance.
• In order to examine performance jitter to determine if a deployment is dropping
below an acceptable baseline of performance.
• To detect stolen CPU, resource over-sharing and other undesirable phenomena.
• To improve instance type selection to ensure that the user achieves best performance
and value.
3.4.2 Anomaly Detection
All but the most trivial systems are prone to unusual, unanticipated and anomalous
behaviour. In many cases, unusual behaviour can be harmless, manifesting as a
transient quirk which does not impact system performance and does not merit further
investigation. This is not always the case, anomalies can manifest as performance
problems, service degradation, network outages and all manner of other faults. In a
conventional physical system, operations staff can be liased with directly and efforts
can be made to diagnose and resolve the problem. In IaaS clouds there is a disconnect
between the cloud provider and the customer. The customer is responsible for the
correct operation of their own software, the cloud provider is only responsible for the
underlying resources and various layers of customer support rest between the two
stakeholders. This exacerbates the significance of anomalies and requires software
focused efforts to avoid or alleviate them.
Due to the nature of anomalies as unpredictable and rare occurrences, there is little
academic literature regarding specific cases [168, 102]. The vast majority of discussion
regarding anomalies on IaaS clouds occurs via anecdotal sources: web forums, mailing
lists and the like. While one cannot draw reliable conclusions from such evidence, they
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serve as an indication of the types of anomalies that occur and what efforts have been
made to resolve them. Reported cases of anomalies include:
• Unanticipated behaviour at the link layer (possibly in conjunction with behaviour
in the Linux kernel) affecting ARP propagation which results in stale entries
remaining in a VMs ARP table, rendering certain hosts incommunicado. This
behaviour has been reported several times with regards to Amazon EC21 2 and
requires continual flushing of the ARP table in order to rectify.
• A commonly reported anomaly regarding EC2 is for terminated instances to
become stuck in a ’stopping’ state and never to reach the terminated state3. This
can prevent attached storage devices from becoming available to other instances 45.
The commonly propertied solution to forcibly stop the instance otherwise this issue
requires resolution through AWS support.
In order to mitigate anomalies, there must first be detected and diagnosed which in
turn necessitates the use of a monitoring system.
3.4.3 SLA Enforcement
With such a dependency upon cloud providers, customers rely upon SLAs to ensure
that the expected level of services are delivered. While downtime or non availability
is easily detected there are other forms of SLA violation which are not easily noticed.
High error rates in APIs and other services and performance degradation of VMs
and services are not always easily detectable but can have significant impact upon
an end users deployments and services. Monitoring is therefore essential in order
to guarantee SLA compliance to produced the necessary audit trail in the case of
SLA violation. Monitoring is also important on the part of the cloud provider, in
this capacity, to ensure SLA compliance is maintained and that an acceptable user
experience is provided to customers.
In the case of recent outages and other incidents [64][189] cloud provider’s SLAs
have been ineffective in safeguarding performance or otherwise protecting users.
Monitoring, therefore, becomes doubly important as it allows cloud users to migrate
1http://engineering.clever.com/2014/12/10/when-your-ip-traffic-in-aws-disappears-
into-a-black-hole/
2https://forums.aws.amazon.com/thread.jspa?messageID=577109
3https://forums.aws.amazon.com/message.jspa?messageID=355185
4https://forums.aws.amazon.com/message.jspa?messageID=462976
5http://aws.amazon.com/instance-help
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their architecture to an alternative provider or otherwise compensate when a cloud
provider does not adhere to the level of expected service.
3.4.4 Defeating Abstraction
Cloud computing is based on a stack which builds functionality on increasing levels of
abstraction. It therefore seems counter-intuitive to attempt to circumvent abstraction
and delve down into the level below. Doing so however allows users to become aware
of phenomena that, whether they are aware of it or not, will affect their applications.
There are a number of phenomena which are abstracted away from the user that
crucially affect their applications, these include:
3.4.5 Load Balancing Latency
Many cloud providers including Amazon Web Services, Google Compute Engine and
Microsoft Azure include a load balancer which can distribute load between VMs and
create additional VMs as necessary. Such load balancers are based upon undisclosed
algorithms and their exact operation is unknown. In many cases the load balancer
is the point of entry to an application and as such, success of an application rests,
in part, on effective load balancing. A load balancer is ineffective when it fails to
match the traffic patterns and instantiate additional VMs accordingly. This results in
increased load on the existing VMs and increased application latency. Monitoring load
balancing is therefore essential to ensure that the process is occurring correctly and
that additional VMs are created and traffic distributed as is required. Successfully
detecting improper load balancing allows the user to alter the necessary policies or
utilise an alternative load balancer.
3.4.6 Service Faults
Public clouds are substantial deployments of hardware and software spread between
numerous sites and utilised by a significant user-base. The scale of public clouds
ensures that at any given time a number of hardware faults have occurred. Cloud
providers perform a noble job in ensuring the continuing operation of public clouds
and strive to notify end users of any service disruptions but do not always succeed. An
Amazon Web Services outage in 2012 disrupted a significant portion of the web [189].
Major sites including Netflix, Reddit, Pintrest, GitHub, Imgur, Foursquare, Coursera,
Airbnb, Heroku and Minecraft were all taken off-line or significantly disrupted due
to failures in various AWS services. These failures were initially detected by a small
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number of independent customers and weren’t fully publicised until it became a
significant issue. The few users who monitored these emergence of these faults ahead
of the public announcement stood far greater chance of avoiding disruption before it
was too late. Monitoring service availability and correctness is desirable when one’s
own infrastructure is entirely dependant upon that of the cloud provider.
3.4.7 Location
Public cloud providers typically give limited information as to the physical and logical
location of a VM. The cloud provider gives a region or zone as the location of the VM
which provides little more than a continent as a location. This is usually deemed as
beneficial; users do not need to concern themselves with data centres or other low
level abstractions. However for applications which are latency sensitive or otherwise
benefit from collocation the unavailability of any precise physical or logical locations
is detrimental. If a user wishes to deploy an application as close to users or a data
source as possible and has a choice of numerous cloud regions it is difficult to make
an informed decision with the limited information that is made available by cloud
providers [82][58]. In order to make an informed decision as to the placement of VMs
additional information is required. To make an informed placement the user must
monitor all relevant latencies between the user or data source and potential cloud
providers.
3.5 Monitoring as an Engineering Practice
The greatest extent of this survey is spent discussing the design of current monitoring
tools in order to enable users to more effectively choose tools and for researchers to
design more effective monitoring tools. Monitoring tools are not however the be all and
end all of monitoring, they are however just one part of the process. Just as software
engineering prescribes a length requirements engineering and design process prior to
implemented so to does monitoring require a well thought out strategy. Monitoring
tools form the bulk of the implementation of any strategy but without appropriate
consideration the haphazard application of monitoring tools will inevitably fail to
perform as required.
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3.5.1 Monitoring Strategies
A monitoring tool alone is not a monitoring strategy. Even the most sophisticated
monitoring tools are not the be all and end all of monitoring, but rather are a part of
a grander strategy. A monitoring strategy defines what variables and events should
be monitored, which tools are used, who is involved and what actions are taken. As
such, a monitoring strategy is a sociotechnical process which involves both software
and human actors.
It is extremely difficult to produce an effective monitoring strategy and it is doubly
difficult to produce a strategy before a system is operational. Most monitoring
strategies are devised during the design stage but are constantly revised when events
show the current strategy to be incomplete, inefficient or otherwise ineffective. Part of
the inherent difficulty in devising a comprehensive monitoring strategy is the complex
intertwinement of software and services within any large system. It is not immediately
clear as to what effect various failure modes will have on other services. Often failure
cascades and knock-on effects are extremely difficult to predict ahead of time. As such
it may take numerous iterations for a monitoring strategy to reach a point whereby it
can be used to prevent widespread failure or other issues arising. Many high profile
outages which have affected large swathes of the web have been due to ineffective
monitoring strategies which have prevented operations staff detecting and resolving a
growing issue before it was too late.
Building a monitoring strategy first and foremost requires considering what actors
(both human and software) will be involved in the monitoring process. Common
examples of these include:
• Operations staff who are actively involved in maintaining the system and utilising
monitoring data as a key part of their role.
• Other staff who use monitoring data to varying degrees within their roles.
• Monitoring tools which collect, analyse and visualise data from the system in
question.
• The infrastructure provider, this could be a cloud provider, datacenter, an in-house
team or a third party organisation.
• Software systems with produce and/or consume monitoring data.
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• Customers or clients who may generate and make use of monitoring data.
This is by no means and extensive list but it represents many of the common actors
involve in the monitoring process. Failure to consider the relevant actors can lead to
ineffective monitoring strategy and can often result in "Shadow IT" use cases emerging
whereby human actors circumvent the prescribed monitoring strategy in order to
obtain the information necessary to their roles.
Second in order to identify the actors involved, it is necessary to identify the values,
metrics, logs and other data that are collected as part of the monitoring strategy. This
typically includes:
• Performance metrics e.g. cpu, queries/second, response time etc.
• Utilisation metrics, e.g. memory, bandwidth, disk, database tables etc.
• Throughput metrics e.g. network, caches, http etc.
• Log data from each host and application.
• User metrics including page views, click rates etc.
• Availability including uptime, host and service failure and network failure.
• Compliance data e.g. permissions, SLA related metrics, availability etc.
• Performance Indicators e.g. number of users, cost per transaction, revenue per
hour.
Once these variables have been appropriately identified developing a monitoring
strategy becomes a routing problem. One must devise the means to collect the
aforementioned variables and deliver them to the appropriate actors in the appropriate
format. Despite the claims made by many monitoring tools there is no single bullet
which solves this problem. No single monitoring tool supports collection from all
the required sources, provides all the necessary analysis or provides all the necessary
outputs. Most monitoring strategies are therefore a patchwork of several monitoring
tools which either operate independently or are interlinked by shared backends or
dashboards.
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3.5.2 Implementing a Monitoring Strategy
There exists a not insignificant number of monitoring tools, each designed for different,
but sometimes overlapping, purposes. When faced with implementing a monitoring
strategy there are three basic options with regards to software choices:
1. Use an existing monitoring tool.
2. Modify and existing monitoring tool to better fit the requirements specified by the
strategy.
3. Implement a new bespoke tool which fits the requirements of the strategy.
There also exists a fourth option, which is to use a combination of the above options.
For most general use cases, such as those involving a multi tiered web application
built from standard software, a preexisting monitoring tool is likely to be sufficient to
implement any monitoring strategy. Should the most appropriate tool lack features
needed to fully implement the strategy, such as log parsing which is underrepresented
in the feature lists of many monitoring tools, additional tools can be incorporated
into the implementation of the strategy. Monitoring strategies which involve bespoke
applications or simply uncommon applications can result in few tools supporting
those applications. Most monitoring tools have some form of plugin architecture. This
can range from Nagios which supports a menagerie of shell, perl and other scripts
to more modern tools such as Riemann which has a modern functional API. These
mechanisms allow monitoring tools to be extended to support data collection from
bespoke or uncommon applications allowing tool choice not to be restricted by existing
support for applications. Greater difficulties arise when necessary features are missing
from a monitoring tool. Certain monitoring strategies can call for complex analysis,
alerting, visualisation or other features which are unsupported by the vast majority
of tools. Typically, such types of core functionality cannot be easily implemented via
a plugin. This is not always the case but it is an issue which affects many tools. In
which case there are two options: to add this functionality an existing tool or to design
a new tool. The former requires knowledge of the original codebase and the ability to
maintain a fork which may be prohibitive to smaller organisations. The latter option
requires another tool be added to the strategy and its coordination and communication
be orchestrated. This latter option is what distinctly appears to be the most popular
option. This can be evidenced by the number of open source tools which provide a
small part of a monitoring strategy that can be integrated as part of a larger strategy.
Such tools include StatsD, Graphite, Graphene and HoardD which are all small tools
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providing a fragment of any monitoring strategy show the current trend towards
implementing small bespoke tools as they are require in lieu of modifying larger more
complex tools.
This trend is advantageous as it allows operations staff to choose from a diverse range
of tools and devise an implementing which fits the monitoring strategy as closely
as possible. This diversification of monitoring tools also represents many potential
issues, namely that smaller and less popular tools may lose developers and support
if it recedes from vogue. Furthermore a diverse range of tools requires a significant
effort to orchestrate the communication between these tools. Unless there is a shared
language, protocol or format the orchestration of these tools can become a troublesome.
Beyond software there is a human element to implementing monitoring strategies.
There are numerous factors involved with implementing a monitoring strategy with
regards to human actors, these including:
• Who is responsible for responding to alerts and events raised by the monitoring
system and what oversight occurs when taking action.
• If an event occurs which the monitoring strategy fails to detect what action is taken
to improve the strategy.
• Who is responsible for maintaining the monitoring system.
• How is access to the monitoring system controlled and how is access granted are
all users of the system allowed to see the full data.
Even a monitoring system which is highly autonomic in nature still relies upon some
degree of human interaction. Failure of human actors to take appropriate action is
equally, if not more, problematic than software agents failing. It is therefore essential
for human and software actors to abide by the monitoring strategy to ensure effective
monitoring.
3.5.3 The Chaos Monkey and Testing Monitoring Strategies
Few monitoring strategies are perfect and the worst time to discover imperfections in
a monitoring strategy is in production when a service is under high demand. Chaos
monkey is a term popularised by Netflix6, which defines a user or piece of software
6http://techblog.netflix.com/2012/07/chaos-monkey-released-into-wild.html
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which introduces failure or error during a pre approved period of time in order to test
the effectiveness of a monitoring strategy and the response of the operations team. In
the case of Netflix the chaos monkey terminates a random EC2 instance in order to
simulate a common failure mode. This failure should be handled automatically by
the monitoring strategy and accounted for without the need for human intervention.
In the case that an unexpected outcome occurs the monitoring strategy is adapted to
cover what was previously unexpected. The success of this testing strategy has led
to Netflix open sourcing their Simian Army toolkit, a widely adopted tool which not
only includes the Chaos Monkey but also several other programs which create latency,
security, performance, configuration and other issues in order to test the effectiveness
of a monitoring strategy.
This type of testing whether it is automated, manual or a mixture of both is essential
in testing the effectiveness of a monitoring strategy. Failing to test a monitoring
strategy is akin to failing to test software. Without appropriate testing, a developer
cannot assert that their product meets the prescribed requirements or indeed make
any strong empirical claims regarding the validity of their software. This is also true
of a monitoring strategy. While software testing has been an intrinsic part of software
engineering since its beginnings, efficient testing methods for monitoring strategies
are only beginning to emerge.
3.5.4 Changing Knowledge Requirements and Job Descriptions
In previous sections we have discussed the role of the operations team in a reasonably
abstract manner. Operations is a core part of any large organisation and as technology,
knowledge and work culture has evolved so to have the roles which comprise
operations. For the last 20 years the maintenance of software and hardware systems
has fallen under the preview of a system administrator. For the longest time operations
and system administration were largely interchangeable. System administrators have
typically been responsible for a broad and often ill-defined range of maintenance and
deployment roles of which monitoring inevitably is a large component. System
administrators are not developers or software engineers, they do not typically
implement new software or modify current systems. Therefore when a monitoring
tool reports a fault with an application it is beyond their responsibilities to delve into
application code in order to resolve the issue and prevent its reoccurrence. Instead,
sysadmins are typically limited to altering configuration, system settings and other
tuneable parameters in order to resolve an issue. If a problem arises with an application
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which cannot be fixed by sysadmins then generally, the problem is communicated
to development staff who then resolve the problem. Often communication between
these two groups is facilitated through issue trackers, project management software or
other collaboration tools. As monitoring is the prerogative of the administrator (and
due to the administrator-developer divide) monitoring tools have typically produced
performance metrics, status codes, failure notifications and other values that are of
direct use to the administrator. This leads to administrators using monitoring tools in
a reactive manner: they take corrective action when a monitoring tool alerts them.
This separation of responsibility between administration staff and development staff
eventually became strained. With the ever increasing diversity and complexity of
modern software it has become common place for organisations to deploy bespoke or
heavily modified software. In such cases it is extremely beneficial for operations staff
to have detailed knowledge of the inner workings of these systems. Furthermore, as
monitoring tools have become more advanced it has become feasible to monitoring a
vast range of application specific variables and values. It is therefore of importance that
operations staff who make use of monitoring data have the prerequisite application
knowledge to understand, interpret and take action upon monitoring data. Since the
late 2000s what has, arguably, occurred has been a bifurcation of administration roles
into administrators with broad knowledge of system architecture and application
design and those without. The later is still typically referred to as a systems
administrator while the later has assumed the moniker of DevOps.
DevOps rethinks the purpose of monitoring. Instead of the very reactive role
monitoring has in conventional systems administration, DevOps takes a proactive
stance to monitoring whereby monitoring becomes an intrinsic part of the development
process. This leads to the promotion of a "monitor everything" approach whereby
all potentially interesting variables are recorded as these values are now utilised
throughout the development process, as opposed to simply the maintenance process.
Conceptually, this improves the development process and ensures the design and
implementation of software is grounded in empiricism.
While DevOps was gaining acceptance a separate trend has been emerging. Site
Reliability Engineers (SRE) is a job role first created by Google which has since
spread to other organisations. While DevOps attempts to merge the traditional system
administrator and developer role, SREs are, for all intents and purposes, are software
engineers tasked with an operations role. This new role has emerged to fill the needs of
organisations for whom "infrastructure is code". When the division between all levels
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of infrastructure are blurred, as is the case now with cloud computing, operations
roles require detailed knowledge of software engineering. With regards to monitoring,
SRE take an equivalent "monitoring everything" approach and utilise detailed, high
frequency monitoring data during all stages of the development and maintenance
process.
The emergence of both DevOps and SRE is indicative of a trend away from non-
programming system administrators and towards a far winder range of skills and
knowledge. With this diversification of knowledge comes a change in who monitoring
data is intended for. No longer are monitoring tools intended only for operations
staff, instead they useful to stakeholders throughout engineering and management.
Figure 3.3 provides a list of monitoring stakeholders and their interests.
Stakeholder Motivation
System Administrator Detecting failure, ensuring continued oper-
ation of system
DevOps Data led software development, system
maintenance
Security Staff Intrusion detection, enforcement and pro-
tection
SRE Software Engineering orientated operations
Customers Billing
Testers Input for regression, requirements and per-
formance testing
Product Owner Ensure product quality and ensure business
value
Scrum Master Ensure adherence to SCRUM
Developers Debugging, identify performance issues,
trace messages and transactions
UI Team Observe user behaviour
Business Stakeholders Predict future requirements, costs and prof-
itability
Compliance Auditors SLA compliance, certification auditing
Figure 3.3: Monitoring Stakeholders
3.5.5 Monitoring as a Data Intensive Problem
“Monitor Everything" is a phrase that features heavily in discourse regarding moni-
toring best practices. This certainly removes the risk that a monitoring strategy will
fail to encompass all the relevant variables but if taken in the most literal sense can
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be extremely difficult to achieve. A VM instance has no shortage of data points, these
includes: application metrics, network activity, file system changes, context switches,
system calls, cache misses, IO latency, hypervisor behaviour and cpu steal to name but
a few. The list is extensive. In the case of a private cloud whereby physical hosts are
monitored there is an additional set of hardware values that can be monitored.
Collecting all of these variables is challenging, especially if a monitoring strategy
calls for these variables to be monitored in real time. While the vast majority of
these variables are small, the volume of variables and their rate of change risks all
encompassing monitoring (or event more restricted monitoring) becoming a data
intensive challenge. In the past, common practice has been sampling variables at 30
second or even greater increments. As an industry standard this is no longer acceptable.
Most tools now operate at a 1 second interval. At scale, processing and storing these
variables at this interval requires a significant volume of compute capacity.
The trend towards all encompassing monitoring is reflected in the monitoring tools.
As our survey demonstrates, older monitoring tools utilised predominantly centralised
architectures whereby a single server collected data from monitored hosts. With larger
systems or with an all encompassing monitoring strategy, this scheme is no longer
viable. Newer tools offer schemes where the computation involved in monitoring can
be distributed over a large number of hosts using message queues, middleware, shared
memory or other communication channels. This vastly complicates the problem of
monitoring. No longer do operations staff have to contend with the management
of a single monitoring server but rather with a a monitoring cluster which is likely
proportional in size to the monitored deployment. This had led to the development of
many cloud hosted service whereby this management complexity is abstracted behind
an web service, freeing operations staff from managing large monitoring systems.
This option is however, unacceptable for many organisations who due to compliance,
legal, security or other reasons require that their monitoring system be behind their
firewall. This creates a number of issues. Operations staff at organisations with large
systems must now contend with maintaining large monitoring systems in addition to
their production systems. These issues are also concerning for organisations which
do not regularly operate at scale but by using cloud computing to autoscale their
infrastructure can temporarily operate at a larger scale which requires larger and more
costly monitoring.
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3.5.6 Pricing
Determining the cost of most monitoring tools is quite difficult, requiring numerous
factors to be taken into account. Monitoring as a service tools, however, are billed
according to a utility model and allow for an easier (though non trivial) investigating
into the cost of monitoring. More realistically, these tools represent the upper bound
costs of monitoring. These tools use a large pool of third party servers to collect state
from monitored VMs and require minimal configuration and management by the user.
Unless an organisation is willing to develop their own monitoring stacks (from existing
tools or a bespoke solution) these monitoring as a service tools represent the most
viable option for cloud monitoring to date. These services operate using a service
model and either charge per operation as in the case of Amazon CloudWatch (and
Google Cloud Monitoring and HP Monitoring when they graduate from beta) or per
host as in the case of most other tools. Figures 3.1 and 3.2 detail the charge levied by
these services.
Operation Price
Detailed Monitoring for
Amazon EC2 Instances
$3.50 per instance per
month
Custom Metrics $0.50 per metric per month
Alarms $0.10 per alarm per month
API Requests $0.01 per 1000 API requests
Data Transfer In $0.50 per GP transferred In
Data Transfer Out $0.03 per GP transferred
Out
Table 3.1: Amazon CloudWatch Pricing
Service Price
CopperEgg $20 per server per month
DataDog $15 per server per month
Boundary $12 per server per month
StackDriver $12 per server per month
Table 3.2: Pricing for Monitoring as a Service tools which charge monthly flat rates per server
or VM. These are the starting prices which typically include a small, fixed number of metrics.
Additional metrics are provided at cost.
Using the cost calculator provided by Boundary7 monitoring 200 metrics on 1000
7http://www.boundary.com/pricing/
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servers would cost $12050 per month or $96408 per year if paid in advance. If taking
1000 VMs per month with each VM producing 200 metrics rough estimates suggest
that the various services would charge between $4300 and $18500 per month. This is
estimated using the pricing details available from the tools described above however
actual pricing is more difficult to determine giving the lack of full information and
incentivised pricing for paying in advance. If those 1000 VMs are AWS small or micro
reserved instances8 then it is possible to pay more for monitoring than for the VMs
themselves.
Given the importance of monitoring, it is quite undesirable to discard it for the sake
of cost. To avoid large monitoring expenses, organisations are likely to reduce the
number of metrics being monitoring and stick to only basic resource usage metrics
and application metrics. This goes counter to the ‘monitor everything’ approach which
is becoming prevalent in best practice and will inevitably fail to collect data which
could be valuable for error detection, optimisation or an alternative use case.
3.6 Survey of General Monitoring Systems
This section contains two categories of tools: tools developed before cloud computing
and contemporary tools which were not designed specifically for cloud monitoring
but have related goals. In the case of the former, these tools retain relevance to cloud
computing either by utilising concepts pertinent to cloud monitoring or by being
commonly utilised in cloud monitoring.
3.6.1 Ganglia
Ganglia [126] is a resource monitoring tool primarily intended for HPC environments.
Ganglia organises machines into clusters and grids. A cluster is a collection of
monitored servers and a grid is the collection of all clusters. A Ganglia deployment
operates three components: Gmond, Gmetad and the web frontend. Gmond, the
Ganglia monitoring daemon is installed on each monitored machine and collects
metrics from the local machine and receives metrics over the network from the local
cluster. Gmetad, the Ganglia Meta daemon polls aggregated metrics from Gmond
instances and other Gmetad instances. The web frontend obtains metrics from a gmond
instance and presents them to users. This architecture is used to form a tree, with
Gmond instances at the leaves and Gmond instances at subsequent layers. The root
8an unlikely but entirely possible scenario
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Figure 3.4: The Ganglia Architecture
of the tree is the Gmond instance which supplies state to the web frontend. Gmetad
makes use of RRDTool[138] to store time series data and XDR[162] to represent data
on the wire. This architecture is depicted in figure 3.4.
Ganglia provides limited analysis functionality. A third party tool: the Ganglia-Nagios
bridge[149] allows Nagios to perform analysis using data collected by Ganglia. This
attempts to gain the analysis functionality of Nagios while preserving the scalable
data collection model of Ganglia. This is not a perfect marriage as the resulting system
incurs the limitations of both tools but is often proposed as a stopgap tool for cloud
monitoring. Similarly Ganglia can export events to Riemann.
Ganglia is first and foremost a resource monitor and was designed to monitor HPC
environments. As such it is designed to obtain low level metrics including CPU,
memory, disk and IO. It was not designed to monitor applications or services and nor
was it designed for highly dynamic environments. Plugins and various extensions are
available to provide additional features but the requirements of cloud computing are
very different to Ganglia’s design goals. Despite this, Ganglia still sees some degree of
usage within cloud computing due to its scalability.
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3.6.2 Astrolabe
Astrolabe [172] is a tool intended for monitoring large scale distributed systems which
is heavily inspired by DNS. Astrolabe provides scalable data collection and attribute
based lookup but has limited capacity for performing analysis. Astrolabe partitions
groups of hosts into an overlapping hierarchy of zones in a manner similar to DNS.
Astrolabe zones have a recursive definition: a zone is either a host or a set of non
overlapping zones. Two zones are non-overlapping if they have no hosts in common.
The smallest zones consist of single hosts which are grouped into increasingly large
zones. The top level zone includes all other zones and hosts within those zones. Unlike
DNS, Astrolabe zones are not bound to a specific name server, do not have fixed
attributes and state update are propagated extremely quickly.
Every monitored host runs the Astrolabe agent which is responsible for the collection
of local state and the aggregation of state from hosts within the same zone. Each
host tracks the changes of a series of attributes and stores them as rows in a local
SQL database. Aggregation in Astrolabe is handled through SQL SELECT queries
which serve as a form of mobile code. A user or software agent issues an query to
locate a resource or obtain state and the Astrolabe deployment rapidly propagates the
query through a peer to peer overly, aggregates results and returns a complete result.
Astrolabe continuously recomputes these queries and returns updated results to any
relevant clients.
Astrolabe has no publicly available implementation and the original implementation
evaluates the architecture through the use of simulation. As a result, there is no
definitive means to evaluate Astrolabe’s use for cloud monitoring. Irrespective of
this Astrolabe is an influential monitoring system which, unlike many contemporary,
monitoring tools employs novel aggregation and grouping mechanisms.
3.6.3 Nagios
Nagios [136] is the de facto standard open source monitoring tool for monitoring
server deployments. Nagios in its simplest configuration is a two tier hierarchy; there
exists a single monitoring server and a number of monitored servers. The monitoring
server is provided with a configuration file detailing each server to be monitored and
the services each operates. Nagios then generates a schedule and polls each server
and checks each service in turn according to that schedule. If servers are added or
removed the configuration must be updated and the schedule recomputed. A client
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and plugins must be installed on the monitored servers if the necessary information
for a service check cannot be obtained by interacting with the available services. A
Nagios service check consists of obtaining the relevant data from the monitored host
and then checking that value against a expected value or range of values; raising an
alert if an unexpected value is detect. This architecture is depicted in figure 3.5. This
simple configuration does not scale well, as the single server becomes a significant
bottleneck as the pool of monitored servers grows.
In a more scalable configuration, Nagios can be deployed in an n-tier hierarchy
using an extension known as the Nagios Service Check Acceptor (NCSA). In this
deployment, there remains a single monitoring server at the top of this hierarchy,
but in this configuration it polls a second tier of monitoring servers which can in
turn poll additional tiers of monitoring servers. This distributes the monitoring load
over a number of monitoring servers and allows for scheduling and polling to be
performed in small subsections rather then en mass. The NCSA plug-in that facilitates
this deployment allows the monitoring results of a Nagios server to be propagated to
another Nagios server. This requires each Nagios server to have its own independent
configuration and the failure of any one of the monitoring servers in the hierarchy
will disrupt monitoring and require manual intervention. In this configuration system
administrators typically rely on a third party configuration management tool such
as Chef or Puppet to manage the configuration and operation of each independent
Nagios server.
A final, alternative configuration known as the Distributed Nagios Executor (DNX)
introduces the concept of worker nodes [99]. In this configuration, a master Nagios
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Figure 3.6: The 3-tier Nagios Architecture. Architecturally this represents the NCSA and DNX
based configurations. In the latter case the second tier is not comprised on Nagios Servers but
rather Nagios workers.
server dispatches the service checks from its own schedule to a series of worker nodes.
The master maintains all configuration, workers only require the IP address of the
master. Worker nodes can join and leave in an ad hoc manner without disrupting
monitoring services. This is beneficial for cloud monitoring; allowing an elastic pool of
workers to scale in proportion to the monitored servers. If, however, the master fails
all monitoring will cease. Thus, for anything other than the most trivial deployments
additional failover mechanisms are necessary. This configuration is shown in figure 3.6.
Nagios is not a perfect fit for cloud monitoring. There is an extensive amount of
manual configuration required, including the need to modify configuration when
monitored VMs are instantiated and terminated. Performance is an additional issue,
many Nagios service checks are resource intensive and a large number of service
checks can result in significant CPU and IO overhead. Internally, Nagios relies upon a
series of pipes, buffers and queues which can become bottlenecks when monitoring
large scale systems [136]. Many of these host checks are, by default, non parallelised
and block until complete. This severely limits the number of service checks that can be
performed. While most, if not all of these issues can be overcome through the use of
plugins and third party patches this requires significant labour. Nagios was simply
never designed or intended for monitoring large scale cloud systems and therefore
requires extensive retrofitting to be suitable for the task [112]. The classification of
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Nagios is dependant upon its configuration. Due to its age and extensive plugin library
Nagios has numerous configurations.
3.6.4 Collectd
Collectd [74] is an open source tool for collecting monitoring state which is highly
extensible and supports all common applications, logs and output formats. It is
used by many cloud providers as part of their own monitoring solutions, including
Rightscale [156]. One of the appeals of collectd is its network architecture; unlike
most tools it utilises IPv6 and multicast in addition to regular IPv4 unicast. Collectd
uses a push model, monitoring state is pushed to a multicast group or single server
using one of the aforementioned technologies. Data can be pushed to several storage
backends, most commonly RRDTool [138] is used but MongoDB, Redis, MySQL and
others are supported. This allows for a very loosely coupled monitoring architecture
whereby monitoring servers, or groups or monitoring servers, need not be aware of
clients in order to collect state from them. The sophisticated networking and loose
coupling allow collectd to be deployed in numerous different topologies, from simple
two tier architectures to complex multicast hierarchies. This flexibility makes collectd
one of the more popular emerging tools for cloud monitoring. Collectd, as the name
implies, it primarily concerned with the collection and transmission of monitoring
state. Additional functions, including the storage of state are achieved through plugins.
There is no functionality provided for analysing, visualising or otherwise consuming
collected state. Collectd attempts to adhere to UNIX principles and eschews non
collection related functionality, relying on third party programs to provide additional
functionality if required. Tools which are frequently recommended for use with
Collectd include:
• Logstash [27] for managing raw logfiles, performing text search analysis which is
beyond the perview of collected
• StatsD [46] for aggregating monitoring state and sending it to an analysis service
• Bucky [6] for translating data between StatsD, Collectd and Graphtite’s formats.
• Graphite [20] for providing visualization and graphing
• drraw [15] an alternative tool for visualization RRDtool data
• Riemann [41] for event processing
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• Cabot [7] for alerting
Collectd, in conjunction with additional tools can make for a comprehensive cloud
monitoring stack. There is however no complete, ready to deploy distribution of
a collectd based monitoring stack. Figure 3.7 depicts one such monitoring stack.
Therefore, there is significant labour required to build, test and deploy the full stack.
This is prohibitive to organisations that lack the resources to roll their own monitoring
stack. Collectd based monitoring solutions are therefore available only to those
organisations that can develop and maintain their stack. For other organisations, a
more complete solution or monitoring as a service tool may be more appropriate.
3.6.5 Riemann
Riemann [41] is an event based distributed systems monitoring tool. Riemann does not
focus on data collection, but rather on event submission and processing. Events are
representations of arbitrary metrics which are generatedq by clients and encoded using
Google Protocol Buffers [93] and additionally contains various metadata (hostname,
service name, time, ttl, etc). On receiving an event Riemann processes it through a
stream. Users can write stream functions in a Clojure based DSL to operate on streams.
Stream functions can handle events, merge streams, split streams and perform various
other operations. Through stream processing Riemann can check thresholds, detect
anomalous behaviour, raise alerts and perform other common monitoring use cases.
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Designed to handle thousands of events per second, Riemann is intended to operate at
scale.
Events can be generated and pushed to Riemann in one of two ways. Either applications
can be extended to generate events or third party programs can monitor applications
and push events to Riemann. Nagios, Ganglia and collectd all support forwarding
events to Riemann. Riemann can also export data to numerous graphing tools. This
allows Riemann to integrate into existing monitoring stacks or for new stacks to be
built around it.
Riemann is relatively new software and has developing a user base. Due it its somewhat
unique architecture, scalability and integration Riemann is a valuable cloud monitoring
tool.
3.6.6 sFlow and Host sFlow
sFlow [45] is a monitoring protocol designed for network monitoring. The goal of
sFlow is to provide an interoperable monitoring standard that allows equipment from
different vendors to be monitored by the same software. Monitored infrastructure runs
an sFlow agent which receives state from the local environment and builds and sends
sFlow datagram to a collector. A collector is any software which is capable of receiving
sSlow encoded data. The original sFlow standard is intended purely for monitoring
network infrastructure. Host sFlow [22] extends the base standard to add support for
monitoring applications, physical servers and VMs. sFlow is therefore one of the few
protocols capable of obtaining state from the full gamut of data centre technologies.
sFlow is a widely implemented standard. In addition to sFlow agents being available
for most pieces of network equipment, operating systems and applications there are
a large number of collectors. Collectors vary in terms of functionality and scalability.
Collectors range from basic command line tools and simple web applications to large
complex monitoring and analysis systems. Other monitoring tools discussed, including
Nagios and Ganglia, are also capable of acting as sFlow collectors.
Rather than being a monitoring system, sFlow is a protocol for encoding and transmit-
ting monitoring data which makes it unique amongst the other tools surveyed here.
Many sFlow collectors are special purpose tools intended for DDOS prevention [38],
network troubleshooting [43] or intrusion detection. At present, there is no widely
adopted general purpose sFlow based monitoring tool. sFlow is however, a potential
protocol for future monitoring solutions.
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3.6.7 Logstash
Logstash is a monitoring tool quite unlike the vast majority of those surveyed here.
Logstash is concerned not with the collection of metrics but rather with the collection
of logs and event data. Logstash is part of the ElasticSearch family, a set of tools
intended for efficient distributed real time text analytics. Logstash is responsible for
parsing and filtering log data while other parts of the ElasticSearch toolset, notably
Kibana (a browser based analytics tool) is responsible for analysing and visualising
the collected log data. Logstash supports and event processing pipeline not dissimilar
to Riemann allowing chains of filter and routing functions to be applied to events as
they progress through the Logstash index.
Similar to other monitoring tools, Logstash runs a small agent on each monitored host
referred to as a shipper. The shipper is a Logstash instance which is configured to take
inputs from various sources (stdin, stderr, log files etc) and then ’ship’ them using
AMQ to an indexer. An indexer is another Logstash index which is configured to parse,
filter and route logs and events that come in via AMQ. The index then exports parsed
logs to ElasticSearch which provides analytics tools. Logstash additionally provides a
web interface which communicates with ElasticSearch in order to analyse, retrieve and
visualise log data.
LogStash is written in JRuby and communicates using AMQP with Redis serving as a
message broker. Scalability is of chief concern to LogStash and it enables distribution
of work via Redis, which despite relying on a centralised model can conceptually allow
LogStash to scale to thousands of nodes.
3.6.8 MonALISA
MonALISA (Monitoring Agents in A Large Integrated Services Architecture) [29][120]
is an agent based monitoring system for globally distributed grid systems. MonALISA
uses a network of JINI [55] services to register and discover a variety of self-describing
agent-based subsystems that dynamically collaborate to collect and analyse monitoring
state. Agents can pull interact with conventional monitoring tools including Ganglia
and Nagios and collect state from a range of applications in order to analyse and
manage systems on a global scale.
MonALISA sees extensive use with the eScience and High Energy Physics community
where large scale, globally distributed virtual organisations are common. The
challenges those communities face are relatively unique, but few other monitoring
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systems address the concerns of widespread geographic distribution: a significant
concern for cloud monitoring.
3.6.9 visPerf
visPerf [119] is a grid monitoring tool which provides scalable monitoring to large
distributed server deployments. visPerf employs a hybrid peer-to-peer and centralised
monitoring approach. Geographically close subsets of the grid utilise a unicast strategy
to have a monitoring agent on each monitored server disseminate state to a local
monitoring server. Each local server communicates with each other using a peer-to-
peer protocol. A central server, the visPerf controller, collects state from each of the
local masters and visualises state.
Communication in visPerf is facilitated by a bespoke protocol over TCP or alternatively
XML-RPC. Either may be used allowing external tools to interact and obtain monitoring
state. Each monitoring agent collects state using conventional UNIX tools including
iostat, vmstat and top. Additionally, visPerf supports the collection of log data and uses
a grammar based strategy to specify how to parse log data. The visPerf controller can
communicate with monitoring agents in order to change the rate of data collection,
what data is obtained and other variables. Bi-directional communication between
monitoring agents and monitoring servers is an uncommon feature which is enables
visPerf to adapt to changing monitoring requirements without reduced need to
manually edit configuration.
3.6.10 GEMS
Gossip-Enabled Monitoring Service for Scalable Heterogeneous Distributed Systems
(GEMS) is a tool designed for cluster and grid monitoring [148]. It’s primary focus is
failure detection at scale. GEMS is similar to Astrolabe in that it divides monitored
nodes into a series of layers which form a tree. A gossip protocol [109] is employed to
propagate resource and availability information throughout this hierarchy. A gossip
message at level k encapsulates the state of all nodes at k and all levels above k. Layers
are therefore formed based on the work being performed at each node, with more
heavily loaded nodes being placed at the top of the hierarchy where less monitoring
work is performed. This scheme is primarily used to propagate four data structures:
a gossip list, suspect vector, suspect matrix and a live list. The gossip list contains
the number of intervals since a heartbeat was received from each node, the suspect
vector stores information regarding suspected failures, the suspect matrix is the total
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of all node’s suspect vectors and the live list is a vector containing the availability of
each node. This information is used to implement a consensus mechanism over the
tree which corroborates missed heartbeats and failure suspicions to detect failure and
network partitions.
This architecture can be extended to collect and propagate resource information. Nodes
can operate a performance monitoring component which contains a series of sensors,
small programs, which collect basic system metrics including cpu, memory, disk io and
so forth and propagates them throughout the hierarchy. Additionally GEMS operates
an API to allow this information to be made available to external management tools,
middleware or other monitoring systems. These external systems are expected to
analyse the collected monitoring state and take appropriate action, GEMS provides no
mechanism for this. GEMS does however include significant room for extension and
customisation by the end user. GEMS can collect and propagate any arbitrary state
and has the capacity for real time programmatic reconfiguration.
Unlike Astrolabe, which GEMS bears similarity to, prototype code for the system is
available [18]. This implementation has received a small scale, 150 node, evaluation
which demonstrates the viability of the architecture and the viability of gossip protocols
for monitoring at scale. Since its initial release, GEMS has not received widespread
attention and has not been evaluated specifically for cloud monitoring. Despite this,
the ideas expressed in GEMS are relevant to cloud computing. The problem domain
for GEMS, large heterogeneous clusters are not entirely dissimilar to some cloud
environments and the mechanism for programmatic reconfiguration is of definite
relevance to cloud computing.
3.6.11 Reconnoiter
Reconnoiter [115] is an open source monitoring tool which integrates monitoring with
trend analysis. Its design goal is to surpass the scalability of previous monitoring tools
and cope with thousands of servers and hundreds of thousands of metrics. Reconnoiter
uses a n-tier architecture similar to Nagios. The hierarchy consists of three components
notid, stratcond and Reconnoiter. An instance of the monitoring agent, notid, runs in
each server rack of datacenter (dependant upon scale) and performs monitoring checks
on all local infrastructure. stratcond aggregates data from multiple notid instances
(or other stratcond instances) and pushes aggregates to a PostgreSQL database. The
front end, named Reconnoiter, performs various forms of trend analysis and visualises
monitoring state.
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Reconnoiter represents an incremental development from Nagios and other hierarchical
server monitoring tools. It utilises a very similar architecture to previous tools but is
specifically built for scale, with notid instances having an expected capacity of 100,000
service checks per minute. Despite being available for several years Reconnoiter has
not seen mass adoption, possibly due to the increasing abandonment of centralised
monitoring architectures in favour of decentralised alternatives.
3.6.12 Other Monitoring Systems
There are other related monitoring systems which are relevant to cloud monitoring but
are either similar to the previously described systems, poorly documented or otherwise
uncommon. These systems include:
• Icinga [25] is a fork of Nagios which was developed to overcome various issues in
the Nagios development process and implement additional features. Icinga, by its
very nature includes all of Nagios’ features and additionally provides support for
additional storage back ends, built in support for distributed monitoring, an SLA
reporting mechanism and greater extensibility.
• Zenoss [190] is an opens source monitoring system similar in concept and use to
Nagios. Zenoss include some functionality not present in a standard Nagios install
including automatic host discovery, inventory and configuration management,
and an extensive event management system. Zenoss provides a strong basis for
customisation and extension providing numerous means to include additional
functionality, including supporting the Nagios plugin format.
• Cacti [95], GroundWork [21], Munin [32], OpenNMS [143], Spiceworks [161], and
Zabbix [187] are all enterprise monitoring solutions that have seen extensive use in
conventional server monitoring which now see some usage in cloud monitoring.
These systems have similar functionality and utilise a similar set of backend tools
including RRDTool, MySQL and PostgreSQL. These systems, like several discussed
in this section, were designed for monitoring fixed server deployments and lack
the supports for elasticity and scalability that more cloud-specific tools offer. The
use of these tools in the cloud domain is unlikely to continue as alternative, better
suited tools become increasingly available.
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3.7 Cloud Monitoring Systems
Cloud monitoring systems are those systems which have been designed from the
ground for monitoring cloud deployments. Typically such systems are aware of cloud
concepts including elasticity, availability zones, VM provisioning and other cloud
specific phenomena. Conceptually these tools have advantages over non cloud-aware
tools as they can utilise cloud properties to scale and adapt as the system they monitor
changes. The majority of systems in this category are recent developments and lack
the user base, support and range of plugins that are available for many earlier systems.
This presents a trade-off between cloud awareness and functionality that will likely
lessen as time passes.
3.7.1 cloudinit.d
cloudinit.d [10] is a tool for launching and maintaining environments built on top of
IaaS clouds. It is part of the Nimbus tool set which provides IaaS services for scientific
users. Modelled after UNIX’s init daemon, cloudinit.d can launch groups of VMs and
services according to a set of run levels and manage the dependencies between those
services. A set of config files known as a plan are used by cloudinit.d to describe a
deployment and provide scripts to initialise services and to check for correct behaviour.
Once cloudinit.d has launched the set of services and VMs specified in the plan it
initiates monitoring. cloudinit.d leverages conventional UNIX tools in its monitoring
system, using ssh and scp to deploy monitoring scripts from the plan on each VM.
These scripts periodically check that status of the hosted service and push the result
to the Nimbus front end. The main purpose of this monitoring scheme is to enable
automated recovery. If a VM is detected as faulty by cloudinit.d it will terminate
and swap out that VM with a new, hopefully correctly functioning VM. This simple
recovery mechanism allows distributed services to keep running when VMs that make
up part of the service fail.
The cloudinit.d documentation recommends integrating Nagios or Pingdom to provide
more comprehensive and scalable monitoring services [11]. By itself cloudinit.d does
not provide full monitoring services. Instead it only provides monitoring according to
the scripts that are included within the plan. Failure or anomaly’s behaviour which is
not checked for by the monitoring scripts will go undetected. This impacts the failure
recovery method as only simple failures which have been anticipated as potential
failure can be detected. Unexpected failures which do not have scripts to detect them
and failures that are not solved by swapping out VMs cannot be detected or recovered
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from. cloudinit.d is however notable as being one of the few monitoring tools which
integrates into a deployment and management tool and is one of the few tools which
include a failure recovery mechanism.
3.7.2 Sensu
Sensu [44] is described as a ‘monitoring router’ a system that takes the result of
threshold checks and passes them to event handlers. Its primary goal is to provide
an event based model for monitoring. In Sensu nomenclature, clients are monitored
hosts that run small scripts for performing service checks. The server periodically
polls clients who in turn execute their scripts and push the results to the server. The
server then correlates and analyses the results of the service checks and upon any
check exceeding a predefined threshold then calls handlers: user defined scripts which
will attempt to take action.
Sensu makes use of RabbitMQ [40], a message orientated middleware platform based
upon the AMQ standard. A Redis datastore is also used in order to store persistent
data. These two technologies are used to allow Sensu to scale. Performance evaluation
of RabbitMQ demonstrates its ability to handle tens of thousands of messages per
second [62] and conceptually scale to tens of thousands of hosts.
Sensu is still an early stage project but already there are a number of third party check
scripts and handlers available. With additional community adoption Sensu could
become a predominant monitoring tool.
3.7.3 SQRT-C
In [52] An et al propose SQRT-C: a publish-subscribe (pubsub) middleware scheme
for real time resource monitoring of cloud deployments. They identify current
monitoring tools reliance upon RESTful, HTTP and SOAP APIs as limitations to
real time monitoring. They contend that protocols which are not, from the outset,
designed for real time communication cannot sufficiently guarantee the delivery of
time-sensitive monitoring state. To address these issues they propose SQRT-C: a real
time resource monitoring tool based upon the OMG Data Distribution Service pubsub
middleware. SQRT-C is based around three components: publishers, subscribers and a
manager. All monitored nodes operate a publisher which publish state changes via the
DDS protocol. A subscriber or set of subscribers run as close to the publishers as is
feasible and analyse monitoring state and enact decisions in real time. The manager
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orchestrates DDS connections between publisher and subscriber.
An implementation of SQRT-C is available for download. This implementation has been
evaluated on a small testbed of 50 VMs. This number of VMs does not demonstrate
the architectures viability for operating at scale, however the results do demonstrate
the inherent QoS improvements that the architecture brings. By utilising an underlying
protocol that provides strong QoS guarantees SQRT-C demonstrates significantly
reduced latency and jitter compared to monitoring tools leveraging conventional
RESTful APIs.
SQRT-C has not received particularly widespread attention but the issues of real time
monitoring remain unaddressed by monitoring tools at large. Virtually all cloud
monitoring tools expose data via a conventional HTTP API often with no alternative,
the HP Cloud Monitoring tool is the only notable monitoring system which offers a
real time alternative.
3.7.4 Konig et al
In [111] Konig et al. propose a distributed peer to peer tool for monitoring cloud
infrastructure. [111] is a three level architecture consisting of a data, processing and
distribution layer. The data layer is responsible for obtaining monitoring data from
a range of sources including raw log files, databases and services in addition to
other conventional monitoring tools including Ganglia and Nagios. The processing
layer exposes a SQL-like query language to filter monitoring data and alter system
configuration at run time. The distribution layer operates a peer to peer overlay based
on SmartFrog [91] which distributes data and queries across the deployment.
[111] is similar to other p2p monitoring systems in terms of topology but introduces a
powerful query language for obtaining monitoring data as opposed to a conventional,
simple REST API. Additionally the data layer component abstracts over numerous
data sources, including other monitoring systems making this work a notable tool for
building federated clouds and other architectures which encapsulate existing systems.
3.7.5 Dhingra et al
In [77] Dhingra et al. propose a distributed cloud monitoring framework which obtains
metrics from both the VM and underlying physical hosts. Dhingra et al. contend that
no current monitoring solutions provide ’customer focused’ monitoring and fail to
monitor phenomena at and below the hypervisor level. Their proposed architecture,
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which is conceptually similar in design to collectd, runs monitoring agents on both
the VM and physical host and aggregates state at a front end. The front end module
correlates VM level metrics with low level physical metrics to provide a comprehensive
monitoring data to the end user. Additionally they propose a mechanism for adjusting
the level of granularity that users can receive in order to provide fine grain data when
users are performing their own analysis and decision making or more coarse grain
data when users are relying upon the cloud provider to make decisions on their behalf.
No implantation of the proposed architecture is available for download, however
the variable granularity monitoring an multi-level monitoring present novel concepts
which have not yet been fully integrated to existing monitoring tools.
3.7.6 DARGOS
Distributed Architecture for Resource manaGement and mOnitoring in cloudS
(DARGOS)[152] is a fully decentralised resource monitor. DARGOS, like SQRT-C,
makes use of the OMG Data Distribution Standard [146] (DDS) to provide a QoS
sensitive pubsub architecture. DARGOS has two entities: the Node Monitor Agent
(NMA) and the Node Supervisor Agent (NSA) which for all intents and purposes
are the publisher and subscriber, respectively. The NMA collects state from the local
VM and publishes state using the DDS. The NSA are responsible for subscribing to
pertinent monitoring state and making that state available to analysis software, users
or other agents via an API or other channel. DARGOS includes two mechanisms to
reduce the volume of unneeded monitoring state which is propagated to consumers:
time and volume based filters. These mechanisms reduce unnecessary traffic and yield
improvements over other pubsub schemes.
While DARGOS makes use of the DDS standard, QoS is not its primary concern and no
specific provisions are made to ensure the low latency and jitter achieved by SQRT-C.
Conceptually, DARGOS is similar to other pubsub based monitoring tools including
GMOnE, SQRT-C and Lattice
3.7.7 CloudSense
CloudSense[114] is a data centre monitoring tool which, unlike other tools surveyed
here, operates at the switching level. CloudSense attempts to address networking
limitations in previous tools which prevent the collection of large volumes of fine
grain monitoring information. CloudSense operates on switches and makes use of
compressive sensing [178], a recent signal processing technique which allows for
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distributed compression without coordination, to compress the stream of monitoring
state in the network. This allows CloudSense to collect greater monitoring information
without using additional bandwidth. In the proposed scheme each rack switch in a
datacenter collects monitoring state from servers within each rack and compresses and
transmits aggregated state to a master server which detects anomalous state.
CloudSense is primarily intended for datacenter monitoring and uses a compression
scheme which lends itself well to anomaly detection. CloudSense has been proposed
as a tool for monitoring MapReduce and other performance bound applications where
anomaly detection is beneficial. This architecture in itself, is not enough to provide
a comprehensive monitoring solution but does present a novel option for anomaly
detection as part of a larger tool.
3.7.8 GMonE
GMonE[135] is a monitoring tool which covers the physical, infastructure, platform
and application layers of the cloud stack. GMonE attempts to overcome the limitations
of existing monitoring tools which give only a partial view of a cloud system by giving
a comprehensive view of all layers of the cloud. To this end, a monitoring agent:
GMonEMon is present in all monitored components of the cloud stack including
physical servers, IaaS VMs, PaaS instances and SaaS apps. GMonEMon has a plugin
architecture that allows users to develop additional modules to obtain metrics from
all relevant sources. GMonEMon uses its plugins to collect data and then uses Java
RMI based publish subscribe middleware to publish monitoring state. A database
component: GMonEDB acts as a subscriber to various GMonEMon instances and stores
monitoring state using MySQL, RRDtool, Cassandra[116] or other back end.
Unlike the vast majority of monitoring tools surveyed here, GMondE provides
monitoring services to both cloud providers and cloud users. In a GmonE deployment
there are at least two GMonE DB instances: one for a user and one for the provider.
Each stakeholders subscribe to the components relevant to their operations. This could
be used to allow users to obtain monitoring state from the layers bellow the layer that
they are operating on. For example as SaaS could use this scheme to obtain metrics
regarding the PaaS platform, the VMs running the platform and even potentially the
underlying hardware. The provider, meanwhile could choose only to monitoring
physical resources or could monitor their users infrastructure.
GMonE is a recent monitoring tool which currently lacks any publicly available release.
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Despite this, GMonE’s multi layer monitoring solution and novel pubsub scheme are
notable concepts which are not found in other contemporary monitoring tools.
3.7.9 Lattice
Lattice [73] is a monitoring platform for virtual resources which attempts to overcome
the limitations of previous monitoring tools, including Ganglia and Nagios, that do
not address elasticity, dynamism and frequent change. Unlike other tools in this
survey Lattice is not in itself a monitoring tool, rather it is a platform for developing
monitoring tools. Lattice includes abstractions which are similar to other monitoring
tools: producers, consumers and probes. Additionally Lattice provides the concept
of a data source and distribution framework. The data source is an producer which
encapsulates the logic for controlling the collection and transmission of monitoring
data in a series of probes which perform the actual data collection. The distribution
framework is the mechanism which transmits monitoring state between the producers
and the consumers.
Lattice does not provide full implementations of these structures but rather provides
building blocks from which third parties can develop full monitoring solution. This
design is intended to allow developers to build monitoring solutions specific to
their unique use cases. The separation of concerns between the various monitoring
components allows components to be differently implemented and change over time
without affecting the other components.
The notion of a framework for building monitoring tools is a novel break from the
other tools surveyed in this chapter. Conceptually Lattice can be used to build different
monitoring tools for different use cases rather than reapplying existing tools to different
uses cases. While this allow for the best fitting tools possible it requires significant
labour to develop and test tools based upon Lattice. Lattice does not provide a
library of probes, requiring the developer to implement their own library of data
collection scripts, a significant limitation when compared to other tools including
collectd and Nagios. Additionally, Lattice requires the developer to make design
decisions regarding the distribution framework; which network architectures, wire
formats, discovery mechanisms and so forth are used. This degree of effort is likely to
be prohibitive to the vast majority of users.
Lattice being a framework for developing monitoring tools and not a tool in itself
does not merit a direct classification and is capable of producing tools that fit every
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classification.
3.7.10 OpenNebula Monitoring
OpenNebula [36] is an open source toolkit for building IaaS clouds which includes
a monitoring system [142][128]. OpenNebula manages the VM lifecycle in a manner
similar to cloudinit.d, it bootstraps the VM with the necessary monitoring agent and
small scripts called probes via SSH. OpenNebula has two configurations: pull and
push. The push model is the preferred mode of operation. In this configuration the
OpenNebula monitoring agent collects resource metrics and transmits them to the
OpenNebula front end via UDP. The front end operates a collection daemon which
receives monitoring state and periodically sends batches to oned, the OpenNebula core
daemon. If, due to support issues, the push model is unavailable OpenNebula defaults
to a pull model, similar to Nagios, whereby oned initiates an SSH connection on each
monitored VM, executes the probes and pulls the results to the front end. Visualisation
and alerts can then be generated by the OpenNebula web front end. OpenNebula’s
monitoring system is not particularly novel but is one of the few examples of an open
source monitoring system which is embedded within a cloud infrastructure.
3.7.11 PCMONS
Private Clouds MONitoring Systems (PCMONS) [70] is a monitoring tool which was
designed to address the lack of effective open source tools for private cloud monitoring.
PCMONS employs a three layer structure consisting of the view, integration and
infrastructure layer. The infrastructure layer is comprised of heterogeneous resources:
IaaS clouds, clusters or other server deployments. In the release available for
download [37] Eucalyptus [17] and OpenNebula are supported at the infrastructure
level. The integration level acts as a translator which abstracts the heterogeneity of
the infrastructure level presenting a uniform view of otherwise disparate systems.
The integration layer is responsible for generating the required configuration and
installing the necessary software to collect monitoring data from the infrastructure
level and passing it in a form that the view layer can use. The view layer performs the
visualization and analysis of monitoring data. In the release of PCMONS, the view
layer is based upon the Nagios server.
The most novel feature of PCMONS is the notion of the integration layer, a concept
which is essential for federated cloud monitoring whereby monitoring is performed
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over a series of different cloud resources. This feature of PCMONS is found in few
other monitoring tools surveyed here.
3.8 Monitoring as a Service Tools
The following systems are designed from the outset to monitoring cloud deployments.
Unlike the systems detailed in the previous section their design is not published
nor are any implementations available for full evaluation. Instead, these systems are
monitoring as as a service (MaaS) tools which are accessible only though an API or
other interface.
As the backend portions of monitoring as a service tools are hidden from the end user
it is difficult to classify these tools. Externally, each of these tools are unicast push
tools. The architecture used by the provider is, however, unknown.
3.8.1 Amazon CloudWatch
CloudWatch [1] is the monitoring component of Amazon Web Services. CloudWatch
primarily acts as a store for monitoring data, allowing EC2 instances and other AWS
services to push state to it via an HTTP API. Using this data a user can view plots,
trends, statistics and various other representations via the AWS management console.
This information can then be used to create alarms which trigger user alerts or
autoscale deployments. Monitoring state can also be pulled by third party applications
for analysis or long term storage. Various tools including Nagios have support for
obtaining CloudWatch metrics.
Access to this service is governed by a pricing model that charges for metrics, alarms,
API requests and monitoring frequency. The most significant basic charge is for metrics
to be collected at minute intervals followed by the charge for the use of non standard
metrics. CloudWatch presents a trade-off between full customisability and ease of use.
The primary use case of CloudWatch is monitoring the full gamut of AWS services.
Users of only EC2 will likely find the customisability of a full monitoring system
preferable to the limited control afforded by CloudWatch.
3.8.2 HP Cloud Monitoring
HP Cloud Monitoring [23] is the monitoring component of the HP Public Cloud [24]
which is currently in public beta. HP Cloud Monitoring has features that are equivalent
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to CloudWatch, offering threshold based alarms, alerting and data visualization. Unlike,
CloudWatch, HP monitoring places emphasis on real time monitoring and provides
a high-performance message queue endpoint in addition to a REST API in order to
transmit large volumes of monitoring state to third party tools in real time. Thus,
unlike most other MaaS tools, HP cloud monitoring is intended to support rather than
supplant other monitoring tools. Being able to use both a monitoring service and a
full fledged monitoring system potentially offers the best of both worlds making this a
notable system.
3.8.3 RightScale Monitoring System
Rightscale [156] is a multi-cloud cloud management service, the payed edition of
which, includes the RightScale Monitoring System [30]. The monitoring system is a
collectd based stack which is integrated with RightScale’s management tools. In a
manner similar to cloudinit.d, Rightscale manages service deployment and deploys
scripts to newly instantiated VMs to provide various management functions, including
monitoring. These scripts deploy collectd and supporting tools which collects and
transmits monitoring state to a Rightscale server at 20 seconds intervals via UDP
unicast. The monitoring server stores data in a RRDtool database and the end user can
view this data using a proprietary dashboard interface. Alerts, graphs and raw data
can be obtained via a REST API.
Rightscale’s configuration collectd operates over simple unicast and there is relatively
limited analysis and complex visualisation available from the dashboard. For more
complex analysis and visualisation, third party tools are required. Despite the
limitations, the availability of a managed collectd stack makes Rightscale monitoring a
notable tool.
Rightscale’s monitoring system takes away much of the difficulty of rolling your own
collectd based monitoring a notable tool.
3.8.4 New Relic
New Replic [34] provides a set of SaaS monitoring and analytics tools for a range
of services including servers and applications. New Relic uses a locally deployed
monitoring agent to push state to a centralised dashboard which performs a com-
prehensive set of time series and other visualizations. New Relic places focus upon
web applications providing an analysis of of application performance, response time,
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requests per minute and other phenomena. With regards to server monitoring New
Relic provides a less comprehensive set of resource metrics, primary: CPU, memory
and disk usage.
New Relic has partnerships with AWS, Azure, Rackspace and other major cloud
providers and provide an support the monitoring of most major cloud services. The
most notable features of New Relic is its user interface which provides an extensive set
of visualisations and reporting.
3.8.5 Netflix
Popular video streaming service Netflix is a pioneer in the field of software engineering
and monitoring on the cloud. Their in-house monitoring tool is not publicly available,
and only sparse documentation is available via their technical blogs but despite this, it is
still worthy of mention due to its apparent novelty and effectiveness. Their monitoring
strategy9 and tooling, which is partly Open Source, typifies the emerging approach
to cloud monitoring. The Netflix approach is to completely abandon conventional
monitoring tools as they cannot scale to meet demands of cloud computing, nor tolerate
elasticity. Instead Netflix employs a homegrown monitoring solution10 which is built
specifically with cloud properties in mind. By instrumenting all potentially valuable
sources of information, each monitored VM can produce 3 million metrics per hour
and the entire monitoring system is built to regularly handle several billionmetrics per
second. This monitoring data is used in two manners: firstly for long term analysis
for the purpose of optimisation and secondly for the purpose of automated correction.
The Netflix approach to automated correction is reasonably simple: offending VMs
are terminated and replaced. This strategy cannot solve cascade problems or faults
which transcend individual VMs but is significantly faster than manual investigation
and ensures that stakeholders are not paying for faulty VMs.
3.8.6 CopperEgg
CopperEgg [13] is a monitoring as a service tool which provides server, EC2, database
and website monitoring. CopperEgg is similar to New Relic and other SaaS monitoring
tools in that it utilises a small monitoring agent to push state from monitored hosts
to a service endpoint. CopperEggs most notable unique feature is integration with
9http://www.slideshare.net/appdynamics/appjam-2012-how-netflix-operates-and-monitor-in-
the-cloud
10http://techblog.netflix.com/2014/12/introducing-atlas-netflixs-primary.html
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numerous current tools including Redis, MongoDB, Chef, PostresQL, MySQL and
Apache. Thus, unlike New Relic, CopperEgg is capable of providing a significant range
of application monitoring metrics in addition to more basic resource usage metrics.
CopperEgg provides an intuitive web front end for interrogating monitoring data
which surpasses the available interfaces of most non SaaS tools.
3.8.7 Additional Services
There are an extensive number of monitoring as a service tools, each with a slightly
different feature set. These tools include:
3.9 Chapter Conclusion
This chapter has performed an extensive investigation as to the current state of the
art of cloud monitoring. While cloud computing has had time to develop and today
is underpinned by significant academic and industrial research, cloud monitoring
remains in its infancy. At present, cloud monitoring is perfumed by a wide range of
tools; some appropriate for the task, others less so. At present, there is no single tool
which has a feature set that is entirely appropriate for cloud computing. This has led
to current best practice mandating the design of monitoring strategies which combine
several tools in order to achieve the desired functionality.

4Chapter FourA Taxonomy of CloudMonitoring Systems
4.1 Introduction
The preceding survey has detailed an extensive set of monitoring tools. Due to the
sheer number of tools, common trends are not immediately clear. In this section, we
taxonomise the surveyed tools in order to examine their shared designs and in order
to serve as a basis for developing a bespoke cloud monitoring tool. What is evident
from our survey is that there are a number of common and repeating design elements.
These elements include how components are orchestrated and how they communicate,
the motivation or origin behind the tool and the tool’s primary use case. These can be
used to form a taxonomy to classify current and future monitoring tools. Figure 4.4
illustrates this taxonomy.
4.1.1 Architecture, Communication and Collection
Monitoring frameworks typically consist of a number of monitoring agents – com-
ponents responsible for the monitoring process. The way in which these agents are
architected, communicate and collect data differs from system to system, however a
number of common patterns can be identified, which forms part of our taxonomy.
Monitoring agents are typically architected in one of the following ways:
• Two tier: in the most basic monitoring architecture there are two types monitoring
agents: a producer and a consumer. Monitored hosts run an agent simply
comprising a producer. A second type of agent comprising the consumer, state
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Producer 1 Producer 2 Producer n…..
Consumer
Front End
State Store
Figure 4.1: The two tier monitoring architecture
store and front end collects, stores and analyses state from the first type of agent.
This architecture is shown in Figure 4.1.
• N-tier: this scheme is an evolution of the previous scheme. The two agents
described in the previous section remain and a third agent is introduced. A new
intermediate agent acts as a consumer, state store and republisher. The intermediate
agent collects state either from producer agents or from other intermediate
agents. The consumer agent consumes state from intermediate agents. The n-
tier architecture is illustrated in Figure 4.2.
• Decentralised: all monitoring agents have the same components. Agents are all
capable of the same functionality and their exact operation is dependant upon
locality, behaviour or other factors at runtime. The decentralised architecture is
shown in Figure 4.3.
Monitoring agents are then connected by one of the following communication channels:
• Unicast: monitoring agents communicate according to a simple unicast protocol.
• Multicast: agents communicate with groups rather than distinct agents. This
includes the use of IP multicast and overlay based multicast.
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Figure 4.3: The decentralised monitoring architecture
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• Middleware: communication between agents is facilitated via a middleware
application. This includes publish-subscribe middleware, message queues, message
brokers, service buses or other OS independent messaging.
A final point of consideration is with regards to data collection. This pertains to the
directionality of the communication channel. There are two contrasting mechanism for
collecting data from monitored hosts: push and pull. In pull systems the consumer
initiates the data collection transaction. In push systems the producer initiates the
transaction.
4.1.2 Origin
The initial developer of a tool is often not the developer who goes on to maintain
and extend that tool. Never the less, the intention and motivation behind the original
development does give some indication as to the design of the monitoring tool and its
applicability to cloud monitoring. In our survey there are four origins: cluster/hpc,
grid, cloud and enterprise computing. Cluster monitoring tools were predominantly
written to operate over a data centre or other small geographic area and were envisaged
to function in an environment with few applications. As such they tend to focus
primarily upon metric collection and little else. Ganglia is a prime example of a cluster
monitoring tool. Grid tools are a natural evolution of cluster tools whereby monitoring
is performed over a wider geographic area as is typical of grid virtual organisations.
In a similar fashion, grid tools focus primarily on metric collection though health
monitoring also features in several grid based tools. Enterprise monitoring is a vast
category of tools which are incorporate several use cases. Enterprise monitoring
tools are by in large designed for organisations who run a variety of applications,
operating systems, hardware and other infrastructure. Enterprise tools such as Nagios
are commonly used in cloud settings as they have wide support for applications
such as web servers, databases and message queues. Enterprise monitoring tools
were not, largely, designed to tolerate scale or changes to scale. Such tools therefore
often require manual configuration to add or remove a monitored host and incur
heavy load when monitoring large numbers of VMs. Cloud monitoring tools are the
newest category of monitoring tools. These tools are in their infancy but are typically
designed with scale and elasticity as core goals. Cloud monitoring tools are often
interoperable and represent the growing popularity of patchwork solutions which
integrate numerous tools. While, a priori, cloud monitoring tools are most appropriate
for cloud monitoring they often lack the features of their more mature counterparts
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from alternative domains.
4.1.3 Use Case
Monitoring is an all encompassing umbrella term for a number of distinct processes.
While some tools attempt to provide extensive functionality which covers multiple
use cases, the vast majority of tools cater for a single pertinent use case. These use
cases include: metric collection, log/event processing, health monitoring and network
monitoring.
Metric collection is amongst the most basic monitoring operation. It involves the
collection of statistics regarding system performance and utilisation and typically
yields a series of graphs as an end product. Metric collection tools are typically less
complex than other tools and do not typically involve complex analysis. Tools which
are intended for metric collection include Ganglia, Graphite and collectd and StatsD.
Log and event processing is a more complex use case and typically involves an API or
other interface which allows a user to define a pipeline or set of instructions to process
a stream of events. Event processing is a much more expensive form of monitoring
than alternative use cases and requires significant compute capacity to keep up with
the demands of real time stream processing. Event processing tools include Riemann
and Logstash. Health monitoring is similar to metric processing in that it typically
yields a series of values representing the status of a service. It differs from more simple
metric collection in that it typically involves interaction with services. A common
example of this is Apache health monitoring whereby tools communicate with the
Apache web server via mod_status, apachectl or via http in order to obtain internal state.
This use case is most commonly associated with alerting and reactive monitoring.
• Cloud Sleuth [12] is a tool designed to monitoring service availability and
performance.
• Montis [33] is an agent less monitoring service which polls monitored host and
services from numerous locations to achieve a global view of availability and
performance.
• Stackdriver [9] is an intelligent monitoring tools for AWS, Google Compute Engine
and Rackspace Cloud that provides resource monitoring and anomaly detection.
• Boundry [5] is a monitoring aggregator that can consumer data from other tools
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including: CloudWatch, Splunk, Chef, Nagios, Zenoss and others.
• Cloudyn [31] is a tool focussed on providing cost usage analysis for AWS and
Google Compute Engine.
Health monitoring often requires the writing of bespoke software and frequently relies
on plugin and extension mechanisms exposed by monitoring tools. Nagios, Zabbix and
Icinga all cater to this use case. Network monitoring is a wide use case which includes
the monitoring of network performance, network devices and network services. This
use case overlaps with health monitoring but focuses more upon network conditions
opposed to simply the services available on that network. This often includes DoS
detection, routing health detection, network partition detection and so forth. Tools
which cater to network monitoring include Cacti, mrtg and ntop.
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Figure 4.4: Taxonomy of Monitoring Tools: each tool is classified through an architecture,
communication mechanism, collection mechanism, origin and use-case.
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4.2 Discussion
Figure 4.5 provides a summary of the systems surveyed within the previous sections.
When collated together, a trend emerges from the properties of the monitoring systems
surveyed in previous sections. Older tools originating from the domain of enterprise
monitoring are predominantly 2-tier tools which have since been modified to support
n-tier architectures in order to improve scalability. Unexpectedly, many of the new
generation of cloud monitoring tools are also based upon 2-tier architectures. Many
of the research projects which have investigated issues in cloud monitoring have
examined issues other than architecture scalability and thus for the sake of simplicity
or other concerns utilise 2-tier architectures. Those research projects which have
placed scalability amongst their primary concerns have predominantly employed n-
tier or decentralised architectures in addition to utilising some form of multicast or
middleware to facilitate communication.
Another trend which is clear from Figure 4.5 is the shift from tools utilising a pull
mechanism for collecting monitoring data to using a push model. This represents a
move from tight coupling and manual configuration to loosely coupled tools which
perform auto discovery and handle membership change gracefully. Pull mechanism
provided a means for centralised monitoring servers to control the rate at which data
was collected and control the volume of information produced at any given time.
Push mechanism dispense with that means of control and either require an additional
feedback mechanism to reintroduce this functionality or require the monitoring system
to cope with variable and uncontrolled rates of monitoring data.
4.3 Requirements of a Cloud Monitoring System
This chapter and the proceeding survey have provided an in detail examination of
current monitoring tools. This section uses the taxonomy presented in the previous
section to furnish a set of requirements which describe an idealised cloud monitoring
tool. These requirements describe properties which were found to be beneficial
throughout the survey and which contemporary literature [130][108][88] suggest are
essential for operating within the cloud domain. These requirements are used to guide
the development of Varanus, our cloud monitoring tool which is described in the
following chapter.
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4.3.1 Data Collection
The monitoring tool must collect state from monitored hosts.
The core functionality of any monitoring tool is data collection: the obtaining of
relevant state from monitored hosts and services. Typically, data is aggregated to a
single host or store or to a set of hosts or stores and then made available for analysis.
4.3.2 Comprehensive and Extensible Data Collection
The monitoring tool must support data collection from a wide variety of sources
and provide an extension mechanism to support collection from new sources
Modern systems consist of numerous types of hardware, VMs, operating systems,
applications and other software. In these extremely heterogeneous environments there
are numerous APIs, protocols and other interfaces which provide potentially valuable
monitoring state. A cloud monitoring tool must be comprehensive: it must support
data collection from the vast array of platforms, software and other data sources that
comprise heterogeneous systems. This can be achieved either through the use of third
party data collection tools, plugins or simply through extensive in built support.
4.3.3 Fixed, Low Latency Collection
Data collection must occur at a frequent interval. The interval should not increase
with load.
Monitoring state can be useful long after it has been collected. Capacity planning, post
mortem analysis and a variety of modelling strongly depends upon the availability
of historical monitoring state. The more common functions of monitoring, such
as anomaly detection, depend upon up to date monitoring state that is as close to
real time as possible. Monitoring latency: the time between phenomena occurring
and those phenomena being detected, arises due to a number of causes. The data
collection interval, the time between state being collected is a significant factor in
monitoring latency. In some systems the collection interval is fixed, this is common in
loosely coupled systems where monitored hosts push state at their own schedule. In
other schemes the monitoring interval can be adjusted this is common in pull based
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schemes or in push schemes where there is some form of feedback mechanism. If
the interval is fixed and events occur within the collection interval those events will
remain undetected until the next collection occurs. In systems where the collection
time increases as the number of monitoring hosts increases this can result in significant
latency between phenomena occurring and their detection.
Monitoring latency can also be affected by communication overheads. Systems which
rely upon conventional network protocols which provide no time guarantees can suffer
increased latency due to packet loss or congestion. Encoding formats, data stores and
various of data representation can also increase the time between state leaving its point
or origin and it being analysed if they act as performance bottlenecks.
4.3.4 Interface
The monitoring tool must provide a mechanism for users and third party software
to obtain monitoring state
Monitoring tools must provide some mechanism for users and software to obtain
stored monitoring data. Virtually all current tools provide an API, database or file
interface for querying and obtaining data collected form monitored hosts and services.
One such mechanism should be implemented. This is essential as it enables third party
software to access monitoring state and provide additional functionality which is not
provided by the monitoring tool such as graphing, alerts and analysis functions.
The requirements which are presented in this section can be categorised into one of
four categories:
General: miscellaneous requirements which arise from operating within the domain
of cloud computing.
Fault tolerance: functionality required in order for the monitoring tool to continue
operation in spite of failure and VM termination. These requirements are essential
as cloud computing has an inherent tendency towards change, which if not
handled correctly mimics failure.
Resource Awareness: functionality which enables the cloud monitoring tool to make
effective use of deployment resources while ensuring it is not disruptive to other
software operating within the deployment. This is essential to reduce or avoid
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NIST Cloud Property Implied Coud Monitoring Requirement
On-demand Self-Service Autonomic behaviour: a bare minimum of
human interaction throughout the monitor-
ing tool
Broad Network Access Monitoring of transactions, requests and
user behaviour
Resource Pooling Monitoring of CPU steal, overshare and
other properties emerging from resource
pooling
Rapid Elasticity Tolerance to frequent change, differentia-
tion of termination and failure
Measured Service Conservative resource usage, resource
aware operation
Table 4.1: The NIST Cloud Computing Properties and their implied requirements for cloud
monitoring
Conventional Server De-
ployment
Cloud Deployment
Fixed Number of Servers Variable number of VMs which are prone
to change
Known physical location of
servers
Unknown abstracted location of VM
Loss of a server is due to
failure
Loss of a VM can be due to failure or
termination
Servers are owned by a sin-
gle stakeholder
VMs are owned by a single stakeholder,
servers are shared between many stakehold-
ers
Servers are purchased VMs are ’rented’
Table 4.2: Comparison of physical and cloud computing deployments
the need for additional dedicated VMs for monitoring and to reduce the fiscal
costs arising from metered service.
Autonomics: functionality which enables the cloud monitoring tool to self manage,
eliminating the need for human involvement. This is desirable as cloud systems
have a propensity for scale and elasticity which prohibits manual intervention.
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4.3.5 General Requirements
4.3.5.1 Cloud Hosted
The monitoring tool must operate, in its entirety, over a set of cloud VMs without
the need for physical or non cloud hosts
The monitoring tool must not require the use of non cloud services such as physical
servers, third party services or physical storage. Requiring the introduction of non
cloud components results in increased fiscal costs and resource requirements for
the end user, breaks with established cloud practice, and can potentially increase
monitoring latency.
4.3.5.2 Cost Reduction
The monitoring tool must avoid the heavy use of metered resources
Cloud computing has a considerable variety of costs - both in terms of capital
expenditure and in terms of performance. Data transfer between different VMs
hosted in different regions can incur significant financial costs, especially when dealing
with big data [76][94]. Monitoring data will eventually be sent outside of the cloud in
order to be accessed by administrators. In systems hosted between multiple clouds
there will be both inter and intra cloud communication. Each of these cases have
different costs and latencies associated with them both in terms of latency and in terms
of financial cost to the user. Quality of Service presents a significant challenge for
applications running on the cloud [159][88] including monitoring. When monitoring
physical servers a host can be but a few hops away, cloud computing gives no such
guarantees. This will adversely affect any monitoring system which uses topologies
which rely upon the proximity of hosts. A location aware system can significantly
outperform a system which is not location aware [113] and reduce the costs inherently
associated with cloud computing. Hence a cloud monitoring system must be aware of
the location of VMs and collect data in a manner which minimises delay and the costs
of moving data.
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4.3.6 Resource Awareness Requirements
4.3.6.1 In Situ Monitoring
The monitoring tool must operate over the monitored cloud VMs and have no need
for additional, dedicated VMs
The cloud monitoring tool must provide the full gamut of monitoring services using
the resources afforded by the monitored deployment. A reliance on additional VMs to
providing monitoring introduces a dual problem: increased financial costs to afford
those VMs and the need to monitor those VMs. Additional VMs should only be
necessary in the event of resource exhaustion or when hosting monitoring services
risks interfering with the cloud deployment’s other services.
4.3.6.2 Non Intrusive Resource Usage
The monitoring tool must use the resources of the cloud deployment in a efficient
manner and avoid interfering with other services
Pursuant to the goal of in situ monitoring, the monitoring tool must use resources
in an efficient and conservative manner. Hosts should not be overloaded and other
software operating in the deployment must not suffer performance degradation due
the monitoring tool.
4.3.6.3 Scalable
The monitoring tool must not suffer performance degradation as membership
increases
Cloud deployments have an inherent propensity for change. Frequent changes in
membership necessitate loose coupling and tolerance membership churn, while
change in scale necessitates robust architectures which can exploit elasticity. These
requirements are best encapsulated under the term scalability. A scalable monitoring
system is one which lacks components which act as a bottleneck, single points of failure
and supports component auto detection, frequent membership change, distributed
configuration and management, or other features that allow a system to adapt to
elasticity.
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4.3.7 Fault Tolerance Requirements
4.3.7.1 Fault and Termination Tolerance
The monitoring tool must continue operating despite the failure and termination of
VMs
In cloud computing, unlike in other computing paradigms, VMs can stop for one of
two reasons: failure or termination. Failure is quite conventional, an exception or error
of some kind which disrupts the operation of the VM. Termination, meanwhile, is
rather more specific to cloud computing and occurs when the user (or software acting
on behalf of the user) signals to the cloud provider to deprovision the VM. In both
these scenarios, the VM is no longer present and measures must be taken to ensure
the continued operation of the monitoring tool. In the case of termination however,
the loss of the VM is both acceptable and anticipated and should not be treated as
failure. No measure should be made to reverse the fault nor should a replacement
VM be anticipated, which is quite the antithesis of failure. The monitoring tool must
therefore differentiate termination from failure and act accordingly.
4.3.7.2 Elasticity Tolerance
The monitoring tool must continue operating despite frequent and rapid changes in
deployment membership
Elasticity is one of the defining properties of cloud computing and entails the
propensity of a cloud deployment to alter its composition in order to best meet
demand. Not only does this introduced the notion of termination but can also result
in large numbers of VM joining or leaving a deployment at any given time. Failure to
properly account for this can impair monitoring, introduce latencies and otherwise
result in undesirable behaviours.
4.3.8 Autonomic Requirements
4.3.8.1 Self Configuration
At runtime, the monitoring tool must be self configuring
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Having to configure a live VM, even a trivial configuration, is a significant overhead
when dealing with large numbers of VMs. When deployments auto-scale and rapidly
change, human administrators cannot be required to perform any form of manual
intervention. An autonomic system is one which has the capacity for self management;
to configure and optimise itself without the need for human interaction. There are
many different levels of autonomic behaviour from simple configuration management
tools to self optimising and self healing systems. At the very least, a cloud monitoring
system must require no signifiant configuration or manipulation at runtime. Greater
degrees of autonomic behaviour is however, desirable.
4.3.8.2 Autonomic Computation Placement
The monitoring tool must make use of the collected monitoring data in order to
make decisions regarding the placement of its constituent components
Monitoring tools are comprised of a number of components, these can range from
clients and servers to more complex distributed schemes. The monitoring tool, as
dictated by previous requirements, will distribute its components over the cloud
deployment. Given the potentially large number of VMs in a deployment it is important
to place monitoring components based upon resource usage patterns, locality and
availability.
By using the monitoring state that the tool has collected, it should determine the most
advantageous placement scheme which ensures the availability, non intrusiveness and
high performance of the monitoring tool.
4.4 Summary
Cloud computing is a technology which underpins much of today’s Internet. Central
to its success is elasticity; the means to rapidly change in scale and composition.
Elasticity affords users the means to deploy large scale systems and systems which
adapt to changes in demand. Elasticity also demands comprehensive monitoring. With
no physical infrastructure and a propensity for scale and change it is critical that
stakeholders employ a monitoring strategy which allows for the detection of problems,
optimisation, cost forecasting, intrusion detection, auditing and other use cases. The
lack of an appropriate monitoring strategy risks downtime, data loss, unpredicted
costs and other unwanted outcomes. Central to designing and implementing a
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monitoring strategy are monitoring tools. This chapter has exhaustively detailed
the wide range of monitoring tools related to cloud monitoring. As is evident, relevant
tools originate from a number of domains and employ a variety of designs. There are
a considerable number of venerable tools originating from enterprise, grid and cluster
computing which have a variety of appropriateness to cloud monitoring. More recent
developments have seen the development of cloud specific monitoring tools. These
tools are either installed by users on infrastructure or operate as software as a service
tools. At present there is no universally accepted means to compose a monitoring
strategy or to select the appropriate tools. At present most monitoring strategies are
a patchwork of several monitoring tools each which provide different functionality.
Common schemes include several tools which between them provide metric gathering,
log/event processing and health and network monitoring.
Many older tools which originate from previous domains are poor fits for cloud
computing as they rely on centralised strategies, pull models, manual configuration and
other anachronisms. Newer tools attempt to avoid these issues but as yet do not provide
the full gamut of functionality offered by existing tools. Our taxonomy demonstrates
that while newer tools better support the requirements of cloud monitoring they do
not yet have the entire range of necessary functionality. A trend which is clear from
our survey is the gradual transition from grid,cluster and enterprise monitoring tools
to more appropriate cloud monitoring tools. This trend will increase greatly as more
modern tools develop the range of plugins, software support and functionality that
older tools currently support.
4.5 Chapter Survey
This chapter has performed a detailed taxonomy of cloud monitoring tools based upon
the survey of the previous chapter. In doing so, we have examined the functionalities
and architectures common to many tools and examined where these tools succeed and
where they fail at cloud monitoring. From this taxonomy we have further derived a set
of requirements for an ideal cloud monitoring system. These requirements are used as
the basis for the design of a special purpose cloud monitoring system. The following
chapter investigates the design and implementation of Varanus, a tool which meets
these requirements.

5Chapter FiveThe Design andImplementation of theVaranus Monitoring
System
5.1 Chapter Overview
This chapter proposes a design and for a new cloud monitoring suite which leverages
peer to peer and resource aware computing in order to better support elasticity and
other cloud properties. This design is guided by the requirements expressed in the
previous chapter and attempts to fulfil each individual requirement. We go on to
implement this design later in this chapter and perform a detailed evaluation of this
implementation in the following chapter. This chapter has formed the basis for a
paper entitled "Cloud Cover: Monitoring Large Clouds with Varanus" which, at time
of writing is under review by The Journal of Cloud Computing.
5.2 Introduction
This chapter presents Varanus, a cloud aware monitoring tool intended to facilitate
monitoring of cloud deployments and the development of autonomic applications.
Varanus is comprised of four components: the coordination service, the collection
service, the storage service and the analysis service. The next four sections detail the
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Figure 5.1: A high level overview of the 4 Varanus components and their interactions
design of these services. Figure 5.1 provides a high level overview of the interaction
of the four services.These loosely coupled services cooperate in order to provide a
full suite of monitoring functionality. The coordination service is the foundation
upon which the other services operate, providing a means for the components to
communicate and provides VM registration, configuration storage, decision making
and agreement. The data collection service is comprised of a small daemon which
operates on each monitored host which collects metrics and values and transmits
them to the storage service. The storage service runs across elected (or specifically
dedicated) VMs and provides a mechanism for the in memory storage and processing
of large volumes of time-series data. The analysis service consumes data from the
storage service in order to detect irregularities, failure, bottlenecks, plan optimisations
and other user definable behaviour. Following on from out motivating examples, this
chapter
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Figure 5.2: The Orchestration of the four Varanus services
5.3 Coordination Service
The coordination service is a robust, highly available configuration store which
additionally provides agreement, configuration storage and failure detection to the
other components within Varanus. It is a self contained service with no external
dependencies and is intended to continue operating even under high failure rates.
Every VM within a Varanus deployment runs a coordinator daemon, however the
role that each coordinator takes can vary from taking part in relevant agreements and
detecting failure to storing configuration data, coordinating agreements and enforcing
consistency.
When building distributed systems the challenge of configuring and coordinating
components soon arises. In the typical case one looks to well tested frameworks
and platforms upon which to build. Software such as Apache Zookeeper, etcd and
Doozerd provides fault tolerant mechanisms for service discovery, coordination and
orchestration. The use of existing configuration and management tools as a basis upon
which to develop a monitoring tool poses a number of issues. Firstly, such tools are
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commonly built upon large stacks which require a myriad of dependencies resulting in
a footprint far beyond what is required. Ideally, in order to avoid a significant observer
effect the components of a monitoring tool must be small and unobtrusive. Secondly,
current coordination tools are intended to be used by multiple applications. Thus, the
failure, loss of performance or other issues with a coordination service would impact
both critical applications and the monitoring service. Therefore, when the monitoring
tool is most required, it is unavailable or degraded. We therefore eschew the use of
third party coordination tools in favour of a dedicated out of band mechanism which
is intended to tolerate a wide variety of failure modes in order to facilitate monitoring
and maintain a small footprint. For this purpose we look towards peer to peer overlay
networks as a means to provide a highly robust basis for developing a monitoring
solution.
Cloud computing is unlike classical peer to peer computing scenarios whereby there
are a large number of geographically distributed peers, each with network conditions of
variable performance. A typical large scale cloud deployment consists of a significant
number of VMs in a small number of geographical locations with each (in usual
circumstances) possessing plentiful bandwidth within the localised cloud region and
reduced bandwidth between cloud regions. This scenario lends itself to the use of
a structured peer to peer architecture which exploits localisation and the plentiful
bandwidth within cloudregions while conserving slower inter-cloud bandwidth. The
Varanus coordination service is peer to peer overlay network which attempts to exploit
the architecture of clouds.
We describe the communication architecture employed by the coordination service in
terms of three groupings: cloud, region and sub-region. Cloud and region map neatly
to the well established terminology, a cloud is a top level abstraction which includes
multiple regions and a region is a geographic area which hosts cloud resources. A
sub-region is a further sub division of a region which includes a subset of provisioned
cloud resources this is similar to the notion of (availability) zones but may transcend
or overlap actual zones.
These different levels of abstraction produce a three tier hierarchy. An example of
this hierarchy is shown in figure 5.3 and a more detailed overview is provided by
figure 5.4. The coordination service employs a gossip protocol over this hierarchy in
order to facilitate a range of functionality. The coordinator itself uses the protocol to
disseminate configuration state, update membership and detect failure meanwhile the
other service uses this mechanism to exchange state.
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5.3.1 Communication
In lieu of a conventional unicast hierarchy, the coordination service makes use of a
layered probabilistic multicast or gossip protocol. In the context of cloud monitoring,
gossip protocols have several advantages, including:
• Minimising CPU usage in favour of utilising network capacity. This is advantageous
in a cloud computing setting where internal bandwidth is free where as CPU is a
metered resources.
• Tolerating network outages, membership change and failure with minimum
overhead.
• Providing heartbeat and primitive failure detection at no extra message of
computation cost.
Therefore, a gossip protocol serves as the communication mechanism for the coordina-
tor and for the other Varanus services.
In large scale cloud deployments individual VMs operate under a range of computation
and communication constraints. By distributing the computational complexity of an
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operation over the system, gossip protocols offer a means to develop mechanisms
better suited to large scale systems. Gossip protocols have been demonstrated to
be effective mechanisms for providing robust and scalable services for distributed
systems including information dissemination [75], aggregation [103] and failure
detection [173]. The coordination services uses a gossip protocol to propagate updates
to the configuration store, update membership and detect failure. In addition to the
gossip protocol, the coordinator also makes use of the Raft protocol in order to achieve
consensus when necessary.
The basic operation of the coordination gossip protocol consists of the periodic,
pairwise propagation of state between coordinator instances. This mechanism
underpins the data collection and agreement protocols which support monitoring
functions. Each monitoring agent participates in a gossip based overlay network.
Using this overlay monitoring agents propagate and receive state from other, nearby,
agents. This is achieved by performing a pull-push operation with neighbouring
correspondents. The rate of dissemination of data from a single process to all other
processes can be described by the following equation:
St+1 = Tinterval × Fanout× StXtn (5.1)
where S is the number of susceptible processes (those which have not yet received the
information) , X is the number of infected processes (those which have received the
information), n is the number of processes and t is the current timestep. Therefore, the
delay in propagating information can be greatly reduced by decreasing the interval at
which communication occurs (thus increasing the frequency) and by increasing the
fanout value (thus increasing the number of correspondents selected as targets).
In addition to this mechanism, preferential target selection is used to reduce the delay
in propagating state. Targets are selected based on a weighting scheme which uses
round-trip time estimates in order to select targets which are topologically closer. Each
round of gossip is spatially weighted according to the scheme proposed in [81], using
RTT as a distance metric in order to propagate updates to all VMs within distance d
within O(log2 d) time steps.
This scheme results in increased memory usage and constant background communica-
tion but achieves rapid state propagation and resilience to churn and failure.
In order to best exploit the topology of IaaS clouds different behaviours occur at each
level of the gossip hierarchy. The rationale for this hierarchy is rooted in the differences
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between intra and inter cloud communication. Within IaaS environments there are
high bandwidth, low latency and unmetered network connections. This is true of
virtually all cloud providers. It is also true of any private cloud with a public network
between cloud regions. This environment lends itself to the use of an unreliable
protocol for rapid and near constant state propagation. Between cloudregions this is not
as feasible, costs arising from latency and bandwidth metering force communication
to be performed in a slower, more reliable fashion.
This gossip protocol, is applied at every level of the hierarchy. What differs between
each level is the information which is communicated and the frequency at which
communication occurs.
1. Intra Group: communication between monitoring agents within the same sub-
region. This occurs at a near constant rate. Each time an event occurs in the
coordinator or other Varanus service the coordinator propagates the new state to
its group. At this level of granularity, the full state stored by the monitoring agent
is propagated to its neighbours.
2. Inter-Group: communication between monitoring agents in different sub-regions
within the same region. This occurs at a frequent but non constant rate. Periodically
state is propagated to external groups according to a shifting interval. At this level,
only aggregated values and a small subset of local contacts and foreign contacts
are propagated.
3. Inter-Region: communication between coordinator processes in different different
cloudregions or datacenters. This occurs proportionally to the inter-group rate. At
this level aggregate values for the entire region and subsets of the local and foreign
contacts are propagated between regions.
Some concrete examples of this communication hierarchy include:
• Configuration store lookup data. A full set of lookup data is sent to hosts within
the local sub-region, the location of top level VMs are sent to sub-regions within the
same region and only the location of the root VM is propagated between regions.
• Monitoring data collected by the collection service. Raw data is sent to storage
service instances in the same sub-region, aggregates values of the sub-regions
resource are sent to neighbouringregions and aggregates of the entireregion are sent
to other regions.
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• Membership information. Full membership information is propagated within a
sub-region. Betweenregions a subset of hosts in that sub-region are propagated and
betweenregions a small sub-section of hosts in theregion are propagated.
5.3.2 Consensus
In addition to the gossip protocol, the coordination services makes use of a separate
protocol for enforcing consensus. This protocol is less frequently used than the gossip
protocol due to its additional complexity and overhead. In the coordination service it
is used for leader election, consistent commits and the other services rely upon it for a
range of functions. The Varanus consensus protocol is based on the Raft consensus
algorithm [141]. Raft is used as it is comparable to Paxos in terms of performance,
but it more modern and is designed to be easier to understand and debug in addition
to having a wide range of implementations. Raft uses a replicated state machine
approach to consensus similar to Paxos but is intended to be simpler to understand
and to implement. In order to agree upon a single value, Raft employ a leader to
enforce consensus. The process of committing a value using Raft is as follows:
1. A leader is elected from the pool of candidates.
2. The leader continuously broadcasts heartbeats to followers. Follower use a 200-500
millisecond heartbeat timeout which varies based on acknowledgement time.
3. Followers respond to the heartbeat with an acknowledgement.
4. A client submits a value to the leader.
5. The leader attaches the value to the heartbeat and waits for acknowledgements.
6. Once the majority of VMs have accepted the value the leader commits the value.
7. The leader then appends a notification to the heartbeat to notify all followers of the
agreed upon value.
Should followers fail to receive a heartbeat it will become a candidate, nominate itself
and broadcast a solicitation for votes to all other VMs. Should a network partition
occur, the leader of the partition with the largest portion of VMs will be able to commit.
Other partitions will not. After the partition ends, values are reconciled to return all
VMs to a consistent state.
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Each stage where the leader or a candidate broadcasts to all followers is performed
using the Varanus gossip protocol. Acknowledgements are more standard unicast
messages. Batches of commits and acknowledgements can be compacted into single
messages which reduces the complexity cost of performing frequent commits. Despite
this, a single commit requires several rounds of gossip to complete and as such is
avoided in favour of plain gossip wherever possible.
5.3.3 sub-region Assignment
sub-regions are groups of related VMs within the same geographic cloud region. Related
is qualified by a number of factors including the software the VM is running, the
network distance and latency between VMs and the behaviour of the VM.
sub-region assignment is done according to a distributed, weighted, k-nearest neighbour
algorithm. Upon instantiation the collection service daemon running on each VM
compute a feature vector which describes all available properties including installed
software, resource usage, logical location and user provided metadata. This vector
is then pushed to the coordination service. A default weighting is given in favour of
installed software and logical location (location in terms of cloudregion and in terms
of network distance). This weighting is given as the software the VM is running is
the most likely factor in determining the purpose and general behaviour of the VM
and location has the greatest influence on the cost of communication. This scheme
therefore preferentially groups VMs running similar software which have few network
hops between them. The feature vector describes the following, in order of importance:
1. Location. The location of the virtual machine down to the smallest unit. The exact
nomenclature is cloud dependant but in general terms, this will correspond to a
data center, availability zone, region or other abstraction.
2. Primary software deployed in the VM. Software that the VM was deployed in order
to provide, including but not limited to web servers, databases, in memory caches,
distributed computation tools and so forth.
3. Seed information. Information provided to the VM at boot time including but
not limited to the id of the stakeholder who instantiated the VM, hostnames and
addresses of common resources and user provided annotations.
4. Secondary software, other than monitoring tools. Software which supports the
primary application or otherwise adds additional functionality.
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The coordination service computes an aggregated feature vector for each preexisting
sub-region describing properties common to all VMs within that sub-region. Newly
instantiated VMs fetch all relevant group’s aggregate feature vector from the coordi-
nation service and perform a k-nearest neighbour to assign the VM to a sub-regions.
Should the distance between the VM and existing sub-groups exceed an acceptable
value or should no sub-regions exist, the VM will form a new sub-region. Periodically
the coordination service recomputes the feature vector for each sub-region to ensure
it best reflects its membership. Should a the individual feature vector of a VM differ
significantly from its sub-region aggregate it will perform a comparison against other
relevant sub-regions. After a delay, if no satisfactory sub-region can be found, he VM will
depart its sub-region to form a new sub-region. If a sub-region remains underpopulated,
when compared to other sub-regions, its members will disband and join the other
sub-regions. After a repeat of this process, VMs will cease forming new sub-regions
for an exponentially increasing length of time in order to prevent an infinite cycle
occurring. This grouping scheme attempts to group related, nearby VMs based upon
the assumption that monitoring state is most valuable to VMs similar to that from
which the state is collected. Varanus, which is based upon this scheme, is therefore
primarily concerned with the distribution of monitoring state to other VMs and places
delivering state to human users as a secondary concern. This is pursuant to Varanus
being an autonomic monitoring framewosub-region rk and is motivated by the ability
of software to make effective use of large quantities of near real time monitoring state
(as opposed to humans’ lesser capacity).
5.3.4 Membership
Keeping track of membership of a large scale system requires significant message rates.
A number of schemes have been proposed in peer-to-peer literature [134, 164, 176, 96]
which provide mechanisms for disseminating and maintaining membership state at
each peer. Varanus, however, aims to be unobtrusive and have limited effect upon
monitored VMs. As such, the coordination service makes no effort to maintain a
consistent global view, or anything approaching a global view. Rather, the coordination
service local to each sub-region tasks itself with tracking full membership of that sub-
region and maintains two additional member sets storing minimal membership state of
sub-regions belonging to the local region and remoteregions respectively. These sets are
referred to as local contacts and remote contacts.
This scheme provides a means for the coordination service to locate related VMs
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quickly, only requiring them to consult their own state store. Meanwhile, should the
need arise to communicate with monitoring agents in other sub-regions, lookup can be
achieved in constant time via the local and remote sub-region contacts. This scheme
also allows a global view to be built, if necessary, with relative ease.
Newly joining VMs register their membership by gossiping with the coordination
service in that sub-region. This in turn will eventually announce that VMs presence to
other sub-regions.
5.3.5 Role Assignment
Each VM runs a coordinator instance, however not all instances perform the same
functions. Coordinator instances within a sub-region can be assigned one of three roles:
1. The leader is responsible for committing values to the mutable configuration store
and ensuring its consistency. Similarly the leader enforces agreement amongst
its sub-region. It also serves as the broker for events and holds a portion of the
configuration store. It is elected using the consensus mechanism.
2. Failovers are participants which serve as hot standbys should the leader fail or elect
to stand down.
3. Participants store portions of the configuration store and take part in agreement.
4. Reserves receive event notifications and other message and are able to become
participants but take no active role in the coordination service until they do.
The leader is assigned using the standard agreement mechanism from the pool of
participants. The election considers load average as the worthwhile value, the initially
elected VM is the VM with the lowest load average. Participants also nominate
themselves based upon load averages. If a VM is heavily loaded it can opt to become a
reserve and take on no additional work that could affect its performance. If the leader
or a participant encounters a sustained period of load it can opt to become a reserve.
In this case all Varanus services other than the collection service must migrate their
state to alternative hosts (unless already done so). If all available hosts are acting are
reserves, Varanus cannot operate correctly. In this situation Varanus require additional
dedicated VMs in order to provide monitoring functionality.
Regions and clouds also have leaders.region leaders are nominated from a pool of
sub-region leaders and cloud leaders are nominated from a pool ofregion leaders. This
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allows configuration storage, agreement and other functions to be performed across
sub-regions is necessary. The mechanisms which govern howregion and cloud leaders
operate is the same as sub-region leaders.
5.3.6 Configuration Store
While Varanus attempts to be autonomic, providing monitoring services with as little
human interaction as necessary, it still has a need for configuration data. Archetypal
design advises the use of configuration files that use a standard format such as XML,
YAML, .cfg or .ini. This design requires either a human or a program to write the
file and raises a number of potential issues regarding file versioning and consistency.
While this design can be successfully used (we employ this design in the collection
service in order to integrate existing software) it is best to avoid it entirely and employ
a design which lends itself to programatic (and thus autonomic) configuration. This is
the role of the configuration store.
This portion of the coordination service lends itself to direct comparison with
Zookeeper, etcd and other services. Unlike these other tools the Varanus coordination
service is fully decentralised and designed specifically to support a single set of
services. This allows the configuration store to be vastly simpler than other general
purpose services and potentially more robust.
The configuration store is comprised of several individual stores. Each level of the
communication hierarchy has its own configuration store. There is:
1. A cloud wide store which stores values relevant to every VM in the cloud.
2. Aregion wide store which stores values relevant to every VM in the region.
3. A sub-region wide store which stores values relevant to every VM in the sub-region.
Each store is managed by the leader of the respective level in the hierarchy. Leaders
pass commits down the hierarchy until the value is committed to participants within
a sub-region. Thus, a value committed to the cloud store will be replicated in every
sub-region, a value committed to theregion will replicated in sub-regions belonging to
thatregion and the sub-region store has no replication beyond that sub-region.
Each store both in the hierarchy has an independent keyspace. The keyspace of each
store is hierarchical and resembles a UNIX filesystem as shown in figure 5.5. The
store supports three types of node: directory nodes, data nodes and immutable data
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app2-key
Figure 5.5: The filesystem like structure of the configuration store. Circles denote directory
nodes, rectangles denote data nodes and hexagons denote immutable data nodes. In this case
the root directory node has not yet been associated with the "app2-key" node, preventing it
being found via traversal.
nodes. Each keyspace has a top level root node which subsequent nodes are created
under. Data nodes can either be top level or can be children to directory nodes.
Directory nodes can also have directory nodes as children. Directory nodes provide
two operations: get and delete. Get returns a list of known children and delete removes
the node and any children. Mutable data nodes provide four operations to clients: get,
update, delete and watch. Get returns the value, update updates the value of the node,
delete removes the node and watch registers a client’s interest in that node such that
on a value change an event is raised and sent to the client. Immutable data nodes are
regular data nodes which only support the get operation.
Consistency is the motivation behind the dichotomy between mutable and immutable
data nodes. As the immutable nodes do not support modifying existing values there is
no need to employ any complex consistency protocol to ensure that all copies of that
value are kept consistent. Adding immutable nodes to the store can be performed by
any participant (where as mutable values can only be committed via the leader) and can
make use the the previously described gossip protocol to quickly disseminate state to
other participants. The mutable data nodes and directories meanwhile, allow deletion
and allow values to be updated and to avoid inconsistent configuration requires the
use of an consistency protocol. For mutable values the store makes use of the Raft
based consensus mechanism. As per all consistency algorithms, RAFT is significantly
slower than the Varanus gossip algorithm.
Immutable nodes can be created without modifying directory nodes. If this is done,
the list of children provided by the parent will not include the immutable node. This
is acceptable if the immutable node’s key is known, otherwise this is problematic as
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clients will be unable to locate the node. This can be rectified by updating the directory
node which, while more costly than creating the immutable node, is less costly than
creating a mutable node. Updates to the directory node can be done in batches to
allow numerous immutable nodes to be created before the directory is updated in a
single operation.
Both the mutable and immutable nodes use the same strategy for determining replica
placement. Replication is orientated around sub-regions. Three factors are used in
determining replication locations:
1. Load average, highly loaded hosts are avoided while underloaded hosts are
preferred
2. Uptime. All VMs are eventually terminated and often termination occurs in batches.
It is therefore advantageous to distribute keys over hosts which have a range of
uptimes so as to potentially avoid all replicas being terminated simultaneously.
3. Previous keys. So to avoid a overly skewed distribution of keys the number of
current keys stored by each host is considered and hosts with fewer keys are
preferred as replicas.
Priority is given to load average, pursuant in the goal of Varanus being unobtrusive.
The coordination service will attempt to identify K replicas (where K is a user defined
value stored by the configuration service, defaulting to 3) within a sub-region which
are uniformly distributed throughout the range of uptimes which have not been
overloaded and have fewer than half of the keys assigned to the most significant
replica. If the coordination service cannot find K replicas which satisfy these criteria it
will relax the need for a uniform distribution and accept replicas with more than half
the number of keys that the most significant replica stores. If it still cannot satisfy those
requirements it will relax them further, until a suitable arrangement can be found.
Each coordinator maintains a lookup table for values within each store. Each
participant within a sub-region periodically gossips a subset of keys which it is currently
responsible for. Keys are chosen uniformly at random. Every other node in that sub-
region receives those messages and updates its lookup table. A timeout, proportional
to the average time between updates and the number of keys in the sub-region is used
to remove stale entries.
The configuration store is intended to store small (less than 4KB) items. The store is
intended to store configuration strings and data necessary for the coordination service
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to function. Larger data sets, such as full monitoring data is committed to the storage
service which is optimised for the storage of greater volumes of time series information.
The information that the configuration store is intended to store includes:
• 15 minutely load averages for members. This is used for leader elections and for
replicas.
• Configuration strings, for example the key-value pair: "n_replicas=3".
• The location of the leader and participants
5.3.7 Failure Detection
Failure detection is provided by a gossip based Phi Accrual algorithm [97], using a
similar scheme to Apache Cassandra. Heartbeats are propagated between coordinator
processes via a gossip protocol at a regular interval. Rather than providing a boolean
failed/alive value, the phi accrual failure detectors provides Φ, a value signifying
the likelihood that a given VM has failed. Φ is derived from a sliding window of
heartbeat intervals. The failure detector calculates the mean, median and variance
within the window and builds the resultant exponential distribution which is used to
compute Φ. This differs from the original Phi Accrual design which used the normal
distribution as the exponential distribution better tolerates the variable latency of the
gossip stream. This algorithm is beneficial for cloud environments whereby there
is often considerable variance in network performance. If the network performance
degrades the resulting averages and variance will increase resulting in a longer period
than previously for the value of Φ to rise. When the Φ of a given VM exceeds the a
predefined threshold that VM is considered to have failed by the detecting VM. The
detecting VM first checks using the cloud provider’s API if the failed VM has been
terminated, if it has indeed been terminated it announces this to other VMs and no
further action is taken. If, however, the VM is still declared as running by the cloud
provider then the detection VM initiates a round of consensus in order to agree upon
the failure. If consensus is reached, the VM is declared failed and action can be taken
to mitigate that failure. If agreement cannot be reached it is therefore the case that
some VMs are not receiving heartbeats while others are. This indicates the presence
of some form of network partition or other Byzantine failure. One of the strengths of
the RAFT consensus algorithm is the inbuilt ability to detect network partitions and
still operate in spite of them. Thus, if a round of agreement is initiated and there is
indeed a network partition, so long as their is a majority of VM in one partition, the
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VMs that can still communicate with each other can still reach consensus regarding the
failure. The default action for failed VM (including VM that are divided by partition)
is to terminate them and replace them with correctly functioning VMs.
For optimum failure detection, every VM should subscribe to the heartbeats of every
other VM and calculate the appropriate Φ value. This is ill advised for a number of
reasons: firstly it would result in significant computation at each VIM and secondly
would require heartbeats to be propagate across cloud regions. Heartbeats, are instead
propagated according to the previously described gossip hierarchy. The full set of
heartbeats are propagated within sub-regions, a subset are propagated within regions
and a smaller subset between regions. It is subsections, not aggregates that are
transmitted at higher levels of the hierarchy as aggregates would be of little value
and would not be appropriate for the Phi Accrual algorithm. Subsections are still,
however, propagated at a decreasing rate as accorded by the hierarchy. The Phi Accrual
algorithm perfectly tolerates slow but constant heartbeats and as such is unaffected by
a slowed rate of propagation at higher levels of the hierarchy. The size of the subset
that is propagated between sub-regions and regions is dependant upon predefined
configuration. Propagating heartbeats between sub-regions doesn’t particularly aid
in failure detection, as gossip messages are propagated faster within sub-regions
inevitably failure will be detected there first. What propagated gossip messages does
achieve, however is determining if a network partition has occurred between layers of
the hierarchy. Unlike in the case of failure detection with a sub-region, terminating
VMs is unlikely to resolve this issues but detection can allow alternative action to be
taken.
5.3.8 Events
Coordinators and other Varanus services may have prolonged interest in values stored
in the configuration store or may need to take special action should a VM fail or
other phenomena to occur. One approach to this problem is to continuously poll the
values or VMs in question and take action should the result of that polling change.
This approach consumes unnecessary cpu cycles and bandwidth and risks becoming
intrusive. In lieu of this approach Varanus employs an asynchronous event system
which can be used to alert watchers as to value changes as serve as the basis for an
event based programming model.
Varnus evnents are immutable associative arrays which contain a number of fields
which describe the event in detail. The Varanus event formats is shown in figure 5.6.
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Events can either serve as a notification, such as in the case of watchers whereby the
arrival of an event triggers a callback, or a means to encode state and invoke remote
computation. Actors can be propagated via plain unicast or using the gossip protocol.
Events are discussed with regards to computation and analysis in section 5.6. Evente
are distributed over the existing coordination service infrastructure and therefore serve
as a lightweight loosely coupled message service, they are used by the analysis service
to encode intermediate computation and by other services to notify components of
configuration and status changes.
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Field Purpose
Host the hostname or IP address
that the event pertains to
Origin the source of the event if
different that the host it
pertains to
Subject the subject of the event,
used for pub-sub event dis-
tribution. Subscribers sub-
scribe to subjects.
hline Id a unique identifier for the
event
Service the service or application
that the event pertains
to e.g. Apache, System,
MySQl etc
Type the type of event, used to
specify actors
Value the value relevant to the
event
Timestamp the time the event was pro-
duced, used in conjunction
with the Id to determine
the lifespan of messages
Tags (Optional) an unordered
list of key-value pairs for
providing additional data
Preprocessor (Optional) the name of a
Quince actor to invoke be-
fore handling
Arguments (Optional) an ordered lists
of parameters for the pre-
processor
Figure 5.6: The Varanus event format
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5.4 The Collection Service
Monitoring fundamentally entails the observation of behaviours which occur within
a system. Most data collection tools, the Varanus collection service included, consist
of a small daemon which regularly collects state and transmits it to a remote host for
storage and processing. What differs about the Varanus collection service is its ability
to perform on the fly reconfiguration and alter what data is obtained and the frequency
and granularity at which it is captured.
A single VM has no shortage of values and behaviours which can be monitored. In the
typical use case interest focuses around a limited number of values, these are primarily
performance factors (cpu, memory, transactions, requests etc), application behaviours
(error rates, logs, status codes etc) and user behaviour (click through rates, time per
page etc). There are additional sources of potentially valuable monitoring data which
vastly outnumber the typically collected data. Virtually all changes in memory or on
disk and all network activity can be valuable. Be it for diagnostic purposes, intrusion
detection or another more specific motivation. Capturing the full range of potential
metrics is, however, all but impossible. The computation required to collect all possible
metrics would outstrip all other applications and much of the data may be of no
practical use for a given use case. Therefore best practice is to collect a subset of the
possible metrics which are most appropriate to the monitoring system’s use cases. A
monitoring system has a wide range of use cases and the importance of a given use
case may change dependant upon the state of the system. For example if a system
is suffering from widespread failure which is preventing user’s accessing a service,
diagnostic metrics increase in importance while use metrics decrease. Situations may
also arise where it is advantageous to have data collected at a shorter interval or at a
different level of precision. It is therefore important to provide a flexible mechanism to
collect monitoring state that befits the current set of use cases. The Varanus collection
service aims to be such a mechanism. The collection service considers three types of
monitoring data that can be obtained:
• Metrics, numeric values typically representing performance
• Logs, debugging data, service codes and other textual data which describes events
or behaviours
Just as there is no shortage of state to collect, there is no shortage of tools to perform
the collection. Nagios, Ganglia, Zenoss, Amazon CloudWatch, DataDog, New Relic
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and many more tools replicate near identical functionality which obtains metrics from
a host. Many of these tools rely upon the same low level APIs and tools to obtain
said data and given the relative lack of options to obtain certain types of data, any
attempt to design a new tool would inevitably repeat the functionality of past tools.
For example, the venerable Apache HTTP server provides a handful of ways to obtain
its internal state, developers are limited to parsing log files or parsing the output of a
status page (provided by mod_status). Furthermore, the strength of many well adopted
data collection tools are the plugin architectures and vast plugin libraries that enable
existing tools to obtain data from new applications. It would therefore be foolhardy
to eschew existing data collection tools however existing tools are not without their
shortcomings. The vast majority of current tools rely upon manual configuration
and are not interoperable by default. Furthermore many data collection tools can be
discounted due to their plugin architectures being little more than a myriad of shell
and Perl scripts which are difficult to maintain and autonomically deploy.
From the vast pool of potential tools, the Varanus collection service uses collectd, a
well established data collection daemon with an extensive plugin library, to obtain
data from the OS and applications. collectd is an ideal basis for building a more
complex data collection tool as it has a small footprint (in terms of resource usage
and its size on disk), has a wide range of plugins, an active development community
and a simple, well designed architecture. The design of collectd is orientated entirely
around plugins. The core of collectd does very little, its primary function it to invoke
plugins which obtain data and then to invoke plugins which stores or transmits
that data. Exactly which plugins are invoked, what data is collected and where it
is transmitted is determined by a configuration file. This limits the effectiveness of
collectd as an autonomic tool and necessitates a human or an external service provide
this configuration. In large deployments it is common place to use Chef, Puppet, Salt or
an alternative automation tool to install and configure collectd instances. For deploying
and managing a monitoring tool, it is undesirable to have external dependencies as
it is most desirable to ensure that the monitoring tool continues to function despite
the failure of external services. It is for this reason that the collection service manages
the configuration of collectd with no dependency other than the Varanus coordination
service.
The collection service consists of two components: a collectd instance and a configu-
ration generator. Additionally collectd uses a bespoke plugin which allows collectd
to communicate data to the storage service. Collectd uses a unicast protocol to
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communicate directly with the appropriate storage service instance. The architecture
of the collection service is depicted in figure 5.7.
The configuration generator is intended to solve two problems: generating the initial
configuration for collectd which is appropriate for the software and services operated
by the VM and secondly updating configuration to alter data collection as requirements
change. In order to initially generate the necessary configuration for collectd, the config
generator pulls down the set list of metrics and rate of collection from the configuration
store. The configuration generator then outputs the necessary configuration in the
collectd format and begins the collection process. The coordinator instance running on
the VM passes any relevant events, such as updates to collectd configuration to the
configuration generator. This allows Varanus to alter the rate of collection and change
what metrics are collected.
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5.5 The Storage Service
The industry standard tool for storing time series data is RRDTool [139], a circular
buffer based database library. A typical RRDTool deployment will have a small number
of variables stored per RRD database file. As a central responsibility of Varanus is the
storage of time series monitoring data one might initially consider the use of rrdtool.
There are however a number of limitations which reduce the applicability of rrdtool to
Varanus and its intended use cases.
• When used as a backend for a monitoring tool an update to an rrdtool database
typically occurs when fresh data is collected. An update involves multiple disk
reads and writes to the header and archives within the database and if consolidation
occurs there are additional reads and writes. As the number of databases increases
and as the delay between updates decreases the IO load increases. This load
is tolerable for hundreds of rrdtool databases however as this number increases
to thousands, IO load becomes problematic. Users of medium to large scale
systems report12that IO load can result in rrdtool falling behind on writes, resulting
in the database failing to represent recent monitoring data. This has lead to
the development of various caching solutions which feed data to rrdtool, a Java
reimplementation of rrdtool and a range of strategies to optimise rrdtool to reduce
IO load.
• rrdtool does not allow updates with a timestamp earlier than the most recent
updated. In a monitoring tool such as Ganglia where there is a hierarchical
structure that provides an ordered stream of time series data this is not a major
limitation. In alternative schemes where monitoring data is replicated between
multiple locations or where data is collected according to a best effort mechanism
this can be a significant issue. If, for example, network latency resulted in the out
of order delivery of monitoring data those older values would be discarded. This
limitation also prevents historical data from being imported, unless it is done so
prior to other updates.
• rrdtool databases are created with a given time step: the interval at which data
is committed to the database. Data which is committed to rrdtool during each
time step is interpolated and a single value is store for the given time step. Unless
data arrives at the exact time step (a virtual impossibility) an interpolated value is
1http://net.doit.wisc.edu/~dwcarder/rrdcache/
2https://lists.oetiker.ch/pipermail/rrd-developers/2006-August/001754.html
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written to disk. Thus, any use case which requires the actual value as collected is
incompatible with rrdtool. If no data is committed to the database during a time
step or if an insufficient data is committed within a given time step in order to
perform interpolation the update for that step contains an "UNKNOWN" value. If
a data source creates data at an irregular rate and a rrdtool is configured with a
large time step, data will be lost and redundant "UNKNOWNS" will be stored in
the database.
• rrdtool is first and foremost a storage format, it is not intended to support in
memory process of monitoring data. All processing of monitoring data (such as
threshold or trend analysis) must be done prior to or after data is committed to disk.
The use case rrdstool is optimised for is graphing and it does this extremely well.
Modern monitoring use cases however go beyond simple graphing and necessitate
a much wider range of processing, this requires greater support for in memory
storage than what stock rrdtool provides.
There are a number of plugins, patches and mitigation strategies that can make rrdtool
more appropriate for cloud monitoring. While the concept of a fixed sized circular
buffer database is an ideal format for storing time series data elements of the design of
rrdtool, (especially the concept of a fixed update schedule and a heavy reliance upon
IO) are a poor foundation for a scalable, elastic monitoring tool. We therefore propose
an alternative circular buffer based storage mechanism which replicates a subsection
of rrdtool functionally while making design decisions that make it more appropriate
to cloud monitoring.
5.5.1 BufferTable
BufferTable is the Varanus storage system. BufferTable is a distributed hash table
which associates a source id and metric id with a family of circular buffers. BufferTable
is intended to store metrics and status codes/log/event data. As such the buffer that
the family maps to varies with the format of the data.
BufferTable is an in memory data structure primarily intended to facilitate the
analysis of monitoring data with each buffer family having a fixed memory footprint,
persistence is achieved through a database or flat file backend. Each within a sub-region
is eligible to run a BufferTable instance. BufferTable uses the same election mechanism
which the coordination service uses to determine the role each coordinator plays.
BufferTable instances (like all of Varanus) are orientated around sub-regions. BufferTable
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instances distribute buffer families over the VMs within a sub-region in order to
store more data than a single host can accommodate. Participants are designated as
BufferTable hosts if they are not fully loaded and have less than 75% memory usage.
Preference is given to hosts which have the least load and memory usage. BufferTable
instances report their location via the configuration service’s configuration store. A
dedicated directory in the configuration store provides the locations of the BufferTable
instances responsible for all collected data. The source id and metric id are used to
order the directory structure. This provides the means for collectors to identify where
to push state to and from where the analysis service consumes state. Collection service
instances are assigned BufferTable instances to push state to on a least loaded basis.
BufferTable is indexed by a source id which contains the IP address or fully qualified
domain name of the host that the metric pertains to and a metric id which identifies
metric (e.g. CPUPercent, MemFree, MariaDBTransactions etc). This facilitates constant
time lookup for obtaining all metrics associated with a given host, all metrics associated
with a given id and a single metric identified by a source id, metric id pair. The
BufferTable does not store single circular buffers, but rather buffer families.
A buffer family is a collection of circular buffers which store time series data for a
single variable. The variable can either be in the form of a floating point value or a
string. The former is used for performance data, resource usage and statistics while the
latter is use for representing service check results, logs, events and other non numeric
data. In both cases the buffer family consists of a series of buffers appropriate to
that data type. The first buffer within the family is the receiving buffer, which stores
metrics as they are received from monitored hosts. Subsequent buffers in the family are
aggregate buffers, these buffers store aggregated metrics representing the value over
a given time period. Each aggregate buffer stores data for a given interval with each
additional buffer storing aggregate for a greater time period than the previous. The
user can provide intervals, via the configuration service, for aggregate buffers on a per
metric basis or provide a single default set of intervals. A typical scheme might be as
follows, the receiving buffer followed by aggregate buffers with a 60 second, 5 minute,
10 minute, 30 minute and hour long periods. Values are aggregated from one buffer
to another when either a buffer is full or when by a scheduled task running which
runs at the frequency of the subsequent buffer. In the eventuality that a buffer has
reached its capacity but the time range of data within that buffer does not extend to
the interval of the subsequent buffer an interim buffer is created with an intermediate
interval. This interim buffer persists until data can be directly aggregated from one
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buffer to the next.
In the case of the floating point buffer family aggregation is quite simple. Floating
point metrics can be using a mean, median, modal, max, min, last, first or by a user
defined method. In the case of string data, aggregation is far less simple and require
a user defined method. User defined methods for both types of data are provided
by Quince actors, described in the analysis section. The motivation for providing
a method to aggregate string data is in order to preserve relevant logs, events and
other textual data, which may have future use, beyond the aggregation interval of the
receiving buffer. Full, unaggregated log storage is beyond the purview of BufferTable
as it prioritises recent data over older data. Numerous log storage systems including
Splunk, Logstash and syslog-ng exist which can store logs indefinitely. Much how
BufferTable can push state to a database or flat file, so too can it be configured to
commit state to a log storage facility.
Chronologically ordered metrics can be inserted into the ring buffer in constant time.
An out of order metric is entered into the ring buffer using a binary search to locate
the index which falls within the appropriate time period, separates the buffer into two
slices at that index, appends the metric to the lower slice and then appends the upper
slice. This results in a O(logn) performance for out of order inserts.
A BufferTable instance is provided with an upper memory bound which it will not
exceed. When instantiated the BufferTable is empty. Buffer families are created when
metrics are submitted to the the BufferTable. Initially, buffer families are created with
an equal share of the BufferTable’s allocated memory. Within a buffer family, memory
is allocated to buffers in a logarithmically decreasing manner from the receiving
buffer to the final aggregate buffer. If buffers with larger intervals are empty, their
capacity is subdivided amongst the preceding buffers. Should a buffer family reach its
assigned capacity it will employ a LIFO strategy whereby aggregated metrics from the
final buffer will be discarded. To avoid the loss of these metrics, a persistent storage
mechanism must be used as timely collection and analysis of monitoring is the primary
use case of Varanus and not long term storage.
5.6 The Analysis Service
The large set of potential monitoring use cases necessitates analysis tools which provide
a vast range of functionality. MapReduce has long been cited as the killer application
of cloud computing and has become the de facto means of expressing data intensive
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computation. MapReduce was however intended for batch computation and as such
gives no time guarantees nor does it guarantee that data will be used as soon as it is
available. This has led to a range of MapReduce and MapReduce-like services which
attempt to support real time computation. The most popular of these is Apache Storm.
Storm, MapReduce and indeed most other tools of the domain are intended to run over
arbitrary clusters and are not indeed to run on shared use hosts. This makes the use
of MapReduce and its contemporaries inappropriate in Varanus as it is built around
the goals of resource awareness and being secondary to other applications running
on VMs. Rather than attempting to develop yet another MapReduce implementation
which meets the goals of Varanus it is preferable to instead provide a means to export
Varanus state to an existing MapReduce implementation, if MapReduce is indeed
required.
In lieu of MapReduce, Varanus exposes an alternative processing framework which is
better suited to analysing monitoring data. The primary means of analysing monitoring
state in Varanus is Quince 3 an event based programming model which in the same vein
as other Varanus services, distributed computation over the entire cloud deployment.
Quince is intended to allow developers to build upon Varanus and to develop new
features and implement autonomic failure detection and correction strategies. The actor
model was chosen as it maps well to the underlying Varanus architecture and allows
actors to be relocated and message routing to be altered according to resource usage,
membership change and other phenomena with ease, where as other concurrency
models would not support this as easily.
5.6.1 Quince
Quince is an event based programming model to support real time monitoring data
analysis and the development of autonomic workflows. Quince expresses computation
in terms of events and actors which process those events. The actor model is a well
researched model of concurrent computation which is now seeing application in the
cloud domain. Actors provide a high level, location independent model of concurrent
programming which scale out and scale up with relative ease. Actors, therefore make
an ideal basis for facilitating various forms of autonomic programming.
Quince exposes three units of computation to end users: sensors, events and actors.
The user expresses their computation in the form of sensors, which generate events and
actors, which consume events. This orchestration is intended to facilitate autonomic
3The Quince Monitor Lizard (Varanus melinus) is of the genus Varanus
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programming with the sensor and event-actor chain intended to directly map to the
monitor-analyse-plan-execute autonomic pipeline. Additionally, while more batch
computational models such as MapReduce support only acyclical workflows, Quince
has no such limitation making it a superior choice for real time processing.
Sensors are written by the user and run not as part of the analysis service but rather as
part of the storage service. Sensors are associated with values in the storage service
and run periodically when values are updated. Should values in the state store meet
the conditions specified in a sensor be met an event is generated. Sensors provide a
means to regularly check conditions and trigger an event, for use cases where regular
checking is not needed events can be generated without a sensor. This allows events
to be generated natively within applications, rather than having a sensor check state
collected from the application. Not all use cases however require a sensor, nor a
complex event. The sensor is, therefore, entirely optional. Actors can be called though
a simple API call via any software. Additionally events can empty aside from the type
field, allowing events to serve as simple messages to call actors.
Once events have been generated they are then distributed. Event distributed occurs
in one or more of the following manners:
1. Local handling, the event is passed to an appropriate actor (if one exists) at the
local Quince runtime.
2. Direct delivery, the event is sent to one or more specifically designated hosts. Hosts
are designated by the coordination service. By default the least loaded hosts are
prioritised for direct distribution.
3. Propagation, the event is propagated to to the entire deployment or logical subgroup
via a hierarchical gossip broadcast.
These three distribution mechanisms allow events to be processed locally for efficiency,
sent to a dedicated event processing instance for consistency or propagated over the
deployment to perform complex, distributed tasks and analysis.
Actors are also written by the end user and are called when a Quince runtime receives
an event appropriate to the actor. If an event is received and no appropriate actor is
present the Quince runtime will either disregard or forward the message according
to what is specified in the event. When invoked the matching actor will decode the
event, perform their prescribed action and optionally generate an additional event.
This allows for the creation of event chains, whereby a string of actors are invoked
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though the use of intermediate events.
In addition to regular actors Quince provides the notion of preprocessors. Prepro-
cessors are invoked by being specified in the preprocessor event field and are called
before the regular actor. The result of the preprocessor, if any, is what is passed to the
regular actor. Preprocessors are otherwise identical to regular actors, differing only in
their method of invocation. Quince by default, provides three preprocessors:
1. Aggregate. The aggregate actor takes two parameters, a delay and a aggregation
method (count, max, min, medium, mode or sum). All events received from
the initial invocation until he delay has elapsed are aggregated according to the
specified method and a single event is produced as a result.
2. Filter. The filter actor takes two parameters, an event field and a search pattern.
If the search pattern does not match the given field the event it is discarded. In
addition to regular expressions the pattern can search for the special values last and
expected which correlate to state store values representing the previously recorded
state and the normal state.
3. Redirect. The redirect actor takes an argument specifying which distribution
method (listed above) to redistributed the message on.
By combining actors and preprocessors developers can create powerful event chains
which can detect notable states and phenomena and in turn implement corrective
action. The primary motivation behind this problem is to provide a scalable, distributed
means to execute monitoring workflows. Using this programming model it is near
trivial to implement basic monitoring practices such as threshold checking and feasible
to implement complex autonomic monitoring workflows.
Actors in Quince are not bound to a physical host, Quince actors exist in virtual actor
space an abstraction which maps a sub-region. Individual actors are instantiated within
the actor space and are identified by 3 values: a type signature, a instance ID and
locator, signifying the VM currently hosting the actor. In the virtual actor space, at
any given time, there can be zero, one or many instance of an actor. Serialised actors
are stored as immutable objects within the coordination service configuration store
and are instantiated when necessary. Actors are dynamically loaded when an event
handled by a non-instantiated actor is raised. Actors are instantiated to hosts according
to the least loaded strategy used throughout Varanus. The hosts which act as Quince
runtimes and which have instances of each actor in the system are announced via the
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configuration store.
5.6.1.1 Computation Placement
While most current actor implementations provide location agnosticism, whereby
actors are invoked locally or remotely using the same semantics, most do not decouple
the actor from an endpoint. Current actor schemes predominantly rely upon hardcoded
URIs or some external lookup service such as DNS or JNDI to provide a URI. This
scheme ties actor instances to a specific host and requires all clients to update their
URIs in the case of failure or configuration alternation or rely upon some form of
indirection. This is non ideal and runs contrary to the notion of rapid elasticity and
simple horizontal scaling. As the hosts which comprise a cloud deployment are prone
to rapid (and possibly frequent) change it is not preferable to have actors tied to a
specific host. Rather it is preferable to have actors able to move between hosts and
sets of hosts transparently and encapsulate this into the existing notion of location
agnosticism.
Unlike previous actor implementations actors in Quince are not bound to a physical
host. Quince actors exist in a stage otherwise known as a virtual actor space an abstraction
which maps to the underlying resources which comprise the cloud deployment.
Individual actors are instantiated within the actor space and are identified by 3
values: a type signature, a instance ID and locator, signifying the VM currently hosting
the actor. In the virtual actor space, at any given time, there can be zero, one or
many instance of an actor. The virtual actor space maps to the underlying resources.
Specifically it maps to two locations: an actor store and the Quince runtime.
The actor store is any data store which supports the hosting of packaged code archives
(which is virtually all of them). In our implementation the actor store is provided by
a Kelips [96] like DHT which is also hosted by the VMs within the deployment. The
actor store could, however, be an external database or service such as Amazon S3 or
equivalent. Non instantiated or cold actors reside in the actor store until required. They
are dynamically loaded when a request to a cold actor is issued. In our implementation
this is achieved through Scala/JVM dynamic class loading which fetches the respective
jar file containing the packaged actor front the actor store to an appropriate VM,
instantiates the actor and then handles the incoming request. Instantiated or hot actors
are hosted by Quince runtimes which reside upon each VM within the deployment.
This scheme could also allows for hot actors, including their state to be serialised to
the actor store.
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Actors are instantiated on specific VMs within the deployment based upon demand.
Due to the manner in which actors express computation and the message passing
therein, parallelising and concurrently executing actors is incredibly simple. For this
reason, it is trivial to have multiple independent actor institutions on the same or
on multiple hosts. The mechanism which decides where and how many actors to
instantiate is the actor coordinator. The coordinator runs as part of each runtime and
is itself an actor, as such it can be easily substituted for alternative implementations.
The default coordinator decide where and how many actors to instantiate based upon
four factors: the number of events per second currently being generated, the historical
volume of events, the response time of current actors and resource usage of VMs within
the deployment. All of this data is made available via the Varanus monitoring tool.
The coordinator uses this state in conjunction with a series of simple linear regressions
to estimate the appropriate number of actors.
As actors can be moved or terminated there is need to maintain knowledge of the
location of actors. Quince tracks the location of actors by distributing a lookup map
to each runtime which specifies the current location of each instantiated actor. Each
Quince runtime maintains a map (in our implementation this is a Guava multi map)
which maps actors to endpoints which host actor instances. New actor instantiations
register themselves with the local runtimes’s map which is then disseminated to all
other runtimes within the deployment. Similarly actor instances on VMs which are
undergoing termination mark themselves in a tombstone state prior to termination
and then eventually expunged from each runtime’s lookup map. If the VM fails or
is unable to register the termination it then becomes the prerogative of the failure
detector to remove the dead actor from the lookup map.
The lookup map is disseminated and kept consistent between all runtimes either
via a pub-sub for client runtimes or gossip scheme for actor hosting runtimes. Both
these methods of synchronisation achieve eventual consistency, therefore there is the
possibility that calls may be made to no longer existing endpoints or runtimes may not
yet be aware of newly instantiated endpoints. Again, the circuit breaker mechanism is
intended to lessen the significant of this issue.
The mechanism described above affords Quince the mean to instantiate, terminate and
move actors on an ad hoc basis. What is required to use this mechanism is a policy that
stipulates where actors are placed and when to change their placement. In the current
Quince implementation this is achieved through a simple heuristic approach. Quince
deployments are instantiated with a heuristic map which associates a given condition
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with an action. This map, by default, contains heuristics to instantiate additional VMs
when the actor system has insufficient resource, to terminate VMs when there are
excessive resources for a significant period and a series of heuristics to increase and
reduce actor instantiations according to demand. This basic approach is not guaranteed
to achieve an optimum solution to the problem of computation placement and can
result in sub optimal decision making. A constraints or machine learning approach
may be superior and can be slotted in as a substitute with relative ease.
5.6.1.2 Example 1
Consider the problem of concatenating related log entries from a distributed application
that are generated within 10 minutes of each other and then enumerating how many
concatenated logs were produced within the 10 minute interval. Each log is identified
by an ID and log entries are not guaranteed to be causally ordered. Figure 5.8 provides
a Scala implementation of this scheme.
In this example there is a sensor, LogSensor and two actors: join and report.
LogSensor periodically checks for new log entries, filter the relevant log type and
passes it to join. join extracts the ID from the new log and makes an API call to a
document store to ascertain if another log entry with the same ID exits. If it does, it
concatenates the two entries and pushes the result to the document store. If not, it
commits the partial entry to the document store and awaits the next entry. report is
called in conjunction with the aggregate preprocessor to enumerate and report to a
service the number of log entries concatenated within the 10 minute window.
5.6.1.3 Example 2
Consider the problem of detecting high CPU usage then if the rest of the sub-region is
heavily loaded, start additional VMs to compensate for load. The user would write a
sensor and actor similar to that in Figure 5.9.
In this simple example the sensor CPUSensor is executed by the monitoring agent
when the local CPU usage is updated in the state store. Should the CPU capacity
exceed 90% the sensor generates a cpuEvent, and specifies direct distribution. This will
propagate events to a specifically designated host, by default the coordination services
designates the least loaded host. Prior to invoking the actor, the event is first passed to
a preprocessor which aggregates the values of all events of the cpuEvent type received
over a 60 second period. The aggregate event is then sent to the CPUactor which uses
the value contained in the event (which after the aggregate sub-actor is the number of
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class LogSensor(val log : String) extends Sensor:
def run() = {
preprocessor = new Filter(value, "myApplication")
trigger(preprocessor(new JoinEvent(log, direct))
}}
class Join(val log : LogEvent) extends Actor{
def run() = {
val IDRegex = new Regex("ID:\d{5}")
val ID = (pattern findAllIn str).mkString())
val existingLog = documentStore.get(ID)
if (existingLog){
val concatLog = existingLog + logEvent.value
documentStore.put(ID, contactLog)
preprocessor = new Aggregator(600, count)
trigger(preprocessor(new ReportEvent(1, direct))
} else {
documentStore.put(ID, logEvent.value)
}}
class Report(val notification : JoinEvent) extends Actor{
def run() = {
reportingService.report(notification.value)
}}
Figure 5.8: Concatenating Logs Using Quince Actors
loaded hosts). The actor, CPUactor consumes the aggregate event and establishes what
proportion of the VM deployment is loaded. If more than half of the VMs within the
deployment are at 90% or greater CPU utilisation, a new VM is started.
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class CPUSensor(val cpu : Int) extends Sensor:
def run() = {
if (cpu > 0.9){
preprocessor = new Aggregator(60, count)
trigger(preprocessor(new CPUEvent(cpu, direct))
}}}
class CPUactor(val cpuEvent : CPUEvent) extends Actor{
def run() = {
val = numHosts = varanus.store.get(hosts).size()
if(cpuEvent.value >= (numHosts / 2)){
startNewVM()
}}}
Figure 5.9: Detecting and mitigating high CPU usage using Quince Actors
5.7 Varanus Implementation
In order to evaluate the design of Varanus against other monitoring tools and
investigate its appropriateness for cloud monitoring we have developed a Scala
based implementation. Our implementation is built upon Akka, a JVM based actor
framework library. Akka actors are the basic concurrency primitive which are used
throughout Varanus and serve as the foundation of Quince actors. Figure 5.10 shows
the development stack of our Varanus implementation. This section describes the
libraries, message passing architecture, thresholds and other implementation decisions
which merit discussion.
Figure 5.10: The Varanus development stack
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5.7.1 Libraries
Our implementation of Varanus is written in a mixture of Java and Scala and leverages
an collection of libraries in order to provide the necessary functionality. These include:
ZeroMQ or ZMQ is a high performance asynchronous message passing library
which resemble UNIX sockets. ZMQ is a message library but unlike RabbitMQ,
ActiveMQ or other AMQP implementations it does not provide a full messaging
infrastructure. It does not for example provide a wire format, a broker, persistency
or other common middleware features. Instead, it is is a very lightweight and
versatile framework which offers numerous message patterns with which to
connect sockets. These include fan-out, pub-sub, request-response and task
distribution. Furthermore, ZeroMQ include a concurrency model where, much
like a UDP socket, each ZMQ socket can communicate with multiple peers.
Each communication session is handled by a separate worker thread which
communicates with the ZMQ socket using a lock free algorithm. This is
abstracted from the developer, allowing them to write single threaded code
which is executed according to the concurrency model. Initially written for
financial and scientific applications, ZeroMQ offers high throughput, low latency
message passing and significantly outperforms traditional AMQP or JMS message
brokers45. In our Varanus implementation, ZMQ is used for the vast majority
of communication. It was initially adopted in order to disseminate monitoring
state at the crucial 1 second latency. After finding it to be quite suitable for this
purpose, it was adopted as the primary means of communication for Varanus.
Google Protocol Buffers or protobuf is a data serialisation library similar to Apache
Thrift or Message Pack. Protobuf uses an interface description language (IDL) to
describe the structure of arbitrary data which is compiled in order to produce
source code in various programming languages for generating and parsing
streams of bytes which represent the structured data described by the IDL.
Protocol Buffers were designed to be smaller, simpler and faster than XML and
achieve between 200% and 1000% better read/write performance than XML6.
Protocol Buffers serve as the wire format for almost all Varanus communications.
4http://blog.x-aeon.com/2013/04/10/a-quick-message-queue-benchmark-activemq-rabbitmq-
hornetq-qpid-apollo/
5http://zeromq.org/area:results
6https://developers.google.com/protocol-buffers/docs/overview
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Guava is a collection of JVM libraries from Google which contains several useful li-
braries including: concurrency primitives, string processing, various annotations,
hashing, events and collections. The Guava collections library provides a number
of useful data structures which are not part of the standard JDK. These include a
Table which is a much cleaner equivalent of Map < K, Map < K2,V >>, a Mul-
tiMap which maps keys to multiple values, a BiMap which maps keys to values
to keys and others. These are used throughout the Varanus implementation. The
Guava table serves a the basis for the BufferTable implementation meanwhile the
immutable set and BiMap are used in the configuration store.
Akka is an actor system implementation for JVM based languages. Akka is heavily
inspired by Erland and adopts many similar idioms including the ’let if fail’
attitude, process monitoring and avoiding sharing any state between thread.
The core feature of Varanus is an actor based concurrency model however it
also provides an extensive feature set which includes cluster management, actor
remoting, actor supervision and actor persistence. Akka serves as the basis for
the implementation of Quince.
Apache JCloud is a ‘multi-cloud’ toolkit which provides API agnosticism and abstracts
over multiple cloud provides in order to allow an application to use multiple
cloud providers with little or no code modification. Varanus uses JCloud to
check VM status, terminate VMs and obtain other state from the cloud provider.
Although Varanus, at present, only operates on Amazon Web Services7 through
the use of JCloud it is entirely feasible for Varanus to work over multiple cloud
providers.
5.7.2 Messaging
This section describes the implementation of the message passing architecture that is
employed by Varanus, predominantly by the coordination service. Diagrams in this
section use a notation consistent with that of the ZeroMQ documentation 8.
7This is due to the design, implementation and evaluation of Varanus being made possible due to an
Amazon Academic Grant. Development on other cloud platforms was not possible due to prohibitive
cost
8http://zguide.zeromq.org/page:all
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Figure 5.11: The Varanus gossip protocol is implemented using a Push-Pull socket pairing.
Each VM has both a Push and Pull socket which disseminates state to other peers and receives
state respectively.
5.7.2.1 Gossip
The Varanus gossip protocol is used to disseminate monitoring state, events, member-
ship, failed VMs and other values. Gossip occurs continuously, at a rate determined by
the layer of the hierarchy. During each round of gossip each VM contacts a number
of other VMs, the number - the fanout value - is determined by the number of VMs
in the local sub-region in conjunction with pre-defined configuration and network
monitoring state. Targets are selected based on latency with the majority of targets
in each round being closer in therms of network distance and a small portion being
distant. Varanus gossip is implemented using ZeroMQ using Push and Pull sockets as
shown in figure 5.11.
5.7.3 Autonomic Behaviour
Due to time constraints during the implementation of Varanus, some elements of
the design had to be compromised on. Focus was placed upon ensuring that the
implementation of Varanus was highly scalable and elasticity tolerant. Goals which
the subsequent evaluation show to have been met. The autonomic features of Varanus
received less focus as a result. The placement of computation and the general operation
of Varanus is done in an autonomic fashion, it is however a rather simple process.
Rather than being guided by a more intelligent machine learning approach, Varanus
uses a far simpler heuristic based approach in order to guide the placement of
computation and resources. This heuristic is used in conjunction with threshold
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analysis and trend prediction in order to determine when to relocate computation.
Varanus considers three resources when determining what computation to place at
a given VM: CPU, memory and network. CPU usage determines what analysis and
collection can be done at that VM, memory determines how much monitoring data can
be retained and network determines how much monitoring data can be collected. The
following thresholds are used to determine when resource consumption has become
excessive.
Nonlinear regression is used in order to determine whether or not high resource
usage is continuous or is bursty. If there are no hosts to offload work to, that is
when additional VMs are instantiated which serve as dedicated Varanus hosts. These
hosts are exempt from all thresholds beyond the first for each resource, i.e. they will
not offload work but they will stop accepting work if they become heavily loaded.
Work offloading is done according to the resource usage informations stored by the
coordination service. The most under-utilised VM within the deployment receives
additional work until its resource usage increases and the coordination service identifies
the new under-utilised host.
5.7.3.1 Event Submission
Events in Varanus serve as the basis of the analysis service and provide a loosely
coupled mechanism to notify Varanus components as to failure or schedule compu-
tation. Events are immutable associative arrays that are encoded on the wire using
Protocol Buffers. Events can be propagated in one of two manners either using the
gossip mechanism shown previously or alternatively using a unicast publish subscribe
method. The pub-sub method is again implemented using ZeroMQ and uses the
coordinator service leader as a message broker. The unicast method ensures that only
interested parties receive events and does so in a uniform manner. The gossip method
meanwhile broadcasts to all members of a sub-region and does so with an exponential
distribution. Figure 5.12 shows the orchestration of ZeroMQ sockets in the pub-sub
version.
5.7.4 Persistent Monitoring Data Storage
As stated in the design of Varanus, monitoring data is stored in-memory by BufferTable
instances. This allows for fast, in-memory processing by Quince and avoids requiring
Varanus to make use of the ephemeral disk storage present on VMs. Building a disk
storage architecture over VMs would be ill advised, firstly all VMs are transient (and
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Resource Threshold Meaning Action
CPU Utili-
sation
Continuous
CPU usage
above 80%
Varanus risks consuming
excessive resources and
risks interfering with other
process
Do not accept
additional work
CPU Utili-
sation
Continuous
CPU usage
above 90%
Varanus is consuming ex-
cessive resources and risks
interfering with other pro-
cess
Offload analysis
service work
CPU Utili-
sation
Continuous
CPU usage at
100%
Varanus is consuming ex-
cessive resources and is in-
terfering with other pro-
cess
Offload analysis
service work un-
til load subsides
Memory
Utilisation
Continuous
Memory usage
above 70%
Varanus risks consuming
excessive resources and
risks interfering with other
process
Do not accept
additional work
Memory
Utilisation
Continuous
Memory usage
above 80%
Varanus risks consuming
excessive resources and
risks interfering with other
process
Flush monitor-
ing data to S3
Memory
Utilisation
Continuous
Memory usage
above 90%
Varanus is consuming ex-
cessive resources is interfer-
ing with other process
Flush monitor-
ing data to S3
until memory is
free
Network
Utilisation
Continuous
Network usage
above 70%
Varanus risks consuming
excessive resources and
risks interfering with other
process
Do not accept
additional work
Network
Utilisation
Continuous
Network usage
above 80%
Varanus risks consuming
excessive resources and
risks interfering with other
process
Redirect clients
to alternative
storage service
instance
Network
Utilisation
Continuous
Network usage
above 90%
Varanus is consuming ex-
cessive resources is interfer-
ing with other process
Redirect clients
to alternative
storage service
instance until
network usage
reduces
Table 5.1: Thresholds used to determine Varanus resource placement
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Figure 5.12: Unicast based event submission. Events are submitted to the coordinator leader
using the push-pull socket pairing which is otherwise used for gossip. The leader extracts the
subject from the protocol buffer encoded event and in republishes the event with the subject
preceding it. Clients which are subscribed to that subject will in turn receive the event.
often short lived) and VM disks are ephemeral requiring significant replication of data
and secondly VM storage on most IaaS clouds (including AWS) is prone to significant
performance variation. An alternative strategy could be devised using a service such
as Elastic Block Store which exposes reliable, high performance disk storage to VMs
over a SAN protocol. This strategy would, however, be costly and would require VMs
dedicated to persistent storage which goes against the ad hoc nature of Varanus and
might serve as bottlenecks.
Our implementation of Varanus therefore uses a third option: Amazon S3. S3 is
an object store, accessible via a web service API and is relatively inexpensive. The
approach taken by our BufferTable implementation is to flush raw monitoring state to
S3 each time an aggregation occurs or when a VM is instructed to shutdown. Baring
VM failure, this ensures that VM monitoring data is never lost. If the loss of monitoring
data must be avoided, the storage service can be configured to transmit monitoring
data to S3 at regular intervals.
The combination of S3 and in-memory BufferTable instances gives the best of both
worlds. It allows Varanus to have access to recent, unaggregated monitoring and older
aggregated data via high performance in-memory BufferTables and unaggregated
older data (if necessary) from S3.
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5.8 Chapter Conclusions
This chapter has described the design and implemenation of Varanus, a cloud
monitoring tool which is intended to meet the requirements stated in the requirements
chapter. Varanus is quite unlike previous monitoring tools. Most notably, it is a
decentralised, resource aware tool. Not only does it avoid any central, single points of
failure which can become loaded and risk distributing the system but it also attempts
to use the existing resources of a cloud deployment such that it minimises costs and
avoids having to instantiated more VMs to monitor. Furthermore, Varanus exposes
a novel event programming model which allows monitoring data to be analysed in
near real time. These strengths, amongst others, make Varanus and ideal candidate for
cloud monitoring and a suitable replacement for the many legacy designs which still
linger within the cloud domain. The subsequent chapter evaluates our implementation
of the Varanus monitoring system.

6Chapter SixEvaluation
6.1 Chapter Overview
In this chapter we perform a detailed evaluation of Varanus. We compare the
performance of Varanus against two categories of tools namely real world tools and
generic implementations of common monitoring architectures. We utilise an elasticity
model derived from real world trace data in order to simulate elasticity and evaluate the
elasticity tolerance of Varanus and other tools. Unlike the vast majority of evaluations
of monitoring tools in contemporary literature the results described in this chapter are
not simulated. The experiments done throughout this chapter have been performed
on Amazon EC2 and as such, represent the sole evaluation of monitoring tools at
scale available in current literature. Through this rigorous evaluation, we conclude
that Varanus is superior to the current monitoring architectures which are common
employed in cloud monitoring and additionally, as a valid alternative to monitoring as
a service tools. This chapter forms part of the paper "Cloud Cover: Monitoring Large
Clouds with Varanus". Which at time of writing is in review by The Journal of Cloud
Computing: Advances, Systems and Applications. Some parts of this chapter have
also been published as "Self managing monitoring for highly elastic large scale cloud
deployments" and presented at ACM DIDC 2014.
6.2 Introduction
The following are the hypotheses of this thesis, as first presented in the introduction:
• One second monitoring latency can be achieved, at scale, by amortising computational costs
over a cloud deployment.
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• Through the use of peer-to-peer concepts, it is possible for a monitoring tool to maintain
consistent performance and functionality in spite of both scale and elasticity.
• By amortising the computational cost of monitoring over an entire cloud deployment and
through resource aware computation placement it is possible to ensure that no single
host will become heavily loaded and ensure that monitoring does not affect other software
running within the deployment.
• Human involvement in the monitoring process can be curtailed through autonomic
computation placement, data collection and analysis.
In this evaluation, we empirically examine the first, second and third hypotheses. The
fourth hypothesis is examined qualitatively. While Varanus has been designed with
autonomic operation in mind, the evaluation of this hypothesis could not be achieved
using the same test architecture as per the other hypotheses. With a finite amount of
EC2 credit with which to perform our evaluation and indeed a finite amount of time to
design and run experiments, it was decided to focus the empirical investigation upon
the other hypotheses. Therefore, our evaluation examines whether or not it is possible
for Varanus, and indeed other monitoring tools, to maintain low latency monitoring
while enduring the effects of elasticity and scale. We therefore deploy Varanus, Nagios
and our own implementation of common monitoring architecture on Amazon EC2 at
significant scale and introduce elasticity. By performing this evaluation through real
world experimentation, in lieu of small scale testing or simulation, we seek to attain
results better reflecting real world situations and exhibit novelty, not found in current
research literature.
6.3 Evaluation of Requirements
First, prior to our empirical evaluation, we revisit the design requirements that were
previously described in Chapter 3. We do so in order to determine to what degree that
our design and implementation of Varanus match those requirements derived from
our survey and taxonomy of monitoring systems.
6.3.1 Data Collection
Fulfilled. Varanus uses a data collection agent based on Collectd to obtain monitoring
state for a wide range of sources which is then transmitted to storage service instances.
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6.3.2 Comprehensive and Extensible Data Collection
Fulfilled. In lieu of using a homespun data collection tool, Varanus data collection is
based on Collectd, an established Open Source tool. Collectd has an extensive plugin
interface and plugin library which can allows collection from a wide range of source.
Furthermore, a bespoke Collectd plugin listens for arbitrary metrics over IPC and
HTTP allowing applications to be easily instrumented to send monitoring data to
Varanus.
6.3.3 Fixed, Low Latency Collection
Fulfilled. The dissemination of monitoring data is achieved via ZeroMQ and occurs as
soon as data is available. This significantly reduces monitoring latency over approaches
which disseminate monitoring state according to a schedule or use more heavy weight
protocols. The only risk of latency increasing occurs when the entire cloud deployment
becomes heavily loaded. As Varanus attempt a resource aware, in situ approach
the entire computation involved in the monitoring process is distributed over the
cloud deployment. If the deployment has limited free resources Varanus will reduce
its computation in order to avoid impacting the performance of the deployment. If
insufficient resources are available to Varanus, latency will increase. This can be
avoided by provisioning additional VMs dedicated to running Varanus components.
The effectiveness of these measures are assessed empirically in the subsequent chapter.
6.3.4 Interface
Fulfilled. Each Varanus service has its own interface. Within Varanus, components can
be accessed via Protocol Buffers over ZMQ. External software can access each service
via a web service API.
6.3.5 Cloud Hosted
Fulfilled. The entirety of Varanus is intended to operate over an IaaS. There is no
dependency upon non cloud hosted components. Each Varanus service instance is
intended to be hosted in a VM instance and bootstrap state is stored in a cloud storage
service such as Amazon S3.
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6.3.6 Cost Reduction
Fulfilled. Varnus employs several approaches to reduce costs. The layered gossip
protocol which Varanus employs reduces expensive inter-cloud data transfer and
consumers free intra-cloud bandwidth. Furthermore, Varanus amortises the cost of
monitoring over the entire cloud deployment in order to reduce or indeed eliminate
the need for additional VMs.
6.3.7 In Situ Monitoring
Fulfilled. Varanus attempts to achieve monitoring without the need for additional
VMs by distributing the computation over the entire cloud deployment.
6.3.8 Non Intrusive Resource Usage
Fulfilled. Varanus uses a simple heuristic based approach to determine intrusiveness.
By monitoring local resource usage at each VM, Varanus can determine if one of its
processes is consuming resources in excess of a pre-specified heuristic. In the event
that a Varanus process is consuming excessive resources, such that it is interfering with
other processes, it will reduce its operations on that VM and transfer them elsewhere.
6.3.9 Scalability
Fulfilled. Varanus is built from the ground up to be scalable. Varanus is fully
decentralised. Any components such as the coordinator leader which take a central
role are temporarily elected and can be replaced without a significant performance
penalty. Computation, communication and other costs are amortised over the cloud
deployment ensuring that individual hosts are overloaded and that as the deployment
increases in scale, costs remain low. All the libraries used in developing Varanus are
designed for scalability and have seen production use in large scale environments.
6.3.10 Fault and Termination Tolerance
Fulfilled. Varanus employs a Phi Accrual failure detector which can detect both VM
failure and arbitrary Byzantine failure. Additionally, Varanus by way of Apache JCloud
calls the AWS API and checks the status of any suspected VM failure to ensure that it
has not simply been terminated. If the API indicates that a ’failed’ VM is terminating
or shutting down then no further action is taken. Thus faults and termination are
detected and handled accordingly.
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6.3.11 Elasticity Tolerance
Fulfilled. Varanus has been designed with elasticity tolerance as a core goal. The
primary protocol used to disseminate monitoring and other state is a gossip or epidemic
protocol which amortises the cost of communication over all participants and tolerates
fluctuations in participants and volume of data. Furthermore the bootstrap and exit
process is very lightweight simply requiring participation in the gossip stream in
the first case and not requiring any specific effort in the latter case (in the case of
termination, failure detection is involved where a fault occurs).
6.3.12 Self Configuration
Fulfilled. Varanus requires no run time configuration. Once configuration has
been provided, prior to deployment instantiation, a running Varanus deployment
will manage the configuration of all components. Furthermore, Varanus provides
mechanisms for actors, scripts and third party agents to programatically modify
configuration.
6.3.13 Autonomic Computation Placement
Fulfilled. As described above, Varanus uses a heuristic based approach to guide
computation placement and will autonomically redistribute work should a host fail or
become heavily loaded. This ensures that Varanus does not overload VMs with are
engaging in other work.
6.4 Evaluation of Autonomic Properties
The fourth hypothesis we presented in Chapter 1 suggested that it was possible to
significantly reduce the role of humans in the monitoring process. This hypothesis is
difficult to empirically evaluate, therefore in this section we examine it qualitatively.
Varanus implements several autonomic properties but it is far from self managing.
Varanus manages membership, data collection and threshold analysis autonomically,
adjusting its behaviour to ensure a high QoS as the underlying resources change. Fur-
thermore, Varanus autonomically manages computation placement and decides, using
a predefined set of heuristics, where to place monitoring components. Computation is
subsequently moved as resource utilisation changes. As stated, this is done according
to a heuristic based approach and does not employ any particularly novel machine
learning or other strategy. Regardless, this strategy is effective in reducing human
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interaction and allows for dynamic computation placement where as a non autonomic
approach would require a human administrator to manually assign computation to
hosts.
Conventional monitoring tools require a considerable degree of human interaction.
Configuration, deployment are often done by hand as is observing changes in monitor-
ing state. Varanus removes these tasks from the human. A human administrator is
simply required to install Varanus on the VM. This can be achieved through passing
the VM a script on instantiation or through a configuration management service such
as Chef or Puppet. Once this is done, the Varanus instance will locate other instances
and autonomically start the monitoring process.
Conceptually, through the use of Quince, the Varanus programming model, the analysis
portion of the monitoring process can be automated further. As it stands, Varanus
will collect data and perform basic analysis with minimal human interaction. Analysis
beyond simple threshold analysis is not performed autonomically, however the Quince
programming model is provided in order to allow developers to build autonomic
analysis functions on top of Varanus.
Therefore, while Varanus is far from a fully autonomic tool it does exhibit a number
of autonomic behaviours which is sufficient to at least partially fulfil our fourth
hypothesis. This could certainly be improved upon and is a subject for further work,
however a fully autonomic solution is distantly an active research problem and beyond
the remit of this thesis.
6.5 Methodology
6.5.1 Evaluation Architecture
Deploying distributed applications is often challenging due to the logical and
geographic separation of components. Scale often exacerbates this problem, producing
a volume of work which far surpasses what humans can do in a timely fashion.
Common cloud computing best practice stipulates that SSH (or RDP in the case of
Windows VMs) is a last resort. That is that a human should only log in to a VM in
the event that of some unanticipated behaviour which cannot be handled through
automated tools.
The evaluation of Varanus was performed using Amazon Web Service, therefore
instead of using generic cloud computing terms this chapter will use AWS specific
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nomenclature. EC2, like most IaaS clouds, allow users to seed an executable script
to a VM on instantiation. This is the mechanism which is used to provide the basic
configuration to each VM, necessary to obtain all the relevant software and to deploy
the configuration. This script is transmitted to VMs and once they have finished the
boot process, the script is then executed.
The VMs in our evaluation all run Ubuntu 12.04, instantiated from the Amazon
Machine Image ami-ecda6c84. Each VM instance is seeded a very simple Bash script
which installs Puppet and then uses Puppet to install and configure all subsequent
software. Puppet1 is an Open Source configuration management tool which provides a
declarative Ruby based DSL which enables users to build manifests which describes
software installation, commands and configuration which should be performed on
clients. Puppet is used to install Varanus and the necessary software to collect data
and run experiments and give Varanus instances the necessary bootstrap information.
In addition to the deployment which is being evaluated, additional VMs are provi-
sioned for services which support the experiments. These are:
The Results Service: a simple message service endpoint which provides a mechanism
for clients to push their experimental results. This service is written in Python
and uses a ZeroMQ pull socket to act as a sink which waits for results to be
pushed. In addition to Varanus, Puppet installs a client which pushes results to
the result service once the experiment has completed.
The Events Service: the events service is a mechanism to simulate faults and to
terminate and instantiate VMs. The events service takes configuration files
written in JSON which specify what events to trigger and when. Events include:
terminate an arbitrary number of VMs, terminate a specific VM, instantiate a
number of VMs, trigger a failure and instruct Puppet to pull down configuration
to VMs. In order to achieve this, the events service communicates with the EC2
API in order to instantiate and terminate VMs and with a small client on VMs
in order to simulate failure and run arbitrary commands. The events service is
written in Python and uses ZeroMQ push sockets for messaging.
The Puppet Master: the Puppet master serves and compiles manifest files which
specify the configuration for VMs.
1http://puppetlabs.com
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This architecture is described in figure 6.2. When evaluating larger numbers of VMs the
results service and the Puppet master become overloaded and hamper the experiment.
Thus when using larger number of VMs they are replicated over multiple VMs which
are round-robined between using the Route 53 DNS service in order for them to scale
and meet demand.
6.5.2 Comparison Against Current Monitoring Tools
It is difficult to compare like for like Varanus against other real world tools. Most real
world monitoring tools do not expose mechanisms to examine their own performance
and behaviour and as such would require significant modification. Additionally,
many of these tools do not have out of the box support for cloud environments
and would necessitate the devising of a means to deploy and manage them on the
cloud. Despite the difficulty in doing so, we deemed it essential to examine the
against at least once real world monitoring tool. Therefore, we evaluate Varanus
against Nagios - the world’s most popular Open Source monitoring tool. To perform a
more thorough evaluation than a comparison against a single tool, we have devised
a novel compromise. In addition to Nagios, we compare Varanus against our own
implementations of monitoring architectures which are found in common monitoring
tools. These implementations use the same libraries and share some code with Varanus
and therefore allow for an unbiased comparison of the underlying architecture rather
than being influenced by implementation details.
6.5.2.1 Nagios
Nagios [136] is the premier open source monitoring tool. Initially released in 1999,
the venerable tool has a vast plugin library which supports virtually all common
software, network devices and appliances. Nagios was never designed for cloud
computing, as such it has no native support for tolerating elasticity and requires a
significant deal of modification to better support cloud computing. Despite the domain
mismatch, Nagios remains the most popular monitoring tool for two reasons: its
extensive functionality and the lack of a suitable replacement. Recent cloud monitoring
tools predominantly fall under the categorisation of monitoring as a service tools
which eschew the computational costs of data collection and analysis to a third party
company. Users who wish to keep their monitoring tools behind their firewall or who
demand a greater functionality that that offered by monitoring as a service tool have
little alternative to Nagios and its contemporaries. As it is open source, widely used
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and is available for experimentation we therefore make use of Nagios to compare with
Varanus throughout our evaluation. Two versions of Nagios are evaluated alongside
Varanus: a stock configuration and a modified installation which has a number of
patches applied including the ’large installation tweaks’. The Nagios architecture that
we employ in our evaluation is depicted in figure 6.1. We employ a three tier Nagios
hierarchy whereby the master is responsible for collating and analyse results which are
obtained from monitored hosts via a set of Nagios slaves. The slaves are intended to
alleviate the burden of scheduling and communicating with individual VMs. Puppet
is also used in order to seed newly joining VMs with the Nagios client and provide
the configuration necessary to communicate with the Nagios master and additionally
to restart the Nagios master in order add the new hosts.
6.5.2.2 Common Monitoring Architectures
There are a common set of architectures which underpin many current tools. In our
evaluation of Varanus we consider our own implementations of these architectures
in lieu of further examining existing tools. In our attempts to examine current tools
like for like, we found that differences in encoding formats, networking and other
secondary features prevented an unbiased examination. This is evident from our
comparison against Nagios whereby there are disproportional disparities between
the performance of Varanus and Nagios. This disparity is certainly in part due
to the inappropriateness of Varanus to cloud monitoring but is exacerbated by the
discrepancies in implementations. Furthermore, many popular monitoring tools have
large codebases which are poorly documented and do not easily lend themselves
to experimentation. We therefore implemented a number of common monitoring
architectures using the same networking libraries, encoding format, language and other
factors as per Varanus to provide an effective like for like comparison. The intention
behind this is to see how the architecture of Varanus fairs against existing architectures
which are implemented using modern libraries and benefit from awareness of cloud
properties.
These architectures include:
• 2-tier push model. This is the architecture employed by collectd, statsD and many
monitoring as a service tools. Monitored clients are provided the address of a
monitoring server to which they push monitoring state at their own prerogative.
The single central monitoring server acts as a sink; receiving monitoring state and
analysing the incoming data.
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• n-tier Push Model. This is similar to the architecture employed by Collectd and
an extension of the 2-tier push model. Rather than pushing directly to the top
level server monitored VMs push state to an intermediate monitoring server. The
intermediary, performs analysis on the monitoring state and in turn transmits the
outcome of the analysis to the top level monitoring server. This forms a three
level tree. In real world implementations of this architecture the tree can have
arbitrary depth, with several levels of intermediary monitoring servers. This is not,
however, common and thus our implementation is of the typical 3-tier variety. This
design is a more scalable variant of the 2-tier push model and alleviates much of
the pressure on the top level monitoring server. The top level server is however
still responsible for assigning monitoring servers to clients, aggregating state from
monitoring servers and still receives significant volumes of messages. We evaluate
two variants of this scheme: a fixed and a variable version. The fixed version uses
11 VMs, 1 as the root monitoring server and 10 as intermediaries. This variant
is still quite common in real world tools, despite the fact that it has no way to
accommodate for elasticity. The second variant, instantiates additional VMs as is
necessary; doing so when the current pool of monitoring servers is overloaded.
• 2-tier pull model. This is the architecture employed by basic Nagios, The Windows
Management Instrumentation, Icinga, Xymon and Cacti. A central server polls
a set of monitored servers according to a schedule that it computes when clients
leave and join. When new VMs are instantiated, this schedule must be recomputed
in order to include the new VM. All collection and analysis of monitoring data is
done on a single VM. This is the oldest of the commonly employed monitoring
architectures and tightly couples components. It is entirely expected that this will
be amongst the least scalable architectures.
• 2-tier pull model. This architecture can be used by Nagios, Xymon, Cacti, Ganglia
and is an extension of the 2-tier model. This architecture is similar in concept to
the 2-tier push model however clients are not in control transmitting monitoring
state to servers. Instead, monitoring servers generate a polling schedule and poll
clients according to that schedule. Intermediate monitoring servers collect and
analyse state. The top level server then polls the intermediate servers, aggregating
state and the results of the analysis. This, much like the 2-tier model, requires the
recomputation of the schedule when sub-tree membership changes. Once again,
there are two variants of this model: the elasticity intolerant fixed version and the
variable version which can provision additional VMs as necessary.
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Each of these monitoring architectures is implemented using the same libraries as
Varanus: using ZeroMQ to transmit data and using protocol buffers to encode state on
the wire. The Varanus collection service (with a little modification) is reused as the
monitoring client for each of these architectures. It collects the full gamut of system
statistics and a full set of Apache metrics. In total this results in 200 metrics. As for
analysis, only simple threshold analysis is done. Each of the monitoring architectures
(and Varanus) are provided a set of thresholds to correspond with the metrics and
checks for threshold violations each time monitoring state is received.
6.5.3 Elasticity
Central to our claims regarding the effectiveness of Varanus as a cloud monitoring tool
is the notion of elasticity. Elasticity: the propensity for cloud VMs to rapidly change
in scale and composition is problematic for many monitoring activities. Elasticity has
significant implications for a monitoring system and can disrupt services, interfere with
failure detection, introduce latencies and incur computational costs. Any monitoring
tool well suited for cloud monitoring must therefore tolerate elasticity.
Conceptually, elasticity is similar to the notion of churn [165] from the domain
of peer-to-peer computing. Given closer examination, however, the two concepts
differ. Notably churn encompasses near constant change in membership, short-lived
membership and the reappearance of previously seen peers. Elasticity differs in that:
membership change typically occurs infrequently but involves a significant portion of
all members, members will typically have at least an hour uptime (due to the common
practice of billing in hour increments), and members are not capable of rejoining (due
to VM termination). It is therefore infeasible to rely upon previous categorisations of
churn in order to understand elasticity.
Elasticity describes the instantiation and termination of resources to meet demand.
This encompasses compute, storage, network and other resources. With regards to
monitoring, we are predominantly concerned with VMs. By far the most common
mechanism used to control elasticity and alter the scale and composition of cloud
deployments is auto scaling. Each cloud provider has their own implementation of
the concept, each with different semantics but the underlying concept is the same. An
auto scaler instantiates or terminates VMs as application demand changes.
One of the most common use-cases for cloud computing by far is he hosting of web
applications. A web application utilising an auto scaling tool will change in scale based
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upon http requests. An auto scaler will either consider resource usage on the existing
web servers (which increases proportional to requests) or the volume of requests alone.
Either way, by examining http request patterns we are able to understand to some
degree the patterns of elasticity encountered by common hosted cloud applications.
Pursuant to this goal figure 6.3 shows the hourly volume of http requests over a 24
hour period to 5 low to high traffic web servers. This data is obtained from publicly
available server traces namely those from NASA[137], the EPA [85], The University of
Saskatchewan [171] and Clarknet [72]. The graphs shown in figure 6.3 show a subset
of those traces and demonstrate some of the common trends.
Three of the common patterns (that are relevant to elasticity) which emerge from the
http traces are exponential and linear changes in traffic and constant traffic:
• An exponential increase in traffic is common when access patterns are related to
the time of day. Many business orientated applications see an exponential increase
in demand during opening of business and a logarithmic decay once trading
hours have ended. This pattern is also typical of applications and resources which
are made popular via social media. As the resource becomes popular demand
exponentially increases and as it fades from vogue there is a logarithmic decrease.
Exponential change in load necessitates a rapid change in the cloud deployment
in order to either code with demand or to avoid overpaying for under-utilised
resources.
• A linear change in traffic is more common in web applications which are not as
associated with time and while being notable does not require the same dramatic
change in deployment composition but will still require some alteration.
• Exactly constant traffic is quite unlikely, however for the purposes of elasticity
periods where there is not a sufficiently large change in load is for all intents
and purposes considered constant. This is where the provisioned resources are
sufficient to meet demand and do not go beyond what is required.
The exact change in deployment composition is based upon an administrator defined
rule. Common rules include adding an additional VM each time an existing VM
exceeds 80% cpu utilisation, instantiating additional VMs per a given number of
requests, and instantiating additional VMs while application latency remains above
a given threshold. The rules for terminating VMs are then a sensible reversal of the
previous rules.
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Based upon a trivial benchmarking exercise using the Apache stress testing tool of
EC2 m1.medium VMs it is simple to examine the first two rules. Based upon the
stress testing of 10 m1.medium instances the mean maximum requests per second an
instance could fulfil was 2431 requests per second. 80% CPU utilisation was exceeded
upon handling around 2000 requests per second. Given a satisfactory leeway one can
generalise that after a sustained period of greater than 2000 requests per second an
additional VM should be instantiated. Many auto scalers specific the sustained period
as a 15 minute window.
By experimenting with this generalised rule in conjunction with the Amazon EC2 Auto
Scaler and recreating portions of the http traces using Apache JMeter we were able to
derive models simulating linear and exponential periods of elasticity which resemble
what real world web applications encounter.
6.5.4 Monitoring Latency
Monitoring latency is the time between the collection of subsequent monitoring state.
Monitoring latency is separate from but related to the collection interval (which defines
the frequency at which effort is made to obtain data). In the vast majority of monitoring
tools the collection interval entails a best effort scheduling, in an ideal environment
the monitoring latency should equal the collection interval, however this is seldom
the case. Network latency, loaded hosts or other phenomena can serve to increase
monitoring latency. This is inherently undesirable as it creates ’blind spots’ whereby
administrators or autonomic agents are unaware of the state of the system and thus
unable to take any requisite actions to modify the system.
Historical best practice recommended between 1 and 5 minutely intervals for the
collection of most variables. More recent best practice such as that advised by
CopperEgg [13] and DataDog [14] reduces the collection interval to one second for
all frequently changing variables. A modern cloud monitoring tool must therefore
be capable of propagating monitoring state at an interval as close to one second as is
possible.
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Figure 6.3: Examples of traces of HTTP requests per hour over a 24 hour period. Taken from a
number of common public sources. Shown here are traces from the University of Saskatchewan,
NASA and ClarkNet.
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6.6 Linearly Increasing Deployment Size
This initial set of experiments act as a precursor to our investigation into the effects
of elasticity upon Varanus and other monitoring tools. In this scenario, Varanus and
other tools are provisioned in deployments of increasing size. Once these deployments
are provisioned and are stable, monitoring latency is recorded. There is no bonafide
elasticity, once deployments are provisioned they do not change until termination.
This allows the effects of scale to be investigated prior to the effects of elasticity.
6.6.1 Experiment 1
In this experiment, we test Varanus and Nagios using the previously described
methodology. Figure 6.4 shows the monitoring latency of Varanus and Nagios over
deployments ranging from 100 VMs to 5000 VMs. As is clear, Nagios (even the
modified version) suffers from linearly increasing monitoring latency, proportional
to the size of the monitored deployment. This is due to the manner in which Nagios
performs data collection: it generates a schedule and linearly iterates through that
schedule until all polling has been completed for that time period. As the size of the
schedule increases as does the time required to iterate through them. In the optimised
version of Nagios, additional concurrent threads are used to perform polling and a
number of patches have been applied which decrease the time of each poll. Despite this,
as the size of the deployment increases both versions of Nagios suffer from increased
monitoring latency with the stock install reaching a mean latency of 266 seconds and
the modified version reaching mean of 58 seconds. The second value is consistent with
the historic best practice of minutely data collection but is far from the per second
interval that is desired.
Varanus, meanwhile is an entirely push based architecture with no centralised
scheduling. As such Varanus maintains a monitoring latency much closer to the
desired one second. In the case of a 5000 VM deployment Varanus achieves a mean
latency of 1.64 seconds with an upper bound of 2.04 seconds. The upper bound is due
to the a Varanus storage service instance suffering from higher than average load. This
is rectified by distributing clients between storage instances. If there is an insufficient
number of underloaded servers in the deployment, Various monitoring latency will
increase. Figure 6.5 compares Varanus running over a semi loaded deployment with
Varanus running over a semi loaded deployment with additional dedicated, unloaded
servers. In this case Varanus maintains a mean monitoring latency of 1.07 seconds
when provided with additional dedicated servers.
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Figure 6.4: Monitoring Latency with Varying Deployment Size. Here it is evident that Varanus
maintains a low, near 1 second monitoring latency where as both versions of Nagios incur near
linear increases in latency.
6.6.2 Experiment 2
In this experiment, we repeat the previous experiment this time comparing Varanus
against other monitoring architectures. Figure 6.6(a) shows the monitoring latency
of Varanus and the push/pull variations of 2-tier and n-tier monitoring architectures.
As is clear, Varanus once again maintains a low, near constant monitoring latency
where as other monitoring architectures suffer increased monitoring latency as scale
increases. Of particular note is the behaviour of several monitoring architectures at
the 1000 VM point. Figure 6.6(a) show the same results as figure 6.6(a) presented
using a logarithmic scale. From this it is clear that many existing tools maintain
appropriately low monitoring latencies at the 500 VM point, however at 1000 VMs
there is a sudden increase in monitoring latency. This is due to the VM at the top of the
hierarchy suffering heavy load and thus processing monitoring data at a slowed rate.
An example of this is the central VM in the n-tier push fixed size architecture which
reported a five minute load average of 138 at a scale of 500 VMs. The logarithmic scale
also highlights how Varanus deviates from the goal of 1 second monitoring latency
as the scale of the deployment increases. At 5000 VMs, Varanus incurs an average
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Figure 6.5: Varanus Monitoring Latency With and Without Additional Dedicated Hosts in a
loaded deployment. As Varanus attempts to use the existing resources in a a cloud deployment
its performance depends upon the existence of under-utilised resources. If resources are at
a premium, Varanus performance will suffer. This is particularly evident when at scale as
typified by the difference in value and std deviation at a scale of 5000 VMs between Varanus
with and without additional dedicated hosts.
monitoring latency of 1.65 seconds. Again, this could be reduced by provisioning
additional dedicated VMs.
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((a)) On a linear scale.
((b)) Figure 6.6(a) represented on a logarithmic scale.
Figure 6.6: Comparison of monitoring latency of Varanus and implementations of common
monitoring architectures at increasing scale.
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6.7 Deployment Size Varying with Elasticity
The previous experiment elucidated upon the effects of continually increasing
deployment size on monitoring latency. What was not taken into account, however,
was VM termination. In this set of experiments, the deployment is subjected to varying
levels of load. This is more natural and is much more typical of what is found in
real world scenarios. Here, VMs are provisioned as load increase and terminated
when load subsides. This is rather more arduous for monitoring tools compared to the
previous scenario.
6.7.1 Experiment 1
Figures 6.7(b) and 6.7(a) show the effect of elasticity upon monitoring latency. In
both these cases, web server trace data is used to produce realistic fluctuations in
demand which is in turn used to induce elasticity via the use of the AWS Elastic Load
Balancer. Figure 6.7(b) shows the results of a moderate, sustained traffic (starting at
10,000 requests and gradually increasing to 1,000,000 requests per second and then
gradually subsiding to 10,000 requests per second) representing what a popular web
site may receive on an average day. Figure 6.7(a) shows the results of a sudden spike
in traffic (starting at 10,000 requests per second and increasing to 10,000,000 requests
per second) representing what a web site may encounter in a special case (e.g. sudden
popularity on social media, a special event, etc). This latterly case is an edge case,
however it is one of the key use cases of cloud computing. It is therefore essential that
cloud monitoring tools be able to tolerate sudden peaks in load without suffering from
QoS degradation.
Nagios demonstrates a significant increase in monitoring latency as additional hosts are
instantiated to meet demand. In figure 6.7(a) Nagios provides low latency monitoring
until the sudden increase in demand causes the instantiation of additional VMs. As
VMs are continuously instantiated until demand is met Nagios exhibits a sudden spike
in monitoring latency. Part of this spike is attributable in the bootstrapping of new
VMs, which requires Nagios to restart and thus further increases monitoring latency.
Which levels off after the number of VM becomes constant.
Again, as Varanus makes use of a push mechanism and has a scalable bootstrapping
mechainsm elasticity is tolerate and has limited effect upon monitoring latency. Much
like the result in the previous experiment, Varanus achieves a low monitoring latency
which in its worst instance reaches 3.1 seconds.
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((a)) Monitoring Latency During a Period of Increasing High Demand
((b)) Monitoring Latency During a Period of Moderate, Sustained Demand
Figure 6.7: Varanus and Nagios Monitoring Latency During Different Elastic Models
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6.7.2 Experiment 2
Again, we repeat experiment 1 this time with our own implementations of common
monitoring architectures. Figures 6.8(a) and 6.8(b) show the effects of two elasticity
model on monitoring latency. Producing results not dissimilar to the real world
Nagios, none of the monitoring architectures maintain a consistently low monitoring
latency while encountering either elasticity model. In the case of the moderate load, the
majority of the monitoring architectures encounters a near linear increase in monitoring
latency as requests increase. The two variable architectures perform better than the
others but each still suffer from increased monitoring latency. Despite being able
to provision additional VMs in order to tolerate demand, the tree based structure
of each of the variable architectures resulted in top level VM eventually subsuming
to load and monitoring latency increased as a result. This is also the case in the
high demand elastic model, where monitoring latency in the monitoring architecture
implementations suffers significantly due to the high levels of load encountered. In
each of the monitoring architectures, the top level VMs suffered high CPU, network
and memory usage as a result of the large volume of messages being send from
monitored VMs or VMs further down the hierarchy. Varanus, owing to its decentralised
architecture does not heavily load individual VMs, rather it amortises load over the
deployment - allowing monitoring latency to be kept low.
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((a)) Monitoring Latency During a Period of Moderate, Sustained Demand
((b)) Monitoring Latency During a Period of Increasing High Demand
Figure 6.8: Varanus and other monitoring architectures, monitoring latency during different
elastic models
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6.8 Investigating Resource Usage
A priori, lower resource usage is desirable. A monitoring tool which requires significant
resources will have high fiscal costs and risks interfering with the deployment that it
is monitoring. The primary resources consumed by monitoring tools is CPU, while
monitoring can be data and thus network intensive, it is the aggregation, analysis
and handling of monitoring data which is typically the bottleneck - all of which
is CPU bound work. The following set of experiments investigate the CPU usage
of Varanus, Nagios and other monitoring architectures and how this impacts their
appropriateness for cloud monitoring. Specifically, we investigate CPU usage during a
period of moderate load and elasticity; a common occurrence in cloud deployments
which should not stress an ideal cloud monitoring tool. In the following experiments,
CPU usage refers to the over all percentage of resources within the cloud deployment
which are devoted to performing monitoring. This includes all components performing
monitoring: clients, servers and in the case of Varanus, all the constituant services.
6.8.1 Experiment 1
Figure 6.9(a) shows the CPU usage of Nagios and Varanus while the cloud deployment
encounters a period of moderate, sustained demand and scales accordingly. CPU
usage here in the overall percent of cpu time in the deployment which is devoted to
providing monitoring functions. In the case of Nagios, this includes the monitoring
servers, scripts running on monitored hosts and the backend database. In the case of
Varanus, it is the percentage of CPU time used by all Varanus components. As Nagios
follows a client-sever architecture it has a small number of dedicated servers and a
large number of clients. Nagios, therefore heavily loads its servers and imparts a small
load upon the clients. Varanus, is however decentralised and uses a small amount
of CPU time on all participants and a larger percent on certain under-utilised hosts.
Varanus, therefore uses a greater overall percentage of CPU use but amortises that cost
over the entire deployment. This is evident from the range of values shown by the
error bars of Varnus on figure 6.9(a); as Varanus distributes the cost of monitoring and
uses a resource aware approach its resource usage is highly variable dependant upon
the available resources. Nagios meanwhile has a more conservative resource usage but
heavily loads a small number of machines. As those machines must be provisioned in
addition to the monitored deployment, they represent an additional overhead. Varanus,
while more costly, attempts to use the free resources within that deployment and unless
it is heavily loaded; does not require additional VMs. Additionally, with regards to the
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previous experiments, Varanus manages to achieve constant low latency monitoring
with only double the resource usage of Nagios which has a very modest resource
usage but can incur a very high monitoring latency.
6.8.2 Experiment 2
Figure 6.9(b) shows the CPU usage of Varanus and other monitoring architectures
during a period of moderate demand. Again, Varanus due to its peer to peer, resource
aware design consumes more resources than the other monitoring architectures. Worthy
of note is the resource consumption of the two variable n-tier architectures which
consume greater resources than the other monitoring architectures. As noted in
previous experiments, these architectures have the lowest monitoring latency of set of
evaluated architectures. They achieve lower latency by provisioning additional VMs to
perform monitoring, this in turn results in a greater CPU usage. Varanus provisions
no additional VMs (at least in this experiment) and achieves lower monitoring latency
than the other monitoring architectures.
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((a)) Comparison of CPU Usage of Varanus and Nagios during a Period of Moderate, Sustained
Demand
((b)) Comparison of CPU Usage of Varanus and Nagios during a Period of Moderate, Sustained
Demand
Figure 6.9: Comparison of Varanus and other monitoring tool’s CPU Usage During Different
Elastic Models
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6.9 Evaluation Summary
Our evaluation demonstrates that Varanus is able to perform low latency monitoring
with conservative CPU usage even at scale. By utilising a decentralised architecture
Varanus can propagate state and perform analysis without heavily loading individual
VMs and by exploiting the plentiful low cost intra-cloud bandwidth of IaaS clouds
Varanus can further reduce computation. As Varanus attempts to make use of existing
resources, monitoring performance can suffer if resources are limited. This is the
primary factor affecting Varanus performance and can be avoided by provisioning
additional unloaded VMs.
When compared to Nagios, a diminishing yet still prolific monitoring tool, Varanus
offers superior out of the box performance for cloud monitoring. Nagios can certainly
be used effectively for cloud monitoring, however this requires significant modification
backed by manpower and experience and used in conjunction with automation tools
such as Puppet or Chef. When deployed in their default configuration or even with a
number of patches, Nagios suffers from increasing monitoring latency and CPU usage
proportional to the scale of the deployment.
6.10 Evaluation Limitations
All the experiments detailed in this chapter have been under controlled conditions
with simulated load and artificial usage patterns. While these patterns have been
deprived from real world trace data and are run on a genuine public cloud, they
do not capture the full degree of spontaneity and variability which occurs under
non-simulated conditions. Despite making significant inquiries, (quite understandable)
no real stakeholders in large scale cloud systems were willing to test Varanus or
participate in a manner which would yield publishable data. Despite the lack of real
world testing the experimentation that has been performed has yielded results which
should be consistent with what occurs under non simulated conditions. It would,
however, have been preferable to include empirical evidence as to this in this chapter.
6.11 Chapter Conclusion
Effective monitoring of large cloud systems is essential. Without appropriate
monitoring anomalies, faults, performance degradation and all manner of other
undesirable phenomenon can occur, unchecked. Previously is has been common
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practice for administrators to consume monitoring data and enact the appropriate
changes to the system to ensure continued correct operation. With large cloud
systems, this is no longer feasible. The scale, elasticity and complex of this class
of systems prohibits a administrators from having a detailed holistic view of the
system. Furthermore, many current tools are incapable of tolerating the scale and
elasticity and deliver monitoring state in a non timely manner. Thus, what is required
is an autonomic monitoring system which can collect and analyse monitoring data in
a timely fashion and reduce the burden on human administrators. We have presented
Varanus as this tool. By leveraging concepts from peer to peer, volunteer and highly
decentralised computing we have designed Varanus to tolerate scale and elasticity and
to act in a resource aware fashion. When evaluated against current tools, Varanus
demonstrates its ability to maintain low latency monitoring with an acceptable resource
overhead which is amortised over the entire cloud deployment. We therefore contend
that the design of Varanus is highly suitable for monitoring large scale systems and is
a valid alternative to older monitoring schemes.
7Chapter SevenConclusion
Monitoring is an integral part of system management. Monitoring allows for the
detecting of anomaly and provides the opportunity for optimisation and improvement
of a system. Monitoring has existied since the inception of computing but was largely
a manual affair; a computer system would expose register and memory values to
a user who would interpret the values and act accordingly. This was monitoring
in the most manual sense of the word, virtually the entirety of monitoring process
was performed by a human. As computer systems became more complex, additional
levels of abstraction - namely the OS - developed and led to the development of tools
designed to obtain data describing the current state of the system and return it to
the end user. Modern equivalents of these tools still exist such as top, vmstat and
iostat. These tools obtain monitoring state that is otherwise concealed in memory and
presents it in a human readable fashion. These tools are ideal for operations staff or
developers who are tasked with locating wayward process, debugging applications or
otherwise tackling a problem localised to a single machine. However, these tools are
rather less suitable for investigating problems that spread across multiple machines.
As distributed computing became increasingly prevalent followed by the development
of the Internet, a series of distributed monitoring tools began to emerge. Most of
these monitoring tools simply used existing programs to obtain monitoring state
and then transmit the state to a centralised database. This database would serve
to aggregate systemwide monitoring state and would often be accompanied by a
web based front end which afforded a unified view of monitoring data to the end
user. These tools, therefore, automated the collection of monitoring data, reducing
the burden on the human. Initially, most of these tools were developed for the
purposes of monitoring enterprise server deployments. Lasting examples of these
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tools include Nagios, Cacti and Munin. Subsequently, with each new generation of
distributed computing, namely cluster computing, higher performance computing and
grid computing, new monitoring tools were developed. These tools have largely been
variations on preexisting architectures and designs. The vast majority of monitoring
tools, irrespective of origin are based on trees whereby monitored clients are the leaves
and monitoring state is propagated up subtrees and the entire process is managed by
the root. Certainly, there are variations of this scheme and indeed architectures which
dispense with tress entirely but by in large these are the minority. The tools which are
used today for the purposes of cloud monitoring are of very similar designs and do
not tolerate scale nor, crucially, elasticity.
This thesis has investigate the state of cloud monitoring; examining the landscape of
existing tools and their respective architectures and in what manner they are used.
From this investigation we have taxonomised tools according to their shared and
distinct properties in order to further investigate how appropriate these tools are for
the purposes of cloud monitoring. From this we have developed a set of requirements
for an ideal cloud monitoring tool and in turn developed the design of Varanus, an
elasticity tolerant monitoring tool which exhibits many novel properties. We have
implemented this design and in turn evaluated it. Varanus outperforms exiting
tools in a number of ways and crucially tolerates elasticity with minimal effect upon
performance.
7.1 Thesis Summary
Chapter 2 presented an overview of background work in the field of cloud computing
with additional discussion of related concepts from distributed and autonomic
computing in order to contextualise the work presented within this thesis and identify
relevant concepts. In particular, it highlights how scale and elasticity are central to
cloud computing and elucidates upon the complex set of issues arising from these
properties.
Chapter 3 performed a detailed survey and taxonomy of cloud monitoring tools.
It examined, in detail, the practice of monitoring and investigates the technical
and sociotechnical aspects of monitoring. Over 50 monitoring tools were examined.
These included monitoring tools from previous domains that are still used for cloud
computing, purpose build cloud monitoring tools and monitoring as a service tools.
In chapter 4, the common properties of these tools surveyed in chapter 3 were extracted
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and used to classify them using a common taxonomy. The taxonomy shows that
the vast majority of monitoring tools are centralised, require manual configuration
and employ a n-tier hierarchy to collect data. Finally, we derived a set of design
requirements from the taxonomy. These requirements describe the needs of an ideal
cloud monitoring tool: a system which scales, tolerates elasticity and requires a
minimum of human interaction.
Chapter 5 proposed a design for a new monitoring tool which attempts to meet the
requirements stated in chapter 4. This tool, named Varanus, leverages concepts from
autonomic, peer-to-peer and resource aware computing in order to design a tool which
is well suited to the riggers of cloud computing. Additionally we provide a description
of our implementation of Varanus and of the technologies, libraries and messaging
patterns which are employed throughout it.
Chapter 6 evaluated this design and demonstrates how Varanus archives low latency
monitoring even during periods of high elasticity whereas other monitoring tools
suffer from QoS degradation. From this and other experimentation we conclude that
Varanus is better suited to cloud monitoring than current monitoring architectures.
7.2 Contributions
This thesis has yielded a number of research contributions. They are as follows:
• The design of Varanus, a scalable and elasticity tolerant cloud monitoring
architecture.
• A detailed evaluation using several thousand EC2 instance which compares
Varanus, Nagios and custom implementations of common monitoring architectures.
• A novel architecture for deploying experiments at scale on Amazon EC2.
• A novel method to simulate elasticity using real world trace data in conjunction
with Apache JMeter and EC2 auto scaling groups.
• A new layered gossip protocol which has been developed specifically for cloud
computing environments which exploits free bandwidth while minimising the use
of metered bandwidth.
• A comprehensive survey and taxonomy of cloud monitoring systems and practices.
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7.3 Short Term Future Work
This section details the work which would directly improve upon the research present
here. These are research goals which were not met due to either time constraints or
due to being out with the focus of this thesis. This work would be necessary to evolve
Varanus from a research tool to a platform for industrial and general purpose use.
7.3.1 User Interface
A potentially glaring omission from the design and implementation of Varanus is the
lack of a user interface. During development and testing, a simple text interface was
used which displayed raw data pulled from Varanus components via ZeroMQ. This
is less of a UI and more of a debugging mechanism. No bonafide UI was proposed
in the design of Varanus as focus was placed upon autonomic management and not
upon human involvement. The domain of this work was indeed cloud and distributed
systems and not human computer interaction. Regardless, visualisation of monitoring
data and an attractive UI for configuration and management is highly desirable for
real world use. There is no shortage of tools and UIs for graphing and visualisation
monitoring data. The premier graphing tool is Graphite which supports a wide
range of dashboards and front ends including Graphene, Giraffe, Tasseo, Graphiti and
Descarates which leverage D3 and other Javascript and CSS visualisation libraries to
produce rich UIs which allow users to visualise and interact with monitoring data. A
key element of future work would therefore include developing or modifying a UI in
order to visualise the monitoring state and analysis results captured by Varanus. This
is an important step in making Varanus suitable for real world usage.
7.3.2 Security
In our implementation of Varaus, all monitoring data is transmitted in plaintext.
Despite the inherent insecurity of this, it is common practice and many real world
monitoring tools still do this. A more advisable solution would be to encrypt
monitoring data as interception of this data could enable attackers to gain insight
into the operation of the monitored system in order to devise a means of attack. This
would necessitate the integration of several security features into Varanus including
mechanisms to distribute encryption keys on the fly. This was beyond the purview of
this thesis but is never the less integral in the development of a real world monitoring
tool.
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7.3.3 Cross Cloud Compatibility
Varanus at present, is limited to operating on Amazon EC2. This is in part because of
the availability of an AWS grant which enabled development and testing of Varanus
on EC2. Lacking the means to develop for other clouds, they were not accounted for.
While EC2 is the most popular cloud platform it would be preferable to have support
for other IaaS providers and for private clouds. Through the use of Apache JCloud,
most of the EC2 specific code in Varanus could be altered without significant difficulty.
7.4 Future Work
This section details several possible future directions where this work could progress.
This thesis has investigated cloud monitoring, as such it has numerous potential
applications and future directions. Virtually all research which involves observing,
measuring or experimenting on a cloud platform could potentially be a venue for
Varanus and for the research presented here. The following is a non exhaustive list of
future research directions which are of particular interest to the the authors:
7.4.1 Mitigating Privilege Based Attacks
This research challenge was mentioned earlier in Chapter 2. To reiterate; cloud
computing has an inherent trust problem. Users are required to trust the cloud
provider and have few methods to verify that the cloud provider is not manipulating
or intercepting computation and communication. There have been some proposed
remedies to this solution [158, 160] which use cryptographic hardware to verify that
an untampered OS image has been booted as a foundation for a trusted infrastructure.
Regardless of the method for imposing a root of trust, it is essential for the trusted
environment to be monitored in order to detect trust violations and other unwanted
behaviour. Varanus, as presented in this thesis, is not primarily geared towards trust
monitoring but it could be adapted for this purpose. This would also require that
Varanus be extended to provide guarantees as to the veracity of its monitoring state.
Trust, in a monitoring system or indeed in any decentralised system is a considerable
research challenge and would inevitably yield a range of additional challenges.
7.4.2 Multi-Tenanted Monitoring
The research conducted in this thesis rests on the assumption that the monitoring
infrastructure belongs to a single cloud user. This is a reasonable assumption, and
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reflects the current manner in which cloud resources are consumed but alternatives do
exist. If one is to dispense this assumption, a new set of challenges emerge. In this
circumstance, a number of challenges emerge such as managing billing and usage and
monitoring and may even introduce concerns similar to those in grid computing such
as virtual organisations. Adapting the resource aware approach taken by Varanus to
a multi-tenanted environment where multiple users host Varanus components could
be a particular challenge. The resource aware model used by Varanus assumes that
all resources are equal and only considers utilisation as a factor in deciding where to
perform computation. In a multi-tenanted environments additional concerns such as
fairness emerge and would require a reworking of the resource aware scheme. This
would likely require the adoption of a constraint approach or an alternative distributed
scheduling based approach. A further opportunity in multi-tenanted monitoring
would be the aggregation of multiple users’ monitoring state in order to develop a
more detailed overview of the cloud environment, its underlying characteristics and to
better detect faults and performance issues.
7.4.3 Self Optimising Cloud Computing
As has been discussed in chapter 3, not all cloud resources are created equal. Due to
usage, behaviour or problems with the underlying hardware can become loaded or
otherwise under-perform. This will result in VMs, storage or the network yielding less
performance than what has been paid for. An emerging strategy in cloud monitoring
is to benchmark VMs upon instantiation to verify that they perform appropriately. If
they are under-performing, they are terminated. An interesting research opportunity
would be to extend this approach to all cloud resources and to develop a mechanism
to self optimise, such that the best possible cost/performance point is met. This is
an interesting challenge as there are real world financial constraints. It is infeasible
to benchmark VMs ad nauseam until the best performing VM is found, a more
intelligent approach is required. This approach would require a sophisticated analysis
of monitoring data and of pricing data over time in order to predict the optimum
strategy for selecting high performance VMs.
7.4.4 Automated Deployment and Monitoring
Our evaluation presented an architecture for deploying experiments at scale. This
architecture leveraged Puppet to manage configuration, but many other tools such
as Ansible, Salt and Chef provide similar functionality. There are also continuous
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integration and continuous deployment tools which allow developers to commit code
to version control and then have it automatically compiled, tested and then deployed.
At present, monitoring is not tightly integrated into this process. Version control, build
tools, CI and CD tools all have their own reporting and monitoring tools. An interesting
research challenge would be to integrate monitoring through the development, built,
deployment and operational stages of software development such that a consistent set
of metrics, logs and other monitoring data can be accessed from a single source. a˘
7.5 Concluding Remarks
Cloud monitoring is an area which has received insufficient attention from academia.
Monitoring, like much of cloud computing is myriad of academic and industrial
research and Open Source software. Industry has notably yielded monitoring as a
service tools as their solution for cloud monitoring. Additionally, organisations such
as Netflix has developed bespoke monitoring stacks which are well suited fro the
demands of cloud computing but are not publicly accessible. Neither or these solutions
help the status quo of research, the former is prohibitively expensive while the latter
is unavailable for research and investigation. As governments, business and research
organisations move to leverage cloud deployment in their everyday tasks the size of
cloud deployments grows. While many organisations are struggling with factors which
limit cloud adoption such as data migration, interoperability, licensing and governance
there exist a plethora of issues which limit post-adoption growth. Monitoring is one of
these issues. Without appropriate monitoring tools it will become difficult to deploy
large scale cloud systems. With cloud computing becoming the cheapest and most
accessible means to deploy large scale systems the availability of effective tools is
increasingly important.
The research presented in this thesis shows how an effective cloud monitoring tool can
be designed and demonstrates how an implementation of this design can outperform
existing monitoring architectures. These results show that monitoring as a service tools
are not the only option for cloud monitoring, that it is quite feasible to develop scalable,
elasticity tolerant monitoring tools which do not require additional expenditure in
terms of VMs or other resources. It is therefore hoped that this thesis has laid a
foundation in the field of cloud monitoring and it, in conjunction with the publications
it has yielded, will stimulate further development of academic and Open Source
monitoring tools.
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